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FOREWORD
This document, SPS Point Design Definition, is Volume IV
of the SPS Concept Definition Study (Contract NAS8-32475),
Exhibits A and B, and also incorporates results of NASA/MSFC
in-house effort	 Other volumes of the final report that pro-
vide additional detail are listed below.
Volume
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III	 SPS Concept Evolution
V	 Transportation and Operations Analysis
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This volume describes the SPS system point design concept selected as a
result of the trade studies conducted on the concepts described in Volume III,
SPS Concept Evolution. The concept definition include, satellite, ground and
space systems and their relationship as shown in Figure 1.0-1. The transporta-
and operations analysis are described in Volume V.
SATELLITE
POWER S7STEAS
SATELL ITE 	
I	
I	 SYSTEM	 1	 (	 SYSTEMS	 I TRANSPO UT10Nsrstc
	
POWER CONVERSION I	 F-qPECT[NNA	 I	 F-qiACILITIES	 I	 F-gLAONCY VEAKLE
	
►tWE'.."ITRISUTION
	 UTILITY INTERFAC^	 ^-- SU►P01T EQUIPMENT
MICROWAVE	 I	 J-^-- SATELLITE CONTA:L I 	 "OPERATIONS	 I	 f-- PtKSONNEL TRAV►ORT
TITUO(CONTROL
STA110NRC[ ► ING	 H SITE { FACILITIES I	 y OPERA-IONS
TNERNAL CONTROL	 (
	
"OPERATIONS
STAUCTURE
INFOWUTION NGMT
I OPEMT I ONS
	 I
Figure 1.0-1. SPS Syst--m Relationships
Major emphasis during this study has been placed on definition of the
GaAlAs photovoltaic satellite system which has been recommended by MSFC as
the preliminary baseline concept. The Solar Thermal Concept has also been
defined (to a lesser detail) as an alternate concept to the Solar Photovoltaic
Concept. The primary purpose of this documentation is to provide sufficient
detail on these two concepts to sup-­.-t MSFC in its recommendations to
NASA HQ/DOE of preferred baseline SPS concept(s) by CY 1981 as a basis for
subsequent technology advancement and verification activities in the CY 1981-
1987 time period.
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Program ground rules followed in developmc:•nt of point design definition
is listed below:
a IUC Date: 1998
e Maximum Program Size: 2005 - 17U GW
2025 - GUU GW
Minimum Program Size: 2UU5 - 4C GW
2025 - 14U W
e System Life: 30 years
e Cost: 1977 constant dollars (7.52.' discount rate)
e Systems Available in t1le 198U's: Shuttle 1980
I U S
	 1981
U'1'V	 1987
Phis volume covers the major subsystems of the satellite system including
power conversion, power distribution and control, microwave, attitude control
and stationkeeping, thermal control, structures, and information management
and control. In addition, ground and space systems are described covering
the rectenna, utility interface, orbital and bround support systems and
satellite control.
n
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2.0 SUBSYSTEM ANALYSIS
The results of the design studies, analyses and evaluation for the point
design subsystem concepts are presented in the following sections. The major
subsystems consists of the solar photovoltaic and solar thermal power conver-
sion subsystems, power distribution and control subsystem, structural sub-
system, attitude control and stationkeeping subsystem, microwave power
transmission subsystem and the thermal control subsystem.
2.1 PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER CONVERSION SUBSYSTEM
The point design photovoltaic concept is shown in Figure 2.1-1 and was
designed to supply 5 GW of electrical power to the utility grid on the ground.
The SPS is a three trough configuration having reflective membranes at a 60°
slant angle. It has a single microwave antenna, located in the center of the
configuration. The overall dimensions of the SPS are approximately
• Length - 21.3 km
• Width - 3.85 lea
• Depth - 1.75 km.
The mass in order of the SPS is 36.6 x10 6 and includes a 30% growth factor. In
geosynchronous orbit the longitudinal axis of the SPS is oriented perpendicular
to the orbital plane. The SPS design is based on construction in GEO.
aE F 	 \	 I
1666 71M
j .. 1 no M 
	 . 17ooM	 1160 M	 1
60o
	 cso \^y 66oeso
	6ao
	
1	
-OF P00i^ QU r':^Lt l Y
v
961M W
Figure 2.1-1. 5 GW Photovoltaic SPS CR-2
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Subcontracts were also issued for support of Lilt, SPS photovoltaic GaAlAs
point design effort in the major areas of cell perfurniance characteristics,
manufacturing and production techniques, effecLs of radiation damage on cell
performance, and Cost and wcighL•
 estimates. The organizations that contributed
to the study are listed below:
• Electronics Research Division - Rockwell International
e Hughes Aircraft Cumpany - Space and Cotimunicatiuns Group
Science Center - Rockwell International
The solar photovoltaic power subsystem consists of the solar cells,
blankets, attachment devices, and for the concentrator-type system, includes
the reflector membranes and attacliment devices. Gallium aluminum arsenide
(GaAlAs) cells have been selected as the point design solar cell. Tile cell
is fastened to a thin-film Kaptun substrate with all
	
adhesive. The photo-
voltaic power conversion subsystem is designed for a geometric concentration
ratio of 2.
Tile functional requirements for the photovoltaic power subsy::tems are
listed in Tables 2.1-1 and 2.1-2. 'The system efficiency block diagram is
shown in Figure 2.1-2. Shown in the figure are power levels, efficiencies,
temperatures, degradation factors and solar cell area requirements. A sim-
plified integrated block diagram for the C:R-2 point design concept is present-
ed in Figure 2.1-3. 'Elie major assemblies and components that are required
for the phutuvult.aic subsystem are shown in Figure 2.1-4.
2.1.1 SOLAR CELLS
The solar cell used ill SPS design is a GaAlAs cell having :in effi-
cienc y of 2U percent at air Mass Zero (AMU) and 25°C:. The cell consists of
the GaAlAs junction, GaAlAs window, cover/substrate, current collecturs, and
all
	 coating. The basic cell design is the inverted GaAs/
sapphire design having a weight of 0.252 kg/m'. The various cell designs
that were investigated and the selected deign are shown ill
	 2.1-5.
'file point design cell has a 20-Uni sapphire substrate upon which is grown a
5-pm singlo crystal GaAs junetiOri. A 500-A GaAlAs Window is than deposited
oil the 5-um junction. The voltage and current characteristics of the cell as
a function of operating temperature are shown in Figure 2.1-u.
2 . 1 . 2 SOLAR BLANKET
The solar blanket consists of a 25-1im Kaptun membrane upon which the
cells are fastened with a thermusetting FEP adliesivc. Also included ill the
blanket are the interconnects, transparent thermal coating required for
thernial control, attachments, tUIlSi011ing dtWiCUS, anti sensors. The solar
cell blankets will be manufactured ill 	 form and Lhe solar cells
attached. This assembly will then be rolled up oil a drum type canister.
It is pustulated that the blankets will be 2 ni wide by approxi;naLely i5U m
ill length. The can'..ters are then trallSpurLed to Orbit_ where the blankets
are deployed via a rull-out deployiutent-type uperaLion.
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Table 2.1-1. Point Design Solar Array
Functional Requirements
AN
It
`	
a
1 4
PROCRAMMATIC
ENE:RCY SOURCE
	 SOLAR
CAPACITY	 5 GW DELIVERED TO UTILITY NETWORKS
LIFETIME	 30 YEARS WIT11 MINIMUM PLANNED MAINTENANCE: (SHOULD HE CAPABLE OF
EXTENDED LIFE BEYOND 30 YEARS WITH REPLACEMENT)
10(' DATE	 1998
OPERATIONS	 GEOSYNCII ORBIT; 0-DFG INCLIN, CIRCULAR (35,786 km ALTITUDE')
IIESOURCES	 MINIMUM USE OF CRITICAL RESOURCES
COWALUCIALI'LATION	 COMPATIBLE: WITH U.S. UTILITY NETWORKS
DLVIA01'MF.NT	 EVOLUTIONARY WITH PROVISIONS F'OII INCORPORATING LATER TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY
OII'I'I'U1' POWER
	 1101'1.1( 1.1 ' VI : L IS DE.FINF:D As CONSTANT POWEI( LF.VI(1. (1•:X('1•:1''1' UUIIIN.I
SOLAR ECLIPSE
W'F:IGIIT GROWTH	 3011
ENERGY STORAGE	 TO SUPPORT ON-BOARD SATELLITE SYSTEM OPERATIONS ONLY
FAILURE CRITERIA
	
NO SINGLE POINT FAILURE HAY CAUSE TOTAL. LOSS OF SPS FUNCTION
ENERGY PAYBACK	 LESS THAN 3 YR
COST	 COMPETITIVE WITH GRND-BASED PWR GENERATION WITHIN LIFETIME OF
SPS PROJECT
STORAGE
	
ONE YEAR ON BOARD WITHOUT RESUPPLY
Table 2.1-2. Point Design Solar Array
Functional Requirements - Operations
MODE: ASSEMBLY FUNCTIONS
CONSTRUCTION SUBSYSTEM NONE
IN71:R-ORUIT
--TRANSFF.R SUBSYSTEM NONE
OPLRATIONS SI!USYSTEM STEADY-STATE OPERATION
REFLECTOR SIZED
	 Foil	 1:01,	 POWER	 RATINi1
SUBSYSTEM 81111T DOWN BEFORE ENTERING ECLIPSE:
STANDBY	 ('LI•:RO POWER)
ECLIPSE TURN ON AFTER LEAVING ECLIPSE & ARRAYS REACH EQUIL-
IIIHIUM	 TE.'.IPI:,HATURI:
BATTERIES SUPPLY	 POWER	 FOR	 ESSE	 I'lAI.	 F'UNC'TIONS
F'AILUNE/ SUBSYSTEM IiI;DUNDANT OPERATION, 	 AUTO SIIl1TIK)WN,	 MANUAL.	 S'EAlITUP
MAIN'II:NANCE I'WIl	 MO p 11IJ5 • 511119'	 IK)W'N	 F'	ISOLATI	 .	 FAII,F'U	 hl(IUPI.E •	III-:1'LACE.	 SOLAII
S tills YSTI-Al
('1.1.1,	 111.ANK1,	 AN	 IN	 111(PI.Ia"toll
FAIL -SAFE CRICKS, CONTROL HENVONSFCHLCKOUT
• SOLAR CELL/I11.ANKF:T/RF;Ft.ECTOR MODULE,
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ARRAY ATTITUDE	 IMS
ORIENTATION CO NTROI	 CONTROL
TO ORBIT PLANE VOLTAGE
•	 Rh-1/2' - 2x4YR O.I'FOR CR.	 AMPERSTEMPERATURE	 I..Rp MW
SOLAR INTENSITY
	
ENERGY
SWITCH POSITIONS
	
STORAGE
CIRCUIT DISPLAYS
PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER CONVERSION
	 POWERGw11AaCELLS 20%AMO 28'C
	 DIST.
 Y0.)	 GWA	 S
CONTRO!
SOLAR E
V^R
R
IR ANSPORT ATION 6
LOGISTICS
57-41 GW
 F	 CO NST•U^_?:.iN, 	 v'Fly
OFFRATI^r.S,
REPAIk d A^41 NT, '•fANCE
THERMAL CONTROL GROUND SUPPORT
z 110 TO 125 - C FOR ARRAYS
--73'C TO-^0'C FOR AEFLECTORS	 SUPPORT OPE¢ATICNS
Figure 2.1-3. Simplified Integrated Block Diagram
- Photovoltaic (CR-2)
Or POU R Q
• GaAT CELL • KAPTON BLANKET • KAPTON BLANKET
• Go Al As WINDOW • TRANSPARENT THERMAL • REFLECTIVE MATERIAL
COATING
• COVEI,/SUBS*RATE • ATTACHMENTS AND
• ADHESIVE TENSIONING DEVICES
• CURRENT
COLLECTORS • INTERCONNECTS • SENSORS
• AR COATING • ATTACH MENTS
 
AND
TENSIONING DEVICES
• SENSORS
Figure 2.1-4.	 Assembly Tree
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Figure 2.1-5. Solar cell Design
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Figure 2.1-6. GaAlAs Solar Cell Voltage and
Current characteristics
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The solar blanket layout for the GaAlAs point design configuration is
shown in Figure 2.1-7. The solar panel in the top trough (effective cell
area) measures 6UOx 750 m x 2 for 900,000 m ` . Twelve panels are required
for the top trough. The panels for the two lower troughs are slightly
smaller in width and measure 55U*750 m x 2 for 825,000 m ` (effective cell
area). Twenty-four panels are required for the bottom troughs. The total
deployed solar area fur the SPS is 30.b x 1U 6 m2 which is comprised of 10.8 x 1U 6 m2
in the top troughs and 19.8 x 1U 6 m2 in the bottom troughs.
12 RE OD
AHEA	 9000OOM2
Pu	 788 MW IE O E.)
Vu	 - 455KV
25M ITYPICAI 24 REOD)
6ppM
	
j ^150M
HOW50M
BOOM
F30  6, lop M2
5870 AMPS
Figure 2.1-7. Solar Blanket Concept
The cell arrangement on the solar panel is illustrated in Figure 2.1-8.
The basic building block is a 1 m ` module configuration and the cells are
connected together in a series parallel arrangement. The voltage output of
each 1 m module is 3U.3 V with a current of 10.54 amps. The module output
is calculated to be 320 W/m ` at the end of life. The cell characteristics
and cell design used to form a submodule for the solar blanket is shown in
Figure 2.1-9.
2.1.3 SOLAR CELL DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION
The Electronics Research Division (ERD) of Rockwell has been actively
engaged in the analysis design, and development of GaAlAs cells. ERD has
investigated the development and mass production requirements of the GaAlAs
cells for the SPS mission and a summary of their study results are presented
in the following subsections.
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10.54A/
21.IA
0
4OA
I"P, j
VALUES .
^J
MID TERM	 3RD OU/.RTER
CR G - 2.58	 2.0
CR - 2.22	 1.72 (E.O.L.)
ENERGY ONTO CELLS 2880 W/M 2	2330 W/M2
CELL OUTPUT AMO, 25C (20%)	 576	 166
ARRAY DESIGN FACTOR (.876)505	 (.851415
SEASONAL VARIATION (.91)160	 (.91; 379
TEMP. LOSS FACTOR (.88) 137	 333
ENVIRON. DEGR. FACTOR (.92)103 W/M 2 (.96) 320 W/M2
'B.O.L. FACTOR - 1.15 = > 368 W/M2
01% Rockwell Intemational
Space Division
Figure 2.1-8. Solar Panel Power Output _ Watts/m`
ITEM	 WEIGHT (MG,'CM2)
20 UM Al 202
	7.96
INTERCONNECTS
	 3.4
&TOP GRID CONTACTS
/T 2.04 CM
	
.03-.05 m 	 0.03
GaA I As
3 Sq
1.5 y M
R,.; l	 P TYPE GaAs
5 yM	 2.66
^ —	 1-0 yM
s !	 `	 N-TYPE GaAs
i
0.5 - 1 yM	 1.0
OHMIC CONTACT
DIELECTRIC
	
SPACL'	 13 UM FEP	 2.7
25 PM KAPTON	 3.6
(BLANKET)
6 yM POLYMER	 0.9
THERMAL COATING
	 25.25 (,252 KG/M2)
Figure 2.1-9. GaAlAs Solar Cell Blanket Cross Section
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The performance curve of an experimental type GaAlAs/GaAs cell that was
developed at Rockwell using metal oxide - chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
process is shown in Figure 2.1-1U. The cell did not have an antireflective
coating but corrected for AMO conditions and with a coating, efficiencies of
up to 17% were calculated. Liquid phase epitaxy cells developed at Rockwell
were tested with efficiencies of aporoxirnately 17.2%. The mayor component/
regions of the cell are listed in Iable 2.1-3. The invested cell configuration
as shown in Figure 2.1-5 in conjunction with the CVD process offers the poten-
tial for high production capabilities. The technical problems that have to
be solved for the successful demonstration of laboratory type invested cell
GaAlAs structure cells having high efficiency and good yields consist of
determining the optimum surface preparation, characterize the interface region,
establish growth parameters, develop reliable contacts and AR coatings.
9.0	 I.1	 02	 0.7	 0.4	 a %	 6.6	 0.7	 0!	 IJ	 1.0
VOOAGI IVI
hourth quadrant of 1-V Characteristic of \10-CWD Ga. tAS/GaA-
IleteroStructure -Su1a1 • Cell under 12- ►m'Jcm = 111uniinatiun
(uncorrect(-d for contact area ur I'01Cction from uncoated 	 %, i do%\).
Figure 2.1-10. 1-V Characteristic for Illuminated
(AMO) Cell
A proposed cell configuration for laboratory demonstration is shown in
Figure 2.1-11. The cell design is similar to that of conventional window
type GaAlAs cells and shows an insulating substrate which requires etching
of the mesa structure for producing the contacts. Etched cells of the type
shown in Figure 2.1-11 have been developed at the Rockwell Electronics
Research Center and a typical cell is shown in Figure 2.1-12. The white
surface shown in Figure 2.1-12 is the base sapphire substrate that the cell
is grown on and also shown is the cell and grid pattern.
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Table 2.1-3. Experimental GaAlAs/GaAs Cell
Component Listing
`EXPERIMENTAL ALL-EPITAXIAL
3-LAYER GaAIAs/GaAs CELL
COMPONENT /nl
 GION THICKNESS
OF BASIC CEII MA1EIIIAI (Jim)
1 Substrate GaAs (vrplc crystal is t yp o 315
Sr doped water)
1. Base negion Contact Au	 11:/: Co-alloy layrr (f,.11 0.2
coverage, on underside of
sub orate w afrr)
3. Active Base Region GaAs film (n-type. Se-duped) 5.
4. Front leyet of Cell GaAs film (p-type, in-doped) 1.5
5. Window layer Ga0 2 Avd B As film ( p -type, 0.05
2n -duped)
6. Front Contact I	 Au 1n Au (2':5 7-n) —0.0
srl q Ire prid (10". area r over. .e)
	 I
1. Antireflection Coating TBD	 I TBD
(optiLnsl) I
NOT TO SCALE
ILLUMINATION	 FRONT-SURFACE CONTACTI	 I	 GRID IN CHANNELS ETCHED
i	 +	 THROUGH TO p GaAs LAYER
—p GaAIAs
GaAs
iAs
ALE-,CRYSTAL
'HIRE SUBSTRATE
Figure 2.1-11. Experimental Model of Conventional
- Structure GaAlAs/GaAs Cell on Sapphire
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PHOTOGRAPH SHOWS EARLY CON-
VENTIONAL EXPERIMENTAL CELL
CONFIGURATION (BASED ON
FIGURE 2.1-11 CONFIGURATION)
GROWN ON 1}-INCH DIAM. SAP-
PHIRE SINGLE-CRYSTAL SUB-
STRATE (mm GRID BACKGROUND
IN PHOTO)
	
SAPPHIRE
SUBSTRATE
t
ORIGINAL PA(..
0I' 1'UtIR UI.^1f,; ,
Figure 2.1-12, Rockwell Typical Cell
To meet the SPS requirements for cell development a laboratory model of
scaled-up prototype inverted structure CVD GaAlAs/sapphire single crystal
solar cell technology should be completed by the end of CY 1979. The propos-
ed cell development will center on developing high efficiency single crystal
cells utilizing large area sapphire substrates. By the end of 1980, the
preliminary design of large area inverted structure CVD GaAlAs sapphire high
efficiency single crystal solar cells utilizing large scale continuous
manufacturing techniques and processes should be established. The concep-
tual design of a production type, large substrate for continuous ribbon
manufacturing capability is shown in Figure 2.1-13.
The production of pilot line manufactured quantity cells for SPS as
proposed, is estimated to be demonstrated in mid 1982. The major objectives
of the pilot line production program are to fabricate and test pilot line
quantities of production prototype inverted structure cell using selected
high _)utput procedures and p.-ocess based on the concepts selected from the
laboratory apparatus tes-, and development effort. A simplified schematic
of the CVD process is :frown in Figure 2.1-14 and a photograph of the working
laboratory CVD equipment in used at Rockwell is shown in Figure 2.1-15.
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Figure 2.1-13. Conceptual Design of Possible Production Model of
r Conventional-Structure GaAs/Sapphire Continuous-Ribbon Solar Cell Array
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Figure 2.1-14. Simplified Schematic Diagram of Laboratory-
Type "lU-CVD Apparatus for Growth of GaAs anc. GaAlAs
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Figure :.1-15. Laboratory Apparatus i;sed for
GaAlAs MO-CVD Development
1
`lX
Large scale production should occur in the post 1985 time period. A line
diagram of a tentative production line facility is shown in Figure 2.1-16.
Figure 2.1-17 illustrates the design of the individual MO-CVD film growth
furnace that is used in the production line 	 Depending on chamber size,
and productioa rate, multiple furnaces and production lines will be required.
2.1.4 REFLECTORS
Thin reflector membranes are used on the SYS to reflect the sun onto
the solar cell surfaces and obtain a nominal concentration ratio of 2. The
reflector is made of 12.5 llm (0.5 mil) aluminized Kapton. Reflectivity of
the reflector was taken at U.; BUL and U.72 EOL. The reflector membrane
has a mass cf 0.018 kg/m'• The reflective membranes are mounteu on the
structure using attachme:ts and tensioning devlcts. Tensioning based un
structural limit of the t._.stivg beam design (with safety factor of 1.5)
indicates that tensioning of up to 75 psi can be used.
R,^tlectivity values for coated metal reflectors and thin film membranes
are illustrated in Table 2.1-4. The tain film membranes utilizing an At
coating has the potential of lcw weight and cost with high reflectivity.
0
The table indicates that an aluminized fil- of at least 200 A is required
for a reflectivity of 0.90. In the study, 	 OU A coating was used on the
Kapton film. The major parameters that effect the reflectivity of the
surface are presented in Table 2.1-5. Long term and on-orbit testing is
required to verity the actual reflectivity values to use for the design of
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Figure 2.1-1i. Possible Design of Individual MU-CV!) Film Growth Furnace
for '.se in Continuous Fabrication of GaAs/Sapphire Ribbon-Type Solar Cells
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Table 2.1-4. Reflectivity
COATED METAL REFLECTORS
COATING SOLAR REFLECTANCE
SODIUM 0.990
SILVER 0.954
ALUMINUM 0.920
GOLD 0.794
RHODIUM 0., 9
THIN ALUMINUM FILM
FILM THICKNESS SOLAR REFLECTANCE
Nm	 A
0.005	 50 0.22
0.010	 100 0.68
0.015	 150 0.85
0.020	 200 0.90
`a	 Table 2.1-5. Reflector Degradation
1. OXIDATION OF FILM DLRI' • G 4A.NLFACTL'R1, STOWAGE, STORAGE,
AND LAUNCH
2. MECHANICAL WEAR OF FILM DUE IO ^;IND1NG AND UNWINDING,
AIR CURRENTS, AND PA.?-. : C'.UIE CONTAMINANTS
`
V	 1. SPACE ENVIRONMENT
I
• IONIZED RADIATION EFFECTS
• DEPOSITS ON FIL. FROM SPACE PARTICLES AND EXHAUST
j	 PRODUCTS OF SATELLITE
,
• CHENICAI REACEILN OF DEPOSITS ON FILM i
• METEOROIDS
4. SELECTED DESIGN l'ALL'ES
HOL - 0.9
R
EOL ' 0.72
NOTE: ECHO SATELLITES	 _a 'YLAR WITH 0.22 wm Al COATING)
FLEW IN INTENSE REGIONS CF 'NE VAN ALLEN RADIATION BELTS
WITH APPARENTLY LITTLE DEGRADATION. 	 --
the SPS reflectors. The Kapton film properties such as ultimate strength,
coefficient of thermal expansion and dielectric strength as a function of
temperature are shown in Figures 2.1-18 and 2.1-19.
Results of analysis show weight savings with thL utilization of concen-
trators. The selected design cuacept for the point design is the 60° Vee
rough configuration. Weight, cost, on-orbit assembly and fabrication and
design complexity were used in the selection of the 60° Vee point design
configuration. Weight comparisons showed that penalties for ±1 degree mis-
orientation in reflector oversizing at concentration ratios of 5 and penalties
for 1000 psi tensioning are prohibitive. It appears that attitude control
errors are controllable and that high membrane tensioning may not be a real
requirement. Preliminary radiation tests indicate insignificant reflectivity
degradation for alu-minized thin film Kapton, e.g., MSFC tests at 10 l ' proton/cm2
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Figure 2.1-18. Kapton Type H Ultimate Tensile Strength and
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
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Figure 2.1-19. Kapton Type H Dielectric Strength
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(2 MeV) and Rockwell tests at 10 15 protons/cm 2 (0.7 MeV). Additional tests
are planned at 0.1 MeV. There is a potential for an area savings -9% compared
to the point design. The point design solar array sizing model allows for 207.
reflectivity degradation over 30 years which in view of some of the newer test
data appears to be extremely conservative.
2.1.5 SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER CONVERSION MASS AND CHARACTERISTICS
The mass of the solar cells, solar blanket, and concentrator for the SPS
are shown in Table 2.1-6. The mass of each component of the three major
assemblies is defined. The total mass is 8.83 x 10 6 kg, excluding the mass of
the attachments and tensioning devices for the solar blanket and the concen-
trator, i.e., 0.89 x 10 6 kg additional mass required for attachments and ten-
sion devices accounted for in secondary structure.
Table 2.1-6. Solar Photovoltaic Power Conversion Mass
MASS	 (KG x 106)
• SOLAR CELLS
COMPONENT
GaAs CELL 0.814
GaAIAS WINDOW 0.009
SAPPHIRE ICOVERISUBSTRATE) 2.436
CURRENT COLLECTORS 1.836
AR COATING 0.002
SUBTOTAL 5.091
SOLAR BLAN KET
KAPTON BLANKET 1.102
TRANSPARENT POLYMER-
THERMAI COATING 0.275
ADHESIVES 0.826
INTERCONNECTS 0.428
SUBTOTAL 2.631	 (7 722)
• CONCENTRATOR
KAPTON BLANKET	 1.102
REFLECTIVE M11A I ,RIAL
	
0.006
SUBTOTAL	 1.108
TOTAL WT: 8.83x 106 KG
The GaAlAs solar cell arrays are designed to generate the electrical
power for the SPS. The system is capable of delivering 5 GW of electrical
power to the utility user on the ground. The end-of-life (EOL) output of
the array is 9.52 GW, delivered to the distribution system. The overall
system efficiency of the SPS is 6.1%. The solar cells are fastened on a
25-Um (1-mil) Kapton membrane which is mounted by tensioning devices or straps
to the main structural members of the SPS. The array design parameters,
efficiencies, materials of construction, area requirements, and mass are
presented in Table 2.1-7.
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Table 2.1-7. GaAlAS Solar Cell and Blanket
Design and Performance Characteristics
I t v-1 C11.1T	 I^ trri;tic
.array	 interc-pted energy 82.20 GW
Cell
	 1 1 	 at	 28%,	 .,%10 207
Cell	 n at	 125%,	 101L' 17.6%
Array output
	
to distribution ties 	 Fnl 9.76 GW
Array output	 voltage 45 kV
Cell Output vintage at
	 125'C 0.69 V
Cells	 in	 series 65,217
S;•lar call
	 subpanel size
Top 24 600x750 m
Bottom 48 550x750 on
Number of
	
bays p,• r SPS 72
Array design factors
Assembly and inEmatch 97.7%
Interconnect
	 and fatigue 97%
Patking factor
Cells 96Z
SIanket 99;;
Reflectivity an.i degradation 0.90 RCL.	 0.72 EOL
0Concentration ratio
Geometr ic 2
ROL 1.9
LOL 1.72
Solar cell construction
Cover 20 ;in s;.pphIre
Cell 5 um GaA As
Interconnect 12.5 Vm silver mvh
Substrate
A(Dwsive 12.5
	 1':a	 FFP
Film 25 Wm K:ptou
Traaspare-It	 thermal	 colt irg 6 um polymer
specific	 Wei	 ht 0.2525 kg;m'	 (0.0516 lb"ft')
Pep:^yed cell	 .md	 hlanl,vt	 area
plantora 61.2	 km'
Solar cell	 area 30.6 1nr
neflcctor	 ssrfa..c	 arr:'k 61.2 hn2
height	 (k;;)
Solar	 cell.: 7.722.105
re.` lect , ,rs 1.108-lo, 
Total	 t+ci`!i[ 8.83^1U`	 kg
Thin reflective membranes are used on the SPS to reflect the sun onto the
solar cell surface and obtain a nominal concentration ratio of 2. The reflect-
or is made of 12.5 Lim (0.5-mil) aluminized hapton. the reflectors are mounted
on the main structural members at a 60° angle with respect to the solar blanket.
The reflector design parameters, operating temperatures, area, and mass are
presented in Table 2.1-8.
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Table 2.1-8. SPS Reflector Design and
Performance Characteristics
lten Characteristic
Material Aluminizedi	 lapton
Kapton thirkness 12.5	 :.n
Kapton specific	 gravit •: 1.42	 (0.018 kg/m=)
Aluminized	 coating;	 Chic'-.n,ss 4UO an;strom units
Weight of aluminized coating 96 kg!ti'
Reflector surface protective film
coating Quartz or calcium fluoride
Reflector subpanel size
Top 24 600x750 m
Bottom 48 550x750 m
Number of reflector	 panels 144
Reflector reflectivity/de;radation 0.90 BOL,	 0.72 EOL
Concentration ratio geo=etric 2.0
Concentration ratio 1.9	 BOL,	 1.72	 EOL
Reflector	 slant angle from horiz. 60 degrees
Operating temperature
Top reflectors -52'C
Inboard bottom reflectors -46'C
Outboard bottom reflectors -73'C
Total area I of	 reflectors 61.2x106 m'
Total Weight of	 reflectors 1.012x10`	 L:r
Solar array switch gears as shown in Figure 2.1-2 are provided at each
end of a string of solar cells for isolation and maintenance. Voltage regula-
tion of the solar array, power output, and beginning-of-life (BOL) excess
power dissipation will be controlled by selective switching of isolation
switch gears On array submodules. (Note: These switch gears are part of
solar array assembly.) Optimum power output will be assured at all times
by proper sizing and design of the submodules, their associated switch
gear and IMCS control of the switching, in addition to control of the various
loads. Voltages and currents being handled by the switch gears will be mon-
itored by the IMCS to determine their status and to establisl. a need for the
opening and closing of these switches. The switch gear and control are dis-
cussed in the power distribution and control and the IMCS sections of this
report.
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2.2 SOLAR ThERMAL POWER CONVERSION SUBSYSTUI
The solar thermal system generates power by concentrating sunlight (solar
energy) upon a thermal absorber. The absorber consists of a series of tubular
passages containing a pressurized fluid that is heated to an elevated tempera-
ture which, in turn, is used to drive a cesium/steam Rankine turbine/generator
set. Cycle efficiency for this form of power generation is approximately SU;o.
Waste heat from the turbine exhaust is dissipated to space by means of a
radiator subsystem (part of the thermal subsystem network), after which the
working fluid is returned to absorber pressure by means of a pump/compressor.
Based on the results of the trade studies, the following basic requirements
have been established for the solar thermal point design:
1. Satellite power size - 5 GW	 (at utility)
2. Satellite orientation -	 Y.U.P.
3. Generated power - 9.78 GW,	 46.7	 kV do
4. Concentrator configuration - inflatable, continuous
at
5. Absorber configuration 	 - open disc, refractory metal
6. Power cycle	 - cesium/steam Rankine
7. Optimization criteria	 - minimum overall SPS cost
In performing the solar thermal point design study the following subcontractors
provided design analyi.s and feasioility studies in support of the study effort:
Sheldahl. Inc. - Solar concentrator
Westinghouse Electric Corporation - Generator and turbines
Vought Corporation - Radiator
Rocketdyne Division (Rockwell) - Absorber, condenser, turbines
ALQmi,-S International Division (Rockwell) - Liquid metal pumps,
refractory metals, high-tempe-.• ature corrus:on, development test
facilities
2.2.1 SATELLITE CONFIGURATION
Various configurations were analyzed, in which the number of solar concen-
trator modules varied from 1 to 10. Figure 2.2-1 shows a 4-module design that
achieves equal moments of inertia about all three axes thereby eliminating
gravity gradient torques and large attitude control propellant requirements.
The same can be achieved with any other number of modules, but in all cases,
two microwave antennas and rotary joints are needed to achieve balancing.
This imposes a substantial penalty in that:
1. Extra support structure is needed for the antennas
2. Antenna specific mass is greater in small power sizes
3. Phasing of two antennas for one rectcnna introduces complexity
in the microwave system
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Figure 2.2-1. 4-Module Solar Thermal Satellite
In the case of Figure 2.2-1, additional iength between the concentrator
focal point and the radiator also imposes a severe mass penalty in terms of
fluid lines. The optimum configuration was determined to be a 2-module design
with a single antenna mounted between, as shown in Figure 2.2-2. Equal moments
of inertia are achieved about only one axis but the other two are earth-orient-
ed in such a way that their gravity gradient torques are always in balance.
This is made possible by hinging the concentrator/radiator modules at the ends
of the main satellite frame to allow seasonal tracking of the sun without tilt-
ing the long dimension of the satellite into the earth's gravity gradient
(Figure 2.2-3). As shown in Figure 2.2-3, the main frame girder is offset to
locate the rotary joint as the satellite C.G. for mounting ion-thrusters.
Thus, they can be earth-oriented for satellite self-transport while the solar
concentrator modules are sun-oriented to produce power for the thrusters. Due
to the relative compactness of the solar thermal structure, its frequency re-
sponse is high and there are no attitude control problems or scar weight penal-
ties associated with construction in LEO or self-transport to GEO. Since, no
significant degradation of concentrator reflectivity is expected in the Van
Allen belt, it appears advantageous to use LEO construction for the entire
satelliLe.
2.2.2 ABSORBER POINT DESIGN
Rocketdyne Division (Rockwell) supported this design with analysis and
technology derived from in-house, ground-based solar absorber projects
("tower power" boilers).
Configuration
As discussed in the trade studies, the optimum configuration for a
Rankine absorber is an open-disc design occupying the minimum sized aperture.
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No benefit is gained by forming a cavity behind the aperture because reradia-
tion losses are not materially lowered. Vie problem of protecting the exposed,
underside of the absorber tubes from meteorite puncture proved to be a dominant
driver in optimizing the entire power loop and sizing the SPS structure. This
is because heavy armor (-1 cm) is required on the bottom side of the tubes to
limit lost absorber area to a reasol:able value (assumed to be 10% over 30 year
life). It became optimum therefore, to utilize the full strength of the tube
wall provided by the armor, to raise the absorber outlet temperature and pres-
sure to the limit of the wall material. This improves power cycle efficiency
and reduces the size of the concentrators, absorbers, turbines, radiators and
SPS structure. If it were not for the heavy armor requirement, the absorber
outlet temperature might optimize at a lower value.
• 7040C ~4
• CONDENSING STEAM
Ht AT PIPE FIN
• 1 53 KM 7
 EAC14
ABSORBER d :59
POWER MODULES
RA 7PARABOL°ENDENT
ND
LIC 97 MOR
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-113M-+^
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Figure 2.2-2. Solar Thermal Design Concept
Materials
Minimum absorber disc dial
•	 losses at the aperture, and 2)
latter constraint proved to be
er materials aviilablu. knong
its alloy TLM appeared to have
listed below:
neter is constrained by: 1) excessive "spillover"
the melting temperature of a dry tube. The
the most critical because of the limited absorb-
the various refractory metals, molybdenum and
the best combination of characteristics, as
1. Creep strength	 - Excellent
2. Melting point	 - 262U°C (4750°F)
3. Thermal conductivity - 10U W/m-°C (58 li/hr-ft-°F)
(at 2000°F)
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4. Weldability	 - fair (electron beam)
5. Forming	 - rolling, extruding, forging
6. Density	 - 10.2 gm/cc (0.37 lb/in3)
7. Machinability	 - acceptable
8. Availability	 - good
9. Cost	 - relatively low
1U. Toughness	 - acceptable, above room temperature
11. Cesium compatibility - excellent (if no oxygen contaminants)
By comparison, columbium and hafnium alloys have inferior creep strength above
1260% (2300°F), while tantalum is both scarce and heavy. Tungsten is the
heaviest of the group and difficult to extrude, weld and machine. The biggest
drawback of molybdenum is its brittleness at room temperature, especially in
the recrystallized or welded state. The absorber, however, is not required to
withstand i:lpact loads in service. As with brittle ceramics, which have been
routinely recommended for heat exchanger tubing in both spaceborne and ground
thermal power systems, reasonable care must be exercised in handling and
shipping. With proper equipment, molybdenum and TZM can be extruded quite
well into 4 ft long tubes although TZM is more difficult. The price of TZM
in ingot form is quoted by AMAX Corporation at -$8/lb while the estimate for
extruded tubing in very large production quantities is -$25/lb.
Based on the use of molybdenum or TZM alloy, the minimum absorber diameter
required to prevent melting of a dry tube in a 20% over-flux hot spot was found
to be 80 m. This corresponds to an average flux impinging on the absorber disc
of 225U suns, in which a dry tube would reach an equilibrium reradiation tem-
perature of 2480°C (4500°F) vs a melting point of 2620°C (4750°F). This is
well above the tecrystallization temperature 1316°C (2400°F) which causes
growth of large grains in the metallurgical structure. Recrystallization
raises the upper brittle boundary temperature to -100°C (212°F) but does not
seriously affect toughness, creep or strength properties at working temperature
(reference Figure 2.2-4). As discussed below, the average service temperature
ofthe tube wall is -1316% (2400°F) so that in time, all the tubes would be
essentially recrystallized anyway. A "dry-tube" condition could result from
either a meteorite puncture, inadvertant shutdown, or planned _hutdown of the
cesium flow in a boiler panel. In either case, no significant internal pres-
sure would be present at the time of reaching a high over-temperature condition.
The cesium would either be vented externally or condensed by the interfacing
steam boiler at a low vapor pressure.
Panels
To minimize absorber weight, it was decided not to use a heavy central
manifold system for collecti • g liquid from and distributing vapor to the
individual turbines. The absorber disc was divided into 159 individual,
rectangular boiler panels (4.25 m x 7.2 m) as shown in Figure 2.2-5. Each
panel is assigned to a single turbine mounted on the insulated, top side of
the panel. This also gives a high degree of redundancy for isolating mete-
orite failures. Figure 2.2-6 shows the interconnecting plumbing for sharinj
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flow between adjacent power loops in the event of a turbine or panel failure.
It was determined that a quantity of 159 panels was best for minimizing lost
corner area at the edge of the disc and staying within the optimum turbine/
generator size of 30-40 M. Although gyroscopic forces from the turbines and
generators are very low at the design flight control acceleration (10-" g),
adjacent units will rotate in opposite directions to cancel out such forces.
Meteorite Protection
Determination of the required armor thickness for the boiler tubes was
based on use of a 45° compound parabolic reflector skirt as shouii in
Figure 2.2-7. The reflector panels of 0.025 cm (10 mil) polished nickel
increase the solar capture area and serve as bumpers to break up most of the
heavier meteorites into harmless particles. Only meteorites entering within
an effective cone angle of ±3U° can avoid the bumper. Oil 	 basis of punc-
turing 10% of the individual boiler panels in 30 years, Lhu required armor
^k thickness (including the tube wall) came to 1 em. The plastic membrane of
the inflated concentrator intercepts all meteorites which enter within the
t3U° cone angle but it is too thin to break up damaging sized particles.
Tube Design
Optimization of the boiler tube length and di.uneter was based on the
following design factors which influence panel mass:
1. Short tube length reduces pressure drop and inlet pressure.
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2. Small inside diameter reduces stress on armor side of tube and reduces
required wall thickness on opposite side, for a given pressure level.
However, small I.D. also reduces total panel cross-sectional flow
area and raises pressure drop and inlet pressure, for a given panel
face area.
A minimum tube length of 3.5 ft was selected (Figure 2.2-6) to avoid
excessive welding and manifolding. The tube I.D. was then iterated to obtain
the maximum cesium outlet temperature and pressure (saturated vapor conditions),
as permitted by the creep strength (1% in 30 years) of the armor side of the
tube. The thickness of the opposite wall was then calculated, based on a
temperature equal. to the fluid temperature. Figure 2.2-8 shows the resulting
optimum tube cross section dimensions. The creep strength assumed is that for
TLM shown in Figure 2.2-9. Some sources of data show that unalloyed molybdenum
has a substantially higher creep strength than TZM at temperatures above 1216%
(2200°F) (Reference 2.2-1).
To maximize boiler performance and minimize tube mass, a recirculating
design was selected for each boiler panel. A maximum vapor quality of U.5
was assumed at the tube outlet to insure a high inside heal transfer film
coefficient (20,000 Btu/hr /ft z -°F) and minimize tube wall temperatures.
Moisture droplets are extracted from the boiler discharge flow in a "cyclone-
type" (solid state) separator and returned to the boiler inlet line. A
venturi throat in the inlet line provides a lowered pressure to aspirate the
recirculated lic'uii from the separator. This avoids the need for a high
temperature recirculation pump to handle saturated liquid ces 4_%m at 1260C
(230U°F).
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'lhe critical point along the tube length was found to be the "bubble
Point" near the inlet end where boiling first starts and the combination of
fluid pressure and saturation temperature is the worst. Figure 2.2-8 shows
the temperature profile and pressure across the tube walls at this critical
point. The pressure drop in the 1.0-m long tube is 386 KN/m 2 (56 psi), which
is adequate to prevent 2-phase flow instability. A high absorptivity, vitreous
glaze coating ("Pyromark", a - U.95) was assumed for the sun side of the boiler
tubes. Meteorite punctures of the topside of the tubes are virtually eliminated
by 0.15 meter of thermal insulation covered with a U.U5 cm (20 mil) bumper sheet.
The insulation is sized to give a topside temperature of 38°C (10U°F).
Reflector Skirt
Figures 2.2-1U and 2.2-7 show the constructional details of the absorber
assembly and reflector skirt. Insulation on the outside of the skirt may be
advantageous by raising its inside surface temperature and reducing the overall
reradiation losses of the absorber disc, in effect forming a semi-cavity.
Another area for further study is installation of a thin quartz window across
the bottom of the reflector skirt to act as a meteorite bumper and thermal
reradiation barrier, and still admit visible light. This would permit a sub-
stantial reduction in the mass of armor on the absorber tubes.
Absorber Characteristics
Table 2.2-1 presents the salient characteristics and performance data for
the point design absorber.
2.2.3 CONCENTRATOR POINT DESIGN
Based on results of the trade studies, the following ground rules and
requirements were assumed for the point design.
1. Configuration - inflated, continuous surface
2. Number of concentrator modules - 2
3. Effective concentration ratio - 225U:1
4. Emergency defocusing - lU sec
Special problems considered in the point design were:
1. Meteorite damage and gas leakage
1
2. Structural frequency response of membranes
3. Static charge buildup
4. Dimensional tolerances
5. Focusing control and absorber }lot spots
6. Degradation and ma_iLellance
7. "Space dust"
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Figure 2.2-11. Specular Reflectance of Aluminized Plastic Film
are expected for SPS production quantities. An alternate coating for Kapton
is vapor-deposited silver with an overcoat of silicon dioxide to avoid tarnish-
ing during ground handling. The total reflectivity of silver is 0.96 vs 0.90
for aluminum.
Indications are that no significant degradation of reflectivity of either
aluminized or silvered Kapton will occur over a 30 year life span, including
self-transportation through the Van Allen belt. Previous tests, which indicat-
ed a problem from proton damage that caused bubbling of the Kapton substrate,
are now known to have used dosage rates an order of magnitude too high. Some
degradation of Kapton strength may occur but it would be insignificant at the
low stress levels used.
Mylar is another possible film candidate, which had been eliminated earlier
due to reports of severe degradation in radiation environments. Recent data,
however, shows that in the absence of air, its mechanical properties actually
improve with typical SPS dosages. Limited tests performed by Rockwell tend to
confirm these findings, and more conclusive tests are planned for future studies.
Mylar's resistance to UV in a vacuum is not presently known but UV is eliminated
in the SPS environment by silvering Lhe sun side. Mylar has the advantage of
superior reflectivity, toughness, tear strength, and much lower cost, compared
to Kapton (presently $2.30/lb vs $140/lb). Its slight tendency to creep with
time can also result in a lower film stress requirement for achieving high
specular reflectance. The minimum film stress requirement to avoid mechanical
frequency interactions with the attitude control system is -69 KN/m 2 (10 psi).
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The problem of static charge buildup during eclipse is readily avoided
by metallizii.g the outside surface of the reflector membrane to conduct away
such charges. In the case of the transparent canopy, a transparent, conduc-
tive coating will be applied.
During eclipse, the average temperature of the reflector and its infla-
ti.on gas will drop from --18°C (0°F) to --184°C (-3U0°F) resulting in a sub-
stantially lowered inflation pressure. Thermal response of the membrane and
gas is on the order of a 1-minute time constant. Therefore inflation pressure
and optical perfo • -mance of the reflector will essentially recover during the
2-minute period it takes to uncover the sun's disc :t the end of the eclipse
period. Radial shrinkage of the reflector membrane d,iring eclipse will be
accommodated by the flexible "fish pole" attachment on the rim.
Rim Angle Selection. Rim angle is defined as the angle between the axis
of the concentrator and a ray reflected from the rim of the concentrator. For
a given reflector diameter, a large rim angle decreases the distance to the
absu,'.er aperture, thereby providing a larger apparent target (larger subtend-
ed angle) and decreasing spillover losses at the aperture. Also the overall
satellite length (main girder), required to clear the antenna beam with a 230
seasonal tilt of the concentrator, is reduced. On the other hand, rays re-
flected from the extreme edge of the reflector see an elliptical aperture open-
ing, which at very large argles gives a smaller overall target. Large rim
angles also result in a deep reflector dish which intercepts more meteorite
punctures and requires more inflation pressure to achieve a given film stress.
Un the basis of overall satellite size and mass, the selected rim angle is
45°. For this angle, all overall reflector diameter of 5 km was calculated,
based on statistical summation of the following error sources:
1. Pointing error	 - t0.1° (3 sigma)
2. Reflector surface error - t0.5° deviation from paraboloid (3 sigma)
3. Specular reflectance	 per Figure 2.2-11
4. Sun disc diameter
Inflation Pressure and Makeup Gas. The inflation pressure required to
achieve 69U KN/m 2 (100 psi) stress in the reflector is given by the stress
formula for a spherical shell:
P = 4 St _ (4)(l0U)(0.0005)
D	 13ri1U3x39.33
0.392 x 10- 6 psia (2.7 x 1U -3
 N/m`)
or U.565 10-° psf
or 0.8 microns of Hg
where
P = pressure differential, psi
S = stress, psi
t = film thickness, inches
D = diameter of curvature, inches
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This extremely low pressure is in the range of a soft vacuum, such as found at
altitudes of 120 km (7^ miles). It is due chiefly to the large radius of
curvature (6.5 km) of the reflector dish. The entire mass of lip gas required
to inflate both reflectors is only 30U kg (66U lb).
The leakage area due to meteorite punctures was estimated at 2320 m2
(0.0027% of total area) for both modules at the end of 3U years. This area
is equivalent to half a football field, and is based on the conservative
assumption that each meteorite breaks up into 100 fragments after passing
through the first membrane and that each of these particles in turn makes a
separate hole in the opposite membrane. Thus a2.8 increase in leakage area
is realized vs. the no-breakup case. Meteorite penetration tests show little
tendency for the hole area to exceed the cross-section area of the particle.
Because the mean free path of the gas molecules is several meters, which
Js very large compared to the leakage hole size, leakage flow is in the free
molecular regime rather than the viscous regime. The leakage mass flow is
consequently reduced by a factor of -4. Based on the calculated leakage area,
the average makeup gas requirement was calculated to be 26,100 kg/yr. This
becomes a total of 844,0L^u kg for a 30 year life or approximately 2.6 of the
total satellite mass. the makeup gas would be stored onboard as liquid
hydrogen in lightweight cryogenic containers. If the inflation pressure is
reduced through use of thinner film or substituting Mylar for kaptun, the
makeup gas requirement will be correspondingly reduced.
Previously, it was assumed that makeup gas requirements for a large in-
flated reflector in a meteorite environment would be prohibitive. This may
be the chief reason that inflatable concuntraturs were no g. seriously consider-
ed in other SPS studies. Actual calculation of pressures, leakage areas, and
flow rates, however, show that gas leakag ,- is not a major problem.
Reflector Membrane Design. As shows: in Figure 2.2-3, the reflector mem-
brane is composed of 36 tapered gore sections, each in turn composed of 15 sub-
gores. The sub-gore edges are curved such that after joining and inflation,
they form an accurate paraboloidal surface as required to produce a high con-
;
	
	 centration ratiu. The sub-gores are narrow enough so that elastic deformation
at the center of the gores is sufficient to remove puckering along the sub-gore
edges when the inflation pressure is raised to its design value. The edge of
the reflector membrane is scalloped over each 10° gore sector to accommodate a
catenary cable which distributes the radial load evenly into the membrane.
i:4
	
	
Lanyard attach points are at the peaks of each scallop. Figure 2.2-3 shows
that each sub-gore is made of straight lengths of film lU-m wide which is
assumed to be the optimum (cost effective) width. Present roll widths are
~2.5-m maximum, but t he large quantities required for SPS would undoubte i
justify development of machines capable of larger widths. the entire produc-
tion of Kaptun film in 1977 was only U.5% of the annual rate required for the
solar thermal. SPS program.
A simple taped, butt joint made with self-curing, pressure-sensitive
adhesive was judged to be the cheapest and Most satis f actory joininJ method.
Cross tapes are located of 1U-m intervals to acs as "tear-stops'. the tape
and its adl:esivu must have the same coefficient of thermal expansion as the
panel to p.eVunt puckering wring te • .ipera.ure ch..nges.
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Manufacturing and Installation. Rased on a reflector surface accuracy
of 3U.5 degrees (3 sigma), a dimensional tolerance of !1 cm on sub -gore width
is considered adequate (Reference 2.2-2).
A sub-gore width of 29-m was chosen so that a 90 sector can be fan folded
(one sub-gore on top of another) and rolled up on a single 2 ft dia x 3U-m
mandrel. T'h lis, an entire 9U° secc or can fit within the latinch vehicle cargo
bay (b-m x 6-m x 3U-m) and not ex.eed its payload limit of 2UU,000 lb.
A-sumed manufacturing facUities include film casting machines and metal-
lizin6 chambers for 1U-m fill widths, arid 2800-m long x 30-m wide temperature
controlled lofting sheds for cutting, seaming, stacking and folding the reflec-
tor sectors. Magnetic imprint coding of the panel edges can be used to
facilitate accurate automated seaming.
In orbit, the narrow end of the rolled 9U° sector will be attached to the
reflector hub structure and the whole sector unrolled and strung to the corres-
ponding fish pule lanyard at the reflector rim. Then the accordian folds of
sector will be unfurled in a circumferential direction and attached at inter-
vals to the appropriate "fish ,-3oles 11 on the rim and to the attach points on the
hub. All four 9U° sectors will be strung in this fashion and carefully aligned
relative to each other (in a conical shape) prior to joining the edges of the
sectorE. This joining also can be accomplished with automated equipment, using
magnetic code markings oil 	 edge of each sector for accurate alignment. The
transparent canopy can be made and assembled in similar fashion, except that
accurate dimensional control is not required.
Performance and Characteristics
Table 2.2-2 presents the pertinent performance data and characteristics
for the point design solar concentrator.
Table 2.2-2. Point Design Inflatable
Concentratur Characteristics
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Technology Advancement and Verification
The chief areas requiring technology advancement are:
1. Material properties data, especially specular reflectance vs. time
at tension and radiation dosage.
2. Reduction of film cost.
3. Development of automated techniques for accurate fabrication and
assembly of reflector membrane.
4. Development of focusing control techniques.
Technology verification requirements c.an be satisfied by construction and
testing of a subscale concentrator 30-m X 50-m in dia. This would require a
large hangar type building with a transparent roof to shield the model from
winds and stray air currents. Tests would include focusing control, over-
pressure relief, emergency defocusing and optical performance at various levels
of film stress.
Design Growth
The chief potential area for design improvement are:
1. Development of ultra-thin films (0.1 mil) to save film ;weight and
reduce inflation pressure, structural loads and makeup-gas require-
ments.
2. Substitution of Mylar for Kapton to reduce cost and inflation pressure,
and improve specular reflectance.
3. Substitution of silver for aluminum reflective coating to improve
reflectance.
Development Risk
Assuming the adequate film properties and specular reflectivity can be
verified, the only area of significant risk is considered to be achievement
of accurate techniques for membrane fabrication and focusing control. Because
of the large sizes and dimensional tolerances involved, this risk is consider-
ed to be moderate.
2.2.4 POWER MODULE AND GENERATOR POINT DESIGN
Solar thermal power generation is divided among 318 independenL turbine/
generator/boiler sets or power modules of the type shown in Figure 2.2-12.
A entire absorber disc and turbine generator farm is comprised of 159 modules
placed together, as shown in Figure 2.2-1.3.
Subcontractor Engineering Support
Westinghouse Electric Corporation performed feasibility and cost analyses
for the point design of the turbogenerator sets. Rocketdyne Division and
Atomics International Division of Rockwell assisted Space Division in the
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specific areas of turbine design, heat exchanger design, pump technology and
materials selection.
Ground Rules and Basic Requirements
Based on results of the trade studies, the following basic requirements
were established for the power module point design:
1. Power cycle - cesium/steam Rankine
2. Modularity - completely independent, except for common radiator
3. Powe r size - optimized for minimum SPS program cost
Point Design Approach
The special problems considered in this design were:
1. Control and monitoring
2. Startup and shutdown
3. Reliability
4. Maintenance
5. Technology verification
Module Size. Module power size was optimized on the basis of minimum SPS
program cost. Large module sizes were found to have the following benefits:
1. Less overall complexity
2. Fewer instrumentation and control channels
3. Higher mass efficiency for auxiliary components such as pumps
4. Lower plumbing mass
5. Lower thermal losses (lower surface area to volume ratio)
6. Higher turbine/generator efficiency
7. Lower total parts count, total failure rate, and maintenance
Small module sizes were found to have the following benefits:
1. Higher turbine/generator RPM and lower specific mass
2. Higher redundancy
3. Lower development cost
4. orbital verification of full-scale module is more feasible
5. Larger production base (lower production cost)
The dominant size factor was found to be the effect of power size on RPM and
turbine/generator specific mass. Theoretically, very small sizes would dras-
tically lower system mass according to the relation:
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MSP a xI:l .x DR
assuming \'T = C
M S p = specific mass kg/ kW
RPM = revoluLi011s/minute
DR - rotor diauleter of generator or turbine
V'1' = ma%imum rotor tip speed (stress limited)
This relation assumes that all Linear dimensions of the turbine and generator
are scaled proportiollaLely with rotor diameter. 	 In Small Si-es, this is not
passible. due Lu difficuLties in accurately manufacturing thin-wall housings,
eLc. This is reflected in the curves of generator specific weigh! vs. paWCr
shown ill
	 2.2-1+ and -2 .2-15 (reproduced from Reference 2.2-3). Minimum
Specific WeighL is seen to occur ill Lhe range of 3U-=+U TIG'. This is based on
advanced lightweight design of conventional (nun-superconducLillg) generators
for airborne application, as Shown in Figure _'._-lu. Figure 2.2-15 also shows
equivalent data for airborne superconducting generators (Figure 2.2-17), in-
cluding SySLem mass for Lhe required cr y ogenic helium refrigeration system.
As shown, specific mass is consider:lbly lower for the Superconducting concept,
especially aL very high voltal;es. Fur conservatism, it was decided Lo use
Lhe conventional design, since praveu, reliable superconducting units may nut
be available for a design :ommit date of 1987. They are an important poten-
tial means of reducin i, SPS mass, however, and should be seriously considered
Whell Lhe: deVel0h1',1c'l1L Status is satisfacLory.
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Figure 2.2-17. Superconducting Generator Cross-Section
Specific mass of a cesium/steam turbine, conforming to the generator RPM
vs. power curve of Figure 2.2-14, is believed to minimize well below the ideal
power size for the generator (3U-4U mW). A smaller power size was not used
however because of the large number of modules that would result, and associat-
ed problems of monitoring, control and maintenance. As discussed under the
absorber design, 139 modules per absorber is the optimum number of rectangular
modules fitting into a circular field, while yielding a generator size in the
desired range (30-4U mW).
A total of 318 modules is not excessive for monitoring and control, and
it provides a high degree of redundancy and a high production quantity base,
while still providing relatively high efficiencies for the generator (98%),
cesium turbine (92%), and the steam turbine (88%). This module is also a con-
venient size for orbital verification testing (fits in Shuttle cargo bay) and
HLLV transport (6 modules comprise a full load). Also, as discussed under
cesium turbine design, the full strength of available rotor and blade materials
Is utilized at this power level. A high utilization of present manufacturing
equipment is also provided and the component elements (rotors, windings, blades)
are not so small and numerous that total assembly labor is excessive.
Cycle Configuration. Based on earlier trade studies, a first-cut heat
rejection temperature of 204% (4UU°F) was adapted for the point design.
Table 2.2-3 and Figure 2.2-18 present the characteristics of cesium/steam
cycles working to this heat rejection temperature, for cesium condensing tem-
peratures of 538% (1000°F) through 760°C (1400°F). At the lower condensing
temperatures, overall cycle efficiency is greater because the average temper-
ature loss across the cesium-condenser/steam-boiler heat exchanger is less
at lower values of steam superheat. However, cesium turbine outlet pressure
is must lower at low condensing temperatures and requires a much larger turbine
(with higher blade stresses) to handle the vapor volume. A cesium condensing
temperature of 593% (1100°F) was chosen as the lowest value which still
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Table 2.2-3. Combined Cesium/Steam Cycle Data
CESIUM CONDENSING TEMPERATURE, 	 F 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400
OVERALL	 CYCLE	 EFFICIENCY 0.49 0.468 0.447 0.423 0.398
CS:	 CYCLE
	 EFFICIENCY 0.341 0.302 0.264 0.226 0.187
CONDENSING	 PRESSURE,	 PSIA 2.9 5.6 10.3 17.5 28
FLOW RATE/MW,	 LB/SEC 10.4 10.9 11.4 12.0 12.8
TURBINE EXIT	 FLOW/INLET FLOW 0.786 0,814 0.837 0.864 0.894
TURBINE	 EXIT	 QUALITY 0.755 0.785 0.814 0.842 0.87
STEAM:	 CYCLE	 EFFICIENCY 0.227 0.239 0.249 0.255 0.26
TURBINE	 INLET TEMPERATURE,
	
F 900 1000 1100 1200 1300
TURBINF EXIT TEMPERATURE, 	 F 400 445 510 590 660
FLOW RATE/MW, LB/SEC 1.74 1.84 1.88 1.99 2.09
TURBINE EXIT FLOW/INLET FLOW 0.75 0.736 0.75 0.746 0.757
TURBINE EXIT QUALITY 0.983 1 1 1 1
1000	 1100	 1700	 1300	 1400
CS CONDENSING TEMPERATURE. F
Figure 2.2-18. Cesium/Steam Cycle Efficiency
avoided excessive turbine blade stresses and turbine mass (-5.6% of SPS total).
At the turbine inlet temperature of 593°C ("2300°F) provided by the absorber
design, this provided an overall cycle efficiency of 52% and split the module
power at 25.9 MW for the cesium turbine and 10.4 MW for the cesium turbine.
The use of reheat stages for improving cycle efficiency was considered
for the cesium and steam turbines but rejected due to the large plumbing mass
penalties involved, especially in the absorber (cesium boiler) where meteorite
armor is required. Pressure loss is critical in a reheat loop and generous
line sizes must be used. Two stages of regenerative turbine bleed were used
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in preheating the boiler feed-fluid and thereby raising the cycle efficiency
(Figure 2.:-19. Additional bleed stages were not used because of marginal
gains in eificiency, and added complexity. In the case of the cesium turbine,
additional expansion stages would be needed, resulting in a moderate increase
in mass.
Preheaters. As shown in the schematic of Figure 2.2-19, the direct-
contact preheaters are of a venturi type which eliminates the need of boost
pumps down.-stream of each preheater. The high velocity head developed in the
throat of the venturi provides the pumping action ill 	 down-stream, pressure
recovery section of the venturi. Consequently, the only cesium and water feed-
pump required is located in the coolest part of the respective: flow circuits.
Somewhat higher pump work and discharge pressure is required with the Venturi
preheaters.
Pumps. The pumps are assumed to be of a high speed, multi-stage, centri-
fugal design (for minimum specific mass), with hydrodynamic bearings and the
drive motors hermetically encased in a side branch of the fluid loop. Non-
critical, low performance shaft seals between the motor and pump impeller allow
the motor to rotate in a low-viscosity, vapor environment while being cooled
with liquid flow in appropriate tubular passages in tilt. , stator. External leak-
age is not possible as long as the hermetic seals of the casing are intact.
Canning the motor rotor is all 	 method (Reference 2.2-4). These designs
remove the need for all electromagnetic cesium pump which would be considerably
more massive and less efficient (20;: vs. 75 ' ). Long-life, liquid-meLal centri-
fugal pumps operating, at 593°C (11UU°F) are pra-rically state-of-the-art.
Current development of 3U-year life pumps for the nuclear industry is well
advanced. The cesium and water pumps (combined) require 3.21 of the generator
output.
Generator Coolinj. Cooling of the electric generator at 25U°F is accom-
plished by use of a steam compressor to pull a lo g; pressure ill
	 water
evaporator coil which contacts cooling oil ill 	 generator assembly
(Figures	 and 2.2-19). This provides, ill 	 a mechanical refriger-
ation stage which pumps waste heat from the generator at 121°C (25U°F) and
reclaims it by preheating feed-liquid entering the main water pump at 190%
(384°F). This avoids the need for a separate 1=1°L (25U°F) radiator for
cooling the generator. The pL)wt:r required for the steam compressor is
-U.7°. of the generator Output.
Plumbing, Valves and Connections. As shown ill
	
-b and
the module is self-contained except for steam connections to a common radiator
and cesium connections to adjacenL power modules. This permits high integrity
leak checks of all other seals and plumbing joints On th, ground and minimizes
in-orbit installation effort. Sharing of cesium floc: between adjacent modules,
in the event of boiler and turbine failures, is provided by a plumbing; network
Lo minimize resulting loss of power capability.
Design of the boiler panel is covered under the section oil 	 point
design.
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the most severe valve requirements are imposed by the cesium turbine
throttle valve which must operate at 1260°C (2300°F) and 2830 KN/m 2 (41U psi).
These conditions can be met with refractory metals such as molybdenum and
tungsten. Standard }sigh-temperature design practice, including metal-to-metal
seats, long actuating stems, bellows shaft seals and tungsten carbide bearing
surfaces should yield an adequate design. The electric motor gear drives for
the valves would be isolated from high temperature by long, passively cooled
valve stems. Welding is preferred for all plumbing connections except where
disconnect capability is required for maintenance and replacement. Figure 2.2-3
shows a lightweight, advanced "Marman Clamp" design which is preferred for such
disconnects. It features a radial sealing, metal gasket which achieves a
strong wedging action to achieve plastic flow at the metal-to-metal sealing
surfaces. This type of connector has been developed in large sizes (over 2-m
dia) for the nuclear power industry where reliability and extremely low leakage
are mandatory (lU-7 C.C. of helium per second). Some of the steam radiator
mainlines will be of that size. This design also lends itself to single-point
latching for quick connection/disconnection ::thout threaded fasteners or
tools. Service temperature of the connector is limited onl y by mechanical
properties of the metals used.
Turbines and Condenser. These components are covered fully in the
following sections.
Shutdown and Startup Procedures
Automated shutdown procedures will consist of the following steps
(refer to Figure 2.2-19):
1. As cesium boiler heat is decreased, gradually unload generator and
reduce RPM.
2. Reduce cesium and steam feed pump pressures and flows, and throttle
turbine inlets to maintain inlet vapor not more than IOU°t: (18U°F)
below turbine temperature.
3. At 3': rated flow, shutoff feed flog, to boilers and allow boiler and
turbine pressures to cryopump down to condensing pressure.
4. Close turbine inlet valves, isolating dry boilers.
5. Open water reservoir valve and fill with radiator condensate, there-OAS by draining radiator condensing tubes. Allow vapor lines to cryo-
pump down to near vacuum as radiator cools to -164°C (-300°F).
Water will then exist only in large condensate return manifolds
which are insulated to prevent freezing.
b. Turbines and cesium condenser will remain near working temperature
during entire eclipse period (72 minutes maximum).
Startup procedures will be as follows:
1. Open inlet valves to boilers
2. Open water reservoir valve
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3. Apply heat gradually to boilers and increase feed pump flow and
pressure.
4. Bypass boiler discharge flow around turbine until its temperature
matches the turbine temperature.
^. Gradually open turbine throttle valve, and load generator as RPM
increases. Do not exceed a rate of change of turbine tempL-ra;ure
over 5U ` C per minute.
6. Exhaust from steam turbine will quickly thaw any frozen film of
wa g er in drained radiator tubes.
Reliability and Maintenance
As discussed in later sections, the bulk of failures are expected to
involve small components (sensors, controls, pumps, etc.) which can be readily
replaced. it is estimated that major failures which are not practical to re-
pair in service turbine bearings, generator windings, etc.) would result in
less than 10% loss of generating capacity 1.n 3U years. The power modulus are
10- oversized to absorb this loss and still meet rated capacity, with some
replacement of turbines and genL•rators il. later years.
Power Module Characteristics
lable 2.2-4 summarizes pvrformance data and characteristi:s of the power
: •.odule point design. Prussure, temperature and mass floe; at key points of the
system are shown in Figure _'.2-19.
Table 2.2-4. Solar thermal Power Module
Point Design Characteristics and ?lass Summary
LTFR!
IKFKMAL
	
^OW,R ABSOROIC
	
^W by 8
T .ERMAL	 POWER	 REJF:TED	 MW1 11.5
GINERATOP	 POWER	 tMW 1S'S
CESIUM	 TURBINE	 P OWER	 iMWI 25.9
STEAM	 TURBINE	 POWER	 iMWI 10.4
M06ULE	 DIMENSIONS	 M1 4.2581	 2
RPM 6800
4INFRATOR	 VOLTA(.f	 ^RFCTIF ZED),
	 AV-DC 40
GENERATOR	 TYPE CONVF NI ZONAL,
GENERATOR	 PO(FS,	 NIiMPE R 8
GENIRATOR	 FR14UFNCY 454	 11-PMASII
(ISIUM	 TURBINE
	
INLET	 Y E-P.'(	 'F 1260	 '2100)
CESIUM	 (ONDFSNING	 TEMP,	 'C	 'FI 591	 1110(;)
STEAM
	
TURBINE
	
INLET	 TEMP,	 'C	 i'F) SIB	 (10001
STEAM
	 CONDENSING	 TEMP,	 'C	 'F) 204	 1400
(FSIUM	 TURRINI	 INLET	 PRESSURE,	 KN%M r 	(PSI) 281^	 14101
STEAM
	
TURAINF	 INLET	 POMP R I	 .	 KN,'M'	 (PSI) 16,600	 1:400)
RIL:N PAEMEAI	 SIAGES,	 CESIUM/STEAM 212
OVERAtI	 CV(11	 FFFIC11140 O.S2
I-PMASF
MASS SUMMARY RG
BOILER	 PANEL 4.69(1
BOILER	 INSULATION,	 SNIEID 1,160
LFNIRAIOR,	 CONTROLS 4,IUO
TURBINES 1.640
'LUID 1)0
CONOINSIR 910
PUMP% AND CCMPAE SSOR 455
-'t UMBING	 AND	 INSULATION _ 45S
TOTAL
	
MODI I II	 MASS IS,940
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Technology Advancement and Verification
The chief areas requiring technology ad , ,ancement are:
1. Material properties data, especially long term creep.
2. Welding of refractory metals (electron beam and laser techniques).
3. High temperature liquid metal pumps.
4. lurbomachinery (see next section).
5. Zero-g condensing (see following section).
6. Reliable, long life electric generators.
technology verification can be accomplished by subscale and full scale
testing of complete modules, both on ground and in orbit. Fire hazard from
cesium and air leaks will require elaborate precautions during ground develop-
ment tests. Ground vacuum chambers or helium purge systems will be required.
Design Growth
Potential areas for design improveme:It are:
1. Superconducting generators. They offer lower mass, high reliability
and higher voltage for power distribution.
2. Compound cesium-condenser/steam-boiler. This transfers heat from
cesium to steam at several cesium pressures and temperatures, to
reduce average temperature drop across condenser/boiler and improve
cycle efficiency. Requires additional stages in cesium turbine.
Development Risk
Considering the present state of refractory metals technology and cesium
corrosion data, development risk for the point design power module is consider-
ed moderate.
2.2.5 CESIt;td TURBINE POINT DESIGN
Engineering support for this effort was provided by Westinghouse Electric
Corporation, and the Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell.
Basic Requirements
Based on results of the absorber and power module point designs. the
following ground rules and basic requirements were established:
1. Fluid	 - cesium
2. Power level	 - 2b mW
3. Service life	 - 3U years
4. RPM	 - 66UU
5. Load range	 - 9U-1UU% of rated
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6. inlet temperature
	 - 126U ` C (2300°F)
7. Condensing temperature
	 - 593 0 G (11UU°F)
8. Shutdown/startup cycles
	 - -l0U per year
9. Maximum eclipse duration - 72 minutes
Special Problems. Special problems considered in this design were:
1. Erosion
2. Bearing life
3. Blade fatigue
4. Shutdown/startup
5. Fabrication
6. Materials
7. Shaft seals
lle
	
,. Approach
The cesium turbine size is based on a 33.5 ml: generator which provides min-
imum generator specific weight with a reasonable efficiency of U.98. The power
Split between the cesium turbine and the steam bottoming; turbine is 25.9 ml: and
1U.4 ml^ respectively, based on the given inlet and condensing tempuratures.
680J rpm i5 considered to be the highest feasible generator speed (at 35 mW)
and sets the rpm for the Lurbinus (direct drive). The minimum specific weight
for the cesium turbine may occur- at a smaller size and higher rpm: but this would
probably be uffseL by its lower efficiency, in addition to the lower efficienc-
ies and higher specific weights for the matching generator and steam turbine.
Also specific costs (^/kh) for the smaller sizes (including controls and mainten-
ancec) would be higher. At bbUU rpm: and the fluid cotditions given, a 13 m;l:
single flow cesium turbine is near the limiting size for available material
stress levels. Therefore, a double flow (26 m1+) design was selected, which
also has the advantage of locating both shaft bearings away from the hot inlet
fluid.
three expansion stages ant.	 two regenerative bleeds were selected as the
minimum number consistent wish high efficiency, cunsidvring fluid Mach number,
percent	 reaction,	 expansion ratio per stage,	 blade angles and regeneration.
Four stages may be evaluated	 in	 future studies, but	 the gain in turbine effi-
ciency from the UXLra regenerative bleed preheat stage would be modest.
Third Stage Design. To minimize exit flow area, LurLine size and weight,
a high axial exhaust velocity (45U fps) was used in the last stage, with pres-
sure recovery in all 	 diffuser (to 15U fps axial velocity), as shown
in Figurer 2.2-2U, 2.2-21. and Z.2-22. higher axial velocities leaving the
rotor would not greatly reduce tine required flow area (due to vapor volumetric
expansion) but would increase th., diffuser losses considerably. A tangential
whirl velocity of lU0 fps leaving the third stage rotor is used to (1) improve
efficiency of diffuser, and (2) sling condunred cesium droplets off the out-
side of the spiral steam boiler tubas by :entr.ifugj1 force-. These droplets
are .:ollected in the .;ondei,^er shroud under zero "g" conditions by capillary
devices and led to the sump outlet supplying Lila cesium pump. this integral
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Figure 2.2-22. Quarter-Section of Double-Flow Cesium Turbine
condenser design eliminates the pressure drop and mass of a large turbine
exhaust scroll, and ducting to a remote condenser.
A long blade equal to 25Z of the pitch dia was selected to minimize rotor
ttp diameter. A longer blade would have relatively little effect on tip dia-
mcter, but would cause excessive blade stress and complicate the blade profile
(fLae vortex flow assumed). The use or regenerative bleed decreases the flow
in the 3rd stage to 69% of the 1st stage and correspondingly reduces the flow
area required. Due to the high expansion ratio (~2:1) across the rotor, it
is not possible to accommodate the change in volumetric flow by flaring the
length of a narrow blade. Therefore, the inlet axial velocity to the rotor
was reduced to one half the exit axial velocity. This requires the stator
nozzle blades to be f=ared but wide enough to avoid exceeding a '+5° Clow
divergency angle, wuich is accepted practice in the last stages of large steam
turbines. Wide stator blades are preferable to wide rotor blades because the
latter increases the centrifugal loads on the rotor disc.
Without external moisture removal, the moisture content leaving the 3rd
s , se would be -24%. Cesium fog droplets are not expected to cause blade
ei,sion even at these levels, due to their fine particle size (-0.2 micron).
Moisture impinging on blading will be removed by standard suction grooves in
the trailing edges of the stator blades and in the rotor housing (Ref. 2.2-5).
The low vapor density in the third stage nozzle, however, can allow signific-
ant slip of the moisture droplets relative to the accelerating vapor, and
resultacit efficiency loss. For this reason, external moisture removal in a
vertex device is used prior to the 3rd stage, and the enthalpy drop in the
3rd stage is made as small as possible (32% of total) to minimize formation
of new droplets. As seen in the velocity diagram of Figure 2.2-21, the
stator exit velocity is made rG low as possible without exceeding 0.63
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relative Mach number at the rector blade tip inlet. Another benefit of upstream
moisture removal is an increase in the sonic velocity of the 2-pha8e fluid
(effective density is reduced). The: relative exit Mach number at the rotor
blade tip is quite: high (-1. u), however, this is crnmi.nl in the last stage of
{	 large SLes:un turbines and imposes only a • l ighL less of cf f is ie llLy, as opposed
to high inlet Mach numbers which cause shock losstis in the curved portion of
the blade passages.
First and Secund StageDesign. Purge impulse (zero reaction) was selected
for the 1st stage to:
1. `tinitr.iZe 1st stage blade and rotor temperatures.
Minimize axiai temperature gradient alone turbine rotor and casing.
3. Lliminate rotor leakage losses which are normally high in 1st stage.
Efficiency considerations also dictate that the second stage have a high
degree of reaction l;iLh a high enthalpy drop (reaction stages are more effi-
cient). This requires that the pitch diameter of the first stage be Consider-
ably smaller th,nl for the second stage, which requires that the mean ilow path
diverge strongl y from the rotor axis between rotors. Selection of 2 .4" and 2;"
pitcil diallleLers for tile- first and Second stage,, respectively, provides a
diverging flow path which seems Lei remain within accepted practice while pro-
viding reasonable velocity diagrams, blade angles and efficiencies for the
two y L.lges. Tests may show that a wider divergency is permissible. The above
pitch diameters result in equal ellLhalpy drops in the first and second stage
(3•i%. each) , :cro reaction ill the first stage, and U-'.. reaction ill L ho second
stage.
Approximately a 1:-' ratio in axial velocity is usel across Lho 2nd stage
rotor to ac cUnlmo,LiLe high voluiiietric expansion across a n.irrow reaction blade.
lil.lde heights are maximi.:ed in the first and second stages (for higher effi-
ciency) by minimizing axial exit velocities, within ether design constraints.
Full admission in the first SL.ige still permits ,1 good blade length of 2-4'5"
(lU:. of pitch dia) and avoids vibrational impulses on the roLatiiir,, blades that
would result from parLial-admission lio:.:les. Generous axial spacing is also
provided between the stator blades and rotor blades of all stages Lo nlillinli::e
y ibrALion.il floe; impulses which can cause blade fatigue. 	 If his spacing also
allows fine breakup of any large clinging, drepleLS escaping the suction
grooves in the stator trading edges, before they can strike the rotor blades
and cause erosion problems.
Mechanical llesimi and Assembl y . As shown ill Fi l _ _._	 the turbine
bearings are aSSUmed to be hydrodynamic (1100°F 1iCuia cesium) tilted-shoe
jou1 al bearings fed b y either an integral or external liquid pump. All axial
thrust beariti, is provided It olio' elld of the s11,eft onl y .	 A combination disc-
and-drum rotor i:, provided to I'edUCC rotor stresses it critical points and
provide good rotor stiffness. The firSL-mock • rotor natur.il frequenc y abeam
bending between bearings) is estimated aL -1000 H.:.
The rotor
	
LUI-bille caSing are built up by welding together appropriate
discs, rings, cyl'nders, shafts, blade assemblies and scrolls. The turbine
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casing, is split horizontally and bolted together with a hollow deformable
metal gasket trapped in a flange groove. The cylindrical condenser assemblies
are bolted to the ends of the turbine casing along a vertical flange surface
with a similar metal gasket. Self aligning splined couplings are used to
directly connect the turbine shaft to the generator on one end and Lite steam
turbine on the other. Shrift seals are assumed to be long-life, self-lullricat-
ing carbon face seals or equivalent, which art located on the coupling shaft
to permit replacement witliout removing the condenser assembly or opening the
turbine casing;.
Materials and Corrosion
Working stresses are based on current 1". creep all0wables (extrapolated
to 30 years) for TZM alloy, pure molybdenua::und SU-31 columbium alloy
(Figure 2.2-9 and Reference 2.2-6). 'These materials can be forged, press.:d,
spun, investment cast: and welded by electron beam, friction welding and pro-
bably laser techniques (References 3.3-1 and 	 S1'-31 is a relatively
new alloy (;3U0/lb vs. *S ;lb for molybdenum), but price should come dowi. with
quantity and the expiration of current patents. Welding of dissimilar metals
is considered feasible with use of proper intermetallic diffusion coatings.
Getter materials will be incorporated in the cesium loop to absorb oxygen
trace impurities in service and eliminate the metal dissolution mechanism.
Characteristics
Performance data and characteristic of the point design are given in
figures
	 -ly and .^-^1, and Tables
	
and -'.-'-7.
Technical Advancement and Verification. The chief technology areas re-
quiring advancement are:
1. Refractory metal properties, especially long term creep
^. Cesium erosion and corrosion data
3. Hydrodynamic bearings
4. Shaft seals
5. Welding techniques for refractory metals (electron beam, laser and
friction)
'fable	 Cesium Turbine Characteristics
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Table 2.2-6. Cesium Turbine Stage Data
TOTAL
	
INLET	 TEMP,	 -C	 ('F)
Ist	 STAGE 2nd STAGE 31J	 STAGE DIFFUSER CONDENSER
1260	 (2300) 971	 (1780) 707	 (1305) 577	 11070) 593	 (1100)
INLET	 PRESSURE,
	
KN/M'	 (PSIA) 2630	 (410) 794	 (115) 155	 (22.5) 33.1	 (4.8) 40	 (5.8)
QUALITY,	 INLET/[XIT 1.0/0.915 .915/.825 98/	 88 .88/.895 8PVT)
MASS	 FLOW,	 SINGLE
	
FLOW,	 KG/SEC	 (IS/SEC) TI	 (156) 62.4	 (137) 49	 (107.';) 49	 (107	 5) 49	 (101.51
REACTION,	 1 0 62 64
REGEN.	 BLEED,	 : OF	 k t	 STAGE	 FLOW -- 12 t,
MOISTURE	 EXTRACTION,	 !	 OF	 Ist
	
STAGE MINOR MINOR 13
EXIT	 ANNULIIS	 AREA,	 M- FT')' U	 IIyII.:flI 0.16	 12	 78) 0.62(6.55)
i X1T	 SPECIFIC	 VOLUME,	 CM'/GM	 (FT'/LB) H;.B	 11.331 in9	 14.45) 1370	 (21)
PITCH,	 DIA.,	 CM	 FIN.)^ b1	 (24) It	 128) 84	 (351
R IADE,	 HT.,	 CM	 (IN.) n,2	 (2.45) 12.2	 14.8) 22.2(8.75)
TIF	 DIA.,	 CM	 IIN.) b7	 (26 45) R3	 132.8) 111(43.75)
ROUT	 D14.,	 CM	 !IN.)' 1,1,	 (21,551 S y	123.2) I- 1./(26.2
TIP	 SPEED,	 M/SE(	 (FPS) '40	 (1R5) 301	 1980) 396	 (1300)
P IT(MLINf
	 SP ED,	 M/SEC	 (FPS)' 2T6	 (710) 'S5	 (832) i17	 (1040)
BLADE	 MATERIAL `.11-31 TIM IIM
BLADE	 ROOT	 T EMPERATURE,	 'C	 1'f I 10181190o) 843	 115501 t,4 q	(1200)
BLADE	 ROOT	 STRESS,	 MN/M'	 (KPSIi 11')	 1101 1')3	 (281 +4S	 (50)
ROTOR MATERIAL Su-it TIM TIM
ROTOR	 HUB	 TEMPERATURE,	 'C	 ('F) 421	 (1700) 188	 (I t:50) 1,1	 (IISOI
ROTOR	 MAX	 STRESS,	 MN/M'	 (KPSII I	 :')7	 (30) 176	 (40 1 1 41°,	 160)
M,V.1 LI	 ON	 11	 ',5	 Ft OW	 IOIFFICItNI	 AND	 0.15	 AREA	 I0;S	 FROM	 1NA It	 IN1;	 IOCI	 Tt. 11 KNI \N
.ti	 1RnIL IN'.	 [Dr,F.
Table 2.2-7. Cesium Turbine Efficiency Data
1 st	 STAGE 21,d	 STAGE t,d	 STAGE
85	 (36.5) 85	 (36.5 79	 (34)"ISFNTROPIC	 FNIHAIPY	 DROP,	 J/GM	 (BTU/LB)
STAMJARD IOSSFS	 INOZZLF,BUCKET, ROTOR,
LEAKAGE,	 E T C.I, a,0 8.0 7.0
SIIPF RSATURAI I'H	 LOSS, 4.5 n n
MOISTURE	 SLIP LOSS	 IN NOZZLE,	 1 0 0.1 0.5
MOISTURE
	
IMPINGEMENT	 LOSS	 (5t	 OF	 PARTICLES
IMPINGE), 0.5 0.75 0.3
EXTRACTION	 'P	 LOSS, 0 2.5
EXIT	 VELOCITY	 LOSS	 1 4 50	 FPS),	 1 0 0 11.7
•	 TOTAL
	
.OSS.	 J/GM	 (BTU/LB) 12	 (5.12) 7.65	 13.27 1 17.5	 (7.5)
SHAFT WORK,	 J/GM	 (97U/LB) 73	 (31.39) 17.8(33.2 41 61	 (26.5)
MASS
	
FLOW PER UNIT	 OF	 Ist	 STAGE	 FLOW 1.0 0.88 0.69
SHAFT	 WORK,J/GM	 iBTU/LB)
	
OF	 Ist
	
STAGE
	
FLOW 73	 (31.39) 68.5	 (29.3) 42.75(18.3)
AVAILABLE
	
'.H,	 J/GM	 1BTU/LB)	 OF	 I,t	 STAGE	 FLOW 85	 (36.5) 75	 132.01 49	 (21)+
TURBINE	 EFFI(IFNLY	 (WITHOUT	 REHEAT)	 79	 89.5	 .	 C.884
TURBINE	 EFFICIENCY	 (WITH	 REHEAT	 FACTOR)	 0.884 . 1.04	 - 0.922
SHAFT	 POWER	 -	 29.156.3600	 11,000	 KW	 (SINGLE	 FLOW),	 OR	 26 MW	 (DOUBLE	 FLOW)
"AT	 RO;OR	 EXIT	 VRF SSURE	 i4.8	 PSIA)
" AI	 DIFFUSER	 (MIT	 PRIS I,	 RE	 (0	 PSIA(	 -	 30.S	 BTU/LB	 OF	 3.d	 STAGE	 FLOW
r
Z
Technology verification tasks consist of:
1. Subscale component and turbine development testing at over-design
conditions. Existing liquid metal flow loops are applicable.
Full scale component and turbine development.
3. Extensive accelerated-life, and stress-to-failure testing.
4. In-orbit operation as part of complete power module testing.
The complete cost of cesium turbine development and verification is
estimated to be oil 	 order of several hundred millions of dollars. Produc-
tion costs in SPS quantities are estimated at -$50/kW.
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Design Growth
The potential areas for design improvement include:
1. Additional condensing stages, exhausting to a compound condenser at
several levels of temperature and pressure. This allows additional
expansion of part of the cesium flow without increasing turbine
diameter. The steam can still be heated to the same condition,
therefore overall cycle efficiency is substantially increased.
Reduces average temperature drop across condenser/boiler.
2. Elimination of external moisture removal, if slip-losses in last
stage nozzle prove to be low enough.
3. Increase of turbine inlet temperature, when reliable ceramic com-
ponents become available (boilers, plumbing, blading, etc.).
Development Risk
Given the fair state of refractory metal technology, cesium corrosion data
and hydrodynamic bearing development, the risk in developing a satisfactory
cesium turbine is considered moderate. Even if SU-31 alloy should prove un-
feasible, TZM and molybdenum would provide a reliable fall-back position al-
though turbine weight would increase somewhat dud to the thicker disc and
casing sections required.
2.2.b CONDENSER POINT DESIGN
The chief problem encountered in design of the condenser is the lack of
gravity forces to drain the film of condensed cesium away from the surface of
the steam boiler. Conventional zero-g designs accomplish condensation within
a flowing tube, thereby sweeping the liquid film towards the outlet by vapor
drag forces. This method requires a large massive, so-called "compact-type",
heat exchanger as shown in Figure 2.2-23 composed of alternate layers of
cesium and steam passages brazed into a multi-layer structure, with extensive
manifolding and welded seam;. These thin-wall welds are vulnerable to cracking
from the many thermal cycles (-3000) imposed by eclipse periods. Also a large
heavy exhaust scroll and duct is required to convey the cesium vapor from the
turbine to the condenser.
The approach finally taken for the point design was to place the condens-
ing surface (in the form of steam boiler tubes) directly in the high velocity
vapor exhausting from the cesium turbine. As shown in Figures 2.2-3, 2.2-10,
and 2.2-22, spiral banks of boiler tubes are located in an annular shroud at
the outlet of the last stage exhaust diffuser where an axial velocity of
45 m/sec (150 fps) and a tangential whirl velocity of 3U.5 m/sec (10U fps)
impinges on the tubes. The axial velocity must decrease to zero at the far
end of the condenser, but a large part of the initial whirl velocit y
 can still
exist there. This vapor mass rotating at -600 rpm sweeps the condensate film
along the tubes, thereby creating a centrifugal force which flings the droplets
of condensate to the outside of the vapor volume. There, zero-g capillary
devices conduct the liquid to a sump area for induction to the cesium feed
pump. In effect, this provides an artificial "g" field or centrifuge action
without moving parts. The high axial vapor velocity in the upstrec- banks of
tubing also helps to thin out the cesium film on the tubes and fling off the
drops. An average film thickness of O.UO25 cm (O.Ul inches) was assumed,
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Figure 2.2-23. Plate Fill 	 Heat Exchanger
corresponding to a condensing heat Lransfer coefficient of 20,700 W/sec-lli' -°c
(12,1)00 BLu/hr-ft ` -°F). A supplemental method Of collecting the condensate is
to provide sucLion ports on the radial sLrucLs which support the tube coils,
so as to directly inger-t the liquid film being, st.ept along the back side of
the tubes. The ad%'allLages of these approaches to zero-g condensing are the
elimination of pressure drop oil the cesium vapor side and a greatly reduced
mass (910 kg vs. ^UUU kg for the configuration of Figure
The steam boiler coil configuration at each end of the turbine has 15
banks,	 earl	 cOrlLainillg -' 	 coils	 composed of 6.7	 turns of 0.95	 cm	 (0.373 inch)
I.D.	 stainless	 steel
	
tubing.	 :1 high pressure drop 	 (600 psia) was used in the
steam coils to achieve very high velocities and High heat transfer film co-
efficients	 in	 the superheat	 region.	 The boiling process is essentially super-
critical which elimitlaLes any potenLial problems Of flow instability. The
resulting increase	 ill pumping power is negligible.	 Tube wall thickness was
1.15 cm	 (O.U'^	 inches),	 resulting	 in a working stress of 9-',U01)	 1;.\/m..
(13,300	 psi)	 at the coil	 inlet	 (31u 0 C)	 and b9,000 F.\/m' (10,000 psi)	 at the
coil	 L-UL1eL	 (535°C).
The chief problem encounLered in any cesium/steam heat exchanger is the
possibility of high pressure steam leaking into the cesium system which would
cause a spontaneous e%oLliermic reaction (bUL noL ;t deLoilaLiotl). 	 It cOUId also
cause an Overpressure condition and extensive corrosion of the refractory murals
in the cesium turbine, boiler, and flow loop. All illtermediary heat transfer
fluid such as molten Lill could be used to prevenL direct contact of cesium and
steam in the e.unt of a leak, but a COnsiderablO weight and heat Lratlsfer pen-
a1Ly would be involved. Double-walled boiler tubing would impose less Of .1
penalty in these areas. 'ihe recommended solution is to use single-walled tubing
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which has been proof tested and leak tested to stringent requirements, with
all joints of a brazed-sleeve design to avoid the potential cracking problems
associated with welded connections ill
	
thermal cycling and vibrational envi-
ronment. The tubing coils would be supported by streamlined radial struts
at appropriate intervals to separate the natural vibration frequencies of the
tubing spans from any exciting frequencies in the turbine. In the event of a
failure, failed units would be shutdown, drained, and either repaired, reilac-
ed or abandoned, as discussed in the maint.enance section. Overpressure condi-
tions in the condenser shroud would be prevented by installing a burst-diaphragm
with a iouble-ported vent duct on top of the condenser shroud to achieve thrusL-
balancEi venting of the reaction products (H Z , CeOH, 11.0 or Ce) away from
adjacent turbo/generator sets.
Characteristics
The chief characteristics and performance data of the point design are
given in Table 2.2-8.
Table	 -8. Cesium-Condenser/Steam-Boiler Characteristics
DATA FOR ONE OF TWO CONDENSER MODULE •
 
P -.0
—
 CE`s r TURBINE
TMERMAI
	
POWER, MW :1.95
BOILER	 TUBE
	
INSIOE • '>URFACE	 AREA.	 M'IFT'1 18.2	 1196)
TUBE	 I.D.,	 CM	 (IN.) 0.95
	 (0.375)
TUBE	 WALL
	 TN;LKNESS,	 CM	 IIN.I 0.114	 (0.045)
TUBE	 MATERIAL SuPERALLOY
COIL	 LENGTH,	 M	 (FTI 20	 (66)
PARALLEL	 COILS 10
COIL
	
PAT'ERN SPIRAL,
	
CONICAL
COILS	 PER	 BANK 2
NUMBER OF	 BANKS IS
TUBE	 CENTER	 SPACING
	
IRADIAL I .	 CM	 .IN	 1 2.54	 11.01
TUBE	 CENTER	 SPA(IN;	 IAXI A L),	 CM	 (14.) 5.08	 (2.0)
8111LER	 INLET	 PRESSURE,
	
KN'M '	 (PSIA) 2,ICO
	 132001
BOILER	 INLET	 TEMPERATURE,
	 'C	 (*Fl 316	 (6001
BOILER	 EXIT	 PRESSURE,	 KN/M 	 (PSIA) 16,600	 124001
BOILER	 EXIT	 TEMPFRATURE,
	 'C	 1'F) 538	 (1000)
STEAM	 EXIT	 VELOCIIY,	 M /SEC
	
(FT/SEC) 113
	
1370)
CESIUM	 CONDENSING
	
TEMPERATURE,
	 'C	 1'F) 591
	
(11001
:ESIUM	 CONDENSING	 PAESS'JRE,	 KN/M'	 IPSIAI 15.8)
CESIUM	 SUBCODLtNG,
	 'C	 ('F) 18	 (50)
CESIUM	 INLET	 AXIAL
	 VELOCITY,	 M'5EC	 JI /SEC I 46	 (150)
CESIUM	 INLET	 WHIRL
	 VELOCITY,	 M'SFC	 1FTi SEC- 10.5	 IIOD)
CONDENSATE
	 EFFECTIVE	 'I"	 T"I;KNESS.
	 CM	 IIN 0.025	 10.01)
CONDENSATE
	
REMOVAL	 MECHANISM VAPOR, ROTATIONAL FLOW
CONDENSATE
	 COLLECTION MECH>, NIiM CAPILLARY
nLAT	 TRANSFER	 COEFFICIENTS,
	 V/M° — 'C	 LBTUI HP.-F; • -'Fl
WATER,	 ;INGEE	 PHASE 14,700
	 185001
STEAM,	 SUPERCRITICA L 8100
	 (4800)
"SIUM FILM,	 CONDU CT ION 20,100	 112,0001
JOE WAIL,	 CONDUCTION 4900	 (2840)
OVERALL	 COEFFICIENT 1590	 (1500)
LOG MEAN	 TEMPERATURE
	 DI F FERENCE,	 'C	 ('F) 139
	
(250)
AVERAGE
	
MEAT	 FLUX,	 W/M'	 kOTU,'MR-FT') 1.6.10'	 (3.75.10')
TUBE MASS,	 KG	 (LB) 171	 13801
IH ROUD MASS,	 KG	 (L A I 272	 (600)
TOTAL
	 MODULE	 MASS,	 KG	 (LB) TILTS
	
(980)
Technology Issues
Development and verification of the integrated condenser concept will
require subscaic and full-scale demoLSLraLions on the ground and in orbit.
Ground testing would involve placing Lhe axis of the annular coil bank ill
vertical direction, to observe Lhe centrifut;ing action of Lhe rotating vapor
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mass on the Cesium ColldenSaLe without a radial graviLational force Component.
DevelopmellL risk is not considered great since: additional whirl veloCity Call
be easily provided if lluedud to obtain required con.{t.uSing performance.
Stress-Lo-failure testing with over-design pressure, LemperaLure, vibration
and corrosion environments would be malid a tory.
2 . 2 . 7 S1'1A.N1 TURBINE PU1NT DESIGN
Rocketdyile provided the computerized analysis and parametric data used
for turbine design. Westinghouse Electric Corporation provided engineering
support in the areas of steam design practice and operational considerations.
Design :Approach
the basic design requirements are listed as fLllows:
Power level	 - 10.4 `1W
RPM	 - bsUU
Inlet temperature	 WC (,...,.v r )
iuiet pressure
	
- 1b,oUU 1`\ /I:1' (diU^ F•si:)
condensing temperature -
	 '04' C i% -,(;U'
Pressure Ratio
	
- b.9
The dominant requ.ir,'menL driviIlg I he SL, :i^ *,Ul'bine desig 7t is a relatively
low rpnl (U6JU) relativC L,) po^^er l	 a :,a corxdensing pressor t!. Optimum speeds
for those Conditiol:s ci_e	 oil Lila L-rJt:r of 3v.L1L)U rp:::, yie.ldiag in
efficient turbine: with oniv L,	at a Spv.lfic :lass of -0.0	 kg / kW
(U.UUb3 lb,'kW). ':'his very low SPLI:ifiC MaSS re.laLive to targu utility steam
Lurbinus is dCri':ej I-L;la a ni on rpm .:+ld a ilis;i exhaust vapor .tensit y .	 For the
SPS dire.-t drive r q :t rent_nt of o UU rum, 39 sLaF%z s are required and the spvc-
ific mass becomes J.U_.. .:g/kW (Q.U .+, lb km), will,:}, still resu:LS i:l ;1 Lotal
turbine mass of OCi y -'-i kg (.500 1V). this is based on ? rotor hub - Lo -Lip
ratio of J.9 and a t:i.lut`. oitch-lille yr.'1O.:1L \' L'aL is of 0. 51 (.:ero reaction),
yielding a turbine t f: i, iency of U. 66. The iarge number of stages (39) is
Within preSenL desigil practice for large utility steam turbines but is relative-
ly expensive in teals of :,kW for a 10 MW Size. This high cost. can be largely
avoidud by use of integral, cast blade-ring a5seMlbliL'S to el imin.ILt• the Libor
required for making, and assemblies' individual blades to Lhe rotors and StatorS.
"LOSL-pattern " ill y eSt.mellt. Lasting techniques, Using sulfur instead of wax, lend
themselves Lo accurate, low-cost pro,lu,'Lioll operations. 1h. •
 relativel y low
peripheral speeds, stress levels ;ilia Lemheratures iii Lilt turbine PL rr.iiL a wide
choice of ccnsLructiondl materials.
The chief operational problem of large Ste.lm utility turbines (corrosion
and scaling) will be drastically reduced in the SPS design for the following
reasons:
1. The: e is no atinospheric air w leak il1L0 the s y stem and prom•: to
corrosion.
With a very low turbine specific mass, it IS L!collomiCal to use
high-alloy stail:less steels throughout tile desi ;.l which are
corrosion resiSLallt. if trace al-louiILS Of il\ygell
 are introduced to
form a prot.ecti y e oxide fills oil 	 surfa:es.
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3. The high purity metals used will have little tendency to exude
col;taminants such as silicon which can cause scaling problems.
Lt. is not anticipated that water maintena:;c^ or in-service water treatment
will be required, if initial descaling runs a,:- mad-: in e he steam loop with
Ligh ph fluid during tlroclu7tion testing of the power module.
Design Characteristics
TaL• les 2.2-9 and 2,:-lU present the performance and design characteristics
of the point design.
cable 2.2-9. Effect of Power Level on Steam Turbine Designs
E
Power	 Level,
MW
wOUT
Ib/sec
DIN'
inches
ROUT'
Inches
L,
inches
wt.,
pounds
Spec.	 wt.,
Ib/MW
n.
stmt%
Bear ina
JN,
"L -I-A
60 233.6 17.5 31.6 19.; 1120 19 11 0.95 88
30 116.8 13.7 25.0 22.9 Boo 27 18 0 75 88
15 58.4 10.8 19.7 27.1 58D 39 29 0.60 88
10 38.)' 9.4 17.1 33.0 500 50 39 0.52 88
7.5 29.2 8.6 15	 5 36.7 470 63 47 0.47 88
Table 2.2-1U. Steam lurbine Characteristics
POWER	 (MW) 10.4
TYPE SINGLE	 [LOW,	 39-S T AGE,	 Atl%.l
KPM ba0C
DRIVE DIRECT
INLET	 TEMP,	 'C	 ('FI S38	 11000)
INLET	 PRESSURE,	 KN/M	 IPSIA, Ib,to00	 (2400)
CONDENSING
	
TEMP,	 'c	 ('F) 204	 (400)
E11T	 P RESSURE,
	
KN/M'	 IPSIAI 1710
	 (247)
aEGENERATIVE
	 BLEED	 STAGES
TURBINE
	
EFFICIENCY 0 B
HUB-TO-TIP	 RATIO	 (R"TORT 0.9
STAGE
	 VELOCITY	 RATIU ,1.5
PERCENT	 REACTION 0.0
INLET	 MASS
	 F LOW,	 KG/SEC	 ILR/S_C• 22	 (48.4)
OUTLET	 MASS	 'LOW,	 KG!SEC	 ( LB/EE:' 16.6	 (36.6)
INLET	 DIAMETE F .	 HOUSING	 -	 CM	 1%	 1 24	 19.0
OUTLET	 DIAMETER,	 HOUSING	 -	 C"	 106.) 43	 S	 (11.1)
LENGTH,	 CH	 (IN.) 84	 (33)
MASS,	 KG	 (LB) 127
	
(SOO)
SPECIFIC	 MASS,	 KG/KW	 (LB/KW) 0.072
	
(0.048)
Development Risk
Given the moderate inlet temperature of this design and highly advanced
state of steam power technology, development risk is considered very low.
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2.2.8 RADIATOR DLSIGN CONSIDLILVIIUNS
The radiator point design is covered under the thermal control system for
an assumed inlet steam condensing temperature of 204°C (400F). Subsequent
power loop optimization Studies show that the optimum radiator temperature is
approximately 10U°C (21Z°F). Figure 2.2-24 presents the effects of inlet con-
densing temperature oil 	 SPS mass, for tilt' point design cesium turbine
inlet temperature of 1260% (25U0°F) . It is seen that in spite of a larger
area requirement, the radiator mass actually minimizes at -140°C (284°F) be-
cause of resulting higher cycle efficiency and a reduced !teat refection load.
The overall SPS mass minimizes at a rather low temnoraturc of WC (149°F),
based on tileoret!cal reducti . :t „ o a. plumbing wall thickness with steam pressure.
Cons i A era'ioos rt minimum practical wall thickness, however, indicate all
Optimum condensing temperature: of -1UU°C (212°F). This is still acceptable
for tite use of water heat-pips which transport heat from the radiator condens-
ing "through-tubes" '_o the fins.
FLUID PLUMBING
16	 TOTALPUMPS, VALVESVARIABLE
MATS
14	 I I	 _
Y	 -
`6 f_ HE AT PIPE S
Q	 TOTAL{iADIATOR
i	 MASS	 \
\`	 \,	 \	 \ \ -
\\	 Oi{lE R VARIABLE MASS
^ICONCENTRATOR ABSORBER
STRUCTURE. TURBINESI
U	 I 	 .'(XI •	 IRn	 41N1	 WO	 •I{
L_	 I ___ — I
D	 Ina	 :IA)	 oc
STEAI'l INLI I CuNOENSIN6 I1'dPI NATOW
Figure -'.2-24. Steam Radiator Temperature Optimization
Subsequent to fit;alizing the heat-pipe radiator point design, %'ought
Corporation, which provided thermal control subcontract engineering support,
performed a compar i.son study which indicates that a straight condensing
approach offers -^'U_ mass reduction and perhaps 7U;. cost reduction over the
water heat pipe 'design. If a compatible self-sealing additive is developed,
the weight reductieul would be substantially greater since meteorite bumpers
could be eliminated on the many small diamLLer con'deIlSing tubes that replace
tl,e heat pipes.
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2.2.9 RELIABILITY AND MAINTENANCE
The basic reliability goal for an SPS is uninterrupted production of
rated power (excepting eclipse periods), in the most cost-effective manner.
This requires determination of the optimum levels of reliability development
and operational maintenance. For the point design, a rather high power
availability of 9U% of total capacity was chosen as a working target. Co"be-
quently, each of the 318 power modules was nversizcd iuG. Achievement of
the above target re rnlirc:a tlie tolluwing:
1. Standby repair crews capable of servicing any satellite on 24 hours
notice.
2. High inherent component reliability achieved through extensive stress-
to-failure testing in development and products-n samples.
3. Redundant fail-safe system design.
4. Extensive monitoring instrumentation and automated diagnostic/self-
shutdown circuitry at the power module level. Typical measurements
ire system pressures, temperatures, flows, voltages, actuator
positions, and vibration signatures of critical rotating units.
Summary data from each module is transmitted to the in-orbit and
ground control centers.
5. Modularized replacement units at each component level to facilitate
rapid maintenance. A boiler feed pump, for instance, could be
changed out in 10 minutes, if quick-disconnects are provided for
all fluid, electrical and structural connections.
Achievement of a 90% availability (vs. 75% for ground utility power/stations)
is also based on tile following SPS advantages:
1. No problems of atmospheric air leakage into a sub-atmospheric fluid
loop to cause .:orrosion or degrade condenser p.rformance.
2. Materials in the SPS fluid loop will be highly corrosion resistant.
Ground utility boiler tubes and turbine blades are typically low
alloy steel. the presence of silica and other metal impurities
which cause scaling will be greatly reduLe^ !n th-_ SPS.
3. Absence of gravity forces virtually eliminates radial loacis en
turbine and generator bearings.
4. Shutdown for routine inspection or maintenance will r. t b^ used,
and will be designed cut of the system by fail-safe features,
rigorous development and quality control, production burn-in test-
ing, and automated monitoring of turhint/generatur vibration
signatures.
Failure Rates
The large number of
parts count, but nut the
be less in smaller power
ed and the auxiliary sys
total satellite capacity
redundancy.
power modules (318) increases the total satellite
failure rate per module. The latter should actually
sizes, since more intensive development can be afford-
Lens are usually simpler. Also, the proportion of
unavailable at any one time is reductd, due to higher
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Although rotating machinery is traditionally expected to have a higher
failure rate than solid 	 ate eq..pment, the SPS turbogenerators are. expected
to require much less replacement t! an solid state antenna components or special-
ized components, such as the klystion tubes.
The chief drawback of a small power module size is an increase in the
total number of maintenance and repair tasks. Seventy-five percent of the
318 power modules are expected to have at least one failure within their
3U year life. Must of these will be of a minor nature (sensors, wiring,
controls, seals, pumps, etc.) that can be quickly repaired or replaced.
Major failures of the rotating units such as cracked turbine blades and
failed bearings would be much less frequent and would normally be handled
by simply shutting down and abandoning the failed unit. Interconnections
between power modules permit sharing of cesium flow in such cases. To main-
tain rated capacity, it may be necessary in the later stages of satellite
life to replace entire turbines, generators, and even power modules. These
would be refurbished in the orbiting maintenance shop or ruLurned to earth
for rebuilding. It is not inconceivable that a power module could be changed
out during a 72 minute eclipse period. The connectors involved are 2 cesium,
2 steam, 2 electrical power, 1 electrical control (multi-pin), and 4 structural.
In the zero-g environment, a power module	 easily removed through the bottom
of the absorber disc, away from interference .y adjacent plumbing, wiring, etc.
Extending the satellite "down-time" several hours, if required, would not be
serious since eclipses occur at ground-station midnight when power demand is
minimum.
Leakage Problems
The small number of fluid leaks are expected to occur from meteorite
punctures of steam and water lines ill the two SPS radiator assemblies. Al-
though protected by double bumpers, a certain number of heavier particles
will penetrate the lines, perhaps at a rate of 5 or 6 per year per satellite.
Fortunately, both steam and cesium are "wet-expanding" fluids; consequently
escaping vapors will form a visible plume of moisture droplets or snow. TV
cameras set up at strategic poir.Ls will be used to remotely monitor leaks in
the radiators and the turbine farms. "'Loom" capability will enable operators
on the ground or ill 	 orbiting control center Lo pinpoint the leakage source
and remotely close appropriate valuing to isolate it and prevent excessive
loss of fluid. Leaks in the hot absorbs disc will be monitored by spectro-
graphic telescopes. Aepair techniques such as welding, flame spraying and
plasma deposited coating are considered feasible. Lven thL , use of self-
sealing additives may be feasible	 In view ear the potential benefits for
a condensing tube/fin radiator design, an exhaustive search should be con-
ducted for such additives as part of any further solar thermal SPS develop-
menL.
Cesium/Steam Interleaks
As discus^_-1 under conden;,.r design, the possibility of ^.eam leakage
into the cesiul. loop can be reduced to a small probability, and standard
means are available for preventi*,g sublieouenL over-pressure conditions and
cesium contamination in adjacent power modules. this is considered less of
a problem than that from the accepted failure rates for turbine blades,
generator bearings, etc.
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Conclusions
Achievement of a 9U% capacity utiLization factor for the SPS is consider-
ed feasible, although detailed studies may show, that a factor of 85/. is more
t
	
	 cost-effective. Due to the presence of repair crews, the requirements for
component reliability will probably be less stringent than those now used for
unmanned satellites.
2.2.10 SATELLITE MASS AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Figure 2.2-25 identifies the major assemblies comprising the solar thermal
subsystem. Figure 2.2-26 contains the overall Solar Thermal SPS block diagram
and efficiency chain. Do'.•iistream of the switch gear and summing bus, the
system is identical with the Photovoltaic SPS, except that the length and mass
of electrical conductors leading to the antenna slip rings is less.
Table 2.2-11 and 2.2-12 summarizes the major characteristics of the point
design.
Overall conversion efficiency including the microwave link is 9.73% as
given by the following subsystem efficiencies:
Power generation
	 - 19.02%
Power distribution	 - 93.9%
Rotating
	 - 77.28%
Ground
	 - 70.52%
Uverall (Product)	 -	 9.73%
Satellite specific mass is 8.35 kg/kW (18.4 lb/kW) with a potential for
reduction to -6.16 kg/kW, or 31^10 6 kg _otal mass per satellite.
2.2.11 POTENTIAL DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS
For conservatism, the solar thermal puint design did not take advantage
of many design improvements that could be available at the assumed design-
commiL date of 1987, or during the following 3U years of production. The
major arecs of potential improvement are summarized below. The mass reduc-
tion shown do nut reflect the 3J% growth allowance of Table 2.2-12.
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Figure 2.2-25. Assembly Tree
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Table 2.2-12. Solar Thermal Point Design *lass Properties Summary
(Cesium/Steam Rankine)
SUBSYSTEM KG"10-
COLLECTOR ARP: . 118.016)
STRUCTU R E	 -ND MECHANISM (1.661)
PRIMARY	 STRUCTURE 0.740
SECCNOARY STRUCTURE 0.688
MEC HANISM 0.233
ATTITUDE
	
CONTROL (0.095)
POWER SO-;CE (3.120)
SOLA4 COLLECTOR 1.200
SOLAR ABSORBER 1.920
POVER	 DIST R IBUTION AND CONTROL (4.304)
POWER CONDITIONING	 EQUIPMENT (3.391)
TURBOMACMINES 1.160
PLUMBING,	 INSULATION 0.145
PUMPS,	 COMPRESSORS 0.145
CONDENSER 0.283
POWER LOOP FLUID 0.105
GENERATORS,	 WITH COOLING 1.300
ELECS.	 POWER	 C040ITIOM!K 0.259
POWER	 CISTRIBUTION (0.907)
CONDUCTOR AND	 INSULATION 0.699
SLIP	 RINGS 0.208
THERMAL C:%TROL (8.786)
RADIATOR WITH PUMP 8.786
INFORMATI:N MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL (0.050)
DATA PROCESSING 0.021
INSTRJMENTATION 0.029
ANTENNA	 SECTI: ♦ (14.204)
STRUCTL ; :	 AND MECHANISM 1.685
THERMAL
	
CONTROL 1.40
MICROWAlE	 POWER 1.012
POWER DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL 3.469
INEORMATI:N MANAGEMENT	 AND CONTROL 0.630
TOTAL
	
SPS	 DPI	 WEIGHT 32.220
GROWTH	 (30:) 9.666
TOTAL
	
SPS	 CRY	 . E IGHT,	 WITH GROWTH (41.886)•
31 . 10 ` 	KG	 WIT..	 DESIGN	 IMPROVEMENTS
Concentrator Design.
1. Use of 0.1 mil Mylar reflector film vs. 0.5 mil Kapton.
Increases reflectivity, and reduces film mass, collector
diameter, inflation pressure and makeup gas requirements.
2. Use of 0.1 mil FLP Teflon canopy film vs. 0.5 mil. Reduces
film mass.
Potential mass saving is 0.9 x 10 6 kg per satellite.
Solar Abs rber (Cesium Boiler).
1. Use of lightweight ceramic tubing when ceramic fabrication
problems are solved. Reduces mass (vs. molybdenum) and
permits higher outlet temperatures and cycle efficiency.
Savings 1.2 x 10 6 kg.
2. Transparent window over reflector skirt aperture to act as
meteorite barrier and reduce reradiation losses. Savings
_U.9 x 10 6 kg (moly tubes), or -0.25 x 10 6 kg (ceramic tubes).
4C•
^l
V^
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Cesium Turbines.
1. Ceramic inlet manifolds, rotor discs and blades (assumes ceramic
absorber also available). Permits 1649°C (3000°F) inlet tempera-
ture and 5 points increase in cycle efficiency.
Savings -2.35 x 10 6 kg.
2. Two additional expansion stages, exhausting at different reduced
pressure levels to a compound condenser. Increases cycle efficiency
-5 points without increasing turbine diameter.
Savings -2.1 x 10 6 kg.
Electric Generator.
Use lightweight superconducting design cooled with iiquid helium.
Reduces generator system mass and provides higher voltage.
Savings -0.65 x 10 6 kg.
Power Distribution.
Use 200 kV-dc afforded by superconducting generator (vs. present
40 kV-dc) to reduce conductor mass. Assumes 200 kV Klystrons can
be developed, or 40 kV Klystrons can be connected in series.
Savings -0.9 x 10 6 kg.
Radiator.
1. Reduce condensing temperature to 100°C (212°F). Reduces heat load
and radiator mass. Increases cycle efficiency -9 points.
Savings 1.8 x 10 6 kg.
2. Use condensing tube/fin radiator (vs. heat pipe/fin). Potential
savings -0.8 x 10 6 kg, or -1.7 x 10 6 kg if compatible self-sealing
additive developed.
Thermionic Topping Cycle
Operate thermioric diodes at 1965% (3600°F) rejecting Beat at
1260°C (23U0°F) to cesium/steam Rankine cycle. Raises combined
cycle efficiency -8 points. Savings 3 x 10 6 kg.
The above potential mass reductions are not directly additive, but can
be handled as mass factors and multiplied in series. Certain of the design
changes are mutually exclusive, but the most favorable combination of changes
would result in a savings of _9.5 x 10 6 kg or 52.7; of the non-rotating satel-
lite mass (excludes antenna). Of this ideal amount, a savings of 8.4 kg or
46.6;: of the non-rotating, mass could probably be realized early in the SPS
program, (excludes self-sealing radiator, high voltage Klystrons 4 and thermi-
onic topping cycle). This is equivalent to a savings of 10.9 x 10 kg includ-
ing the 30% growth allowance of Table 2.2-12, or a savings of 26;. in the
total satellite mass (rotating plus non-rotating).
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2.2.12 COST CONSIDERATIONS
Although the solar thermal concept was not carried through into a detailed
cost study, the following order-of-magnitude data was developed in the course
of the point design.
1. Development/Verification - Considered to be less than that for the
Apollo Program which was -$40 billion in 1977 dollars. Equivalent
to less than 0.3 mils/kW-hr over a 120 satellite program. Includes
antenna and ground station but not transportation system.
2. Production Costs -
Power modules	 - -$100/kW* ($200/kg)
Solar concentrator (Mylar) - -$2.4/';W* ($20/kg)
Radiator	 - -$8.7/kW* ($lU/kg)
Structure and mechanism
	 - -$1.7/kW* ($10/kg)
The total of these major items is equivalent to -1.0 mils/kW-hr.
Power distribution and antenna costs are approximately equal to
those for the photovoltaic SPS.
3. Transportation and Construction Costs - Could be somewhat less than
photovoltaic SPS due to LEO construction and LEO/GEO self-transport
of solar thermal SPS.
4. O eratio_ns Costs - Considered -1.5 times higher than photovoltaic
concept due to power module maintenance requirements. Estimated
at --b mils/W-hr. Includes antenna and ground station.
2.2.13 ASSESSMENT OF SOLAR THERi'IAL CONCEPT
As discussed under subsystem analyses, there are no large state-of-the-
art advancements required for development, of a solar thermal SPS. With the
many fall-back options available, overall development risk is considered
"low-to-moderate", certainly no gicater than that for the Apollo project in
1960. With proper modular design of equipment, the maintenance concepts pro-
posed are considered realistic and practical. 'lhe main technical question
is what the most cost-effective capacity utilization factor will be.
Everything considered, the overall merit of the solar thermal concept is
not a question of technical feasibility, development risk, or resource avail-
ability, but one of cost-effectiveness relative ro other energy conversion
methods.
*At generator bus
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2.3 P014Elt DISTRIBUTION  AND CONT1\01, SUBSYSTEM
The i,ower distribut ion and rolltrol subs y stem (I I DS) receives power from
the i,ower conversion subs y stem, and provides the regulat ion and switching
required to deliver iwwor for distrihutit'll to the Satt'IIill• Power- users.	 Dur-
ing the eel ills is i,t • riotls, batter- ill s wi I I he ut i 1 ixed to suppl y
 the minimum
required power to Lite various subsystems. Figure 2.3-1 illustrates the major
;ISSemhlies compriSin^; the PPS. 	 Funct IonaI requirements are shown in '1';lh1e 2.3-1.
The subs ystem consists 1'1 Ill.' in fecllL • I - S, NLi('0lld,iI- \ •
 1 eedel - H, tie b;lrti, tiUmlllillg
buses, vuttage convci-Lcrs, switch gear, circuit breakers, manuall y
 operated
switches, -;III) rings, brushes, and subsystem c;lhl in);.
	 Batteries, battery
chargers, and boost t onvert ors are included for cc l i pse operations.
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4 Tab I e	 2.3- 1 .	 ITS	 1'1I11, • t iona 1	 Requirement s
IIFE71ME 30YEARS WITH MINIMUM PUNNED MAINItNANCE
OPERATIONS_	 __ G(OSYNCH ORBI1:0 	 INC111 CIRCUTAR 05,78b1tn; A1117UDII 
COMM[ RCIAIIZATION COMPA71BLI IVITH U.S.	 UTILITY NETWORKS
OUTPUT POWER ST(ADY-STATIOPIRATION42SkVIt2lbkAATSHPRING
^M! INTIRIACE SGW AT IITIIIIY	 INIIRIAfi
1 IVI II.111	 GROWTH 3^
IOIAI	 IVI16H1 SATIIIIll	 PDS AVVROK •95k1^IkW
INIRGY Sl11RAGi IIAIIIRIIS	 INCIIIDIII	 TO SOPPOR1	 ON BOARD SA11111I(
SSSIIM OPERAIIONS ON11 	 DURING H111411 	 PIRIOUSI— LIMA 4IRSI
IAIIIIRI
	
I	 RIIIRIA NO SINGH	 POINI 1AlHIRI	 MAY CAONI	 IUTAt	 t(,\> (11
SPS 1UNCTIONS
DIVIIOPMIN1 IVOIUTIONARI	 1VII14 PROVISI ONS IOR INCONVORAIINC'
I All R 11 CHNOI OGY
RISOURCIS MINIMUM 11M	 01	 CRIIICAI	 RISOIIRCIS
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The major requirements are to deliver flower at specified voltages and
levels on a continuous basis throughout the solar seasons for a duration of
30 years. To assure 5 GW at the utility Interface, the solar arra y will p— il-
erate and deliver 9.75 GW [end of life (FOL)l at the power distribution and
control interfaces. Earl ► Solar array module is designed for 45.5 kV outhuL.
The total array produces 217,000 A. Power delivered to the klystrons (major
power user) through power distribution is 8.69 GW, requiring 9.18 GW trans-
ferred across the rotary slip ring power interface.
Operations of the system are to be in geosynchronous orbit, and the groluul
rectenna hewer delivered at the utility interface compatible with P.S. utility
networks.	 rho design is to be such that Ilk) single paint failure may cause
toted IoSS of SPS f unet IO11S.
2.3J FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
SPS power distribution interfaces are Illustrated in Figure 2.3-2 for
the sol.tr photovoltaic point design concept. The secondary feeders transfer
the power from the solar array to the main feeders. The power boat main feeders
to the summing bus is transferred vial switch gears. On-,bray switching of sub-
modules is uSed to maintain huS regulation. Mechanicall y operated breakers
(MOB) ar,- included for safety. The interconnection between :	 p rings and tit'
summing buses is perforated through tic: bars. Klystron dc voltage conversion
is performed by centralized converters (one for each brush assombly). The
optimum number of converters is to be determined along with requirements for
redundnncv. The schematic shows one wing of the solar array only.
2.3.2 SIZING
A continuous review of subSVStenl efficiencies has been nlalint.lined in
order to provide updated efficienc y factors for sizing the SPS.	 rho effici-
encies of major components on the nonrotat ing solatr arra y wing are shoum in
Figure 2.3-3. The major consideration for sizing; the PUS is the power level
(voltage and current) and line l , +ss allowables. 'this subsystem was sized to
handle E01, power levels of 9.75 GW at 45.5 kV.
2.3.3 POWI:R UISTRIBUT1ON
The power distl• ihulion subsystem utilizes flat aluminum (6101/'1. 6) feeders.
These flat conductors are not considered part of the main structure; the y will
normally he passively cooled b y radiation to free space. Malin feeders are
sited to atrl average tratnsmission el 1 icienc y of 94 percent (deLcrlilined to ht-
optimum on a cost basis).
2.3.4 POWER CONDITIONING
The power conditioning converts exiSt in }, p us voltageS to the subSN,stenl
voltage requ i red for the various subsystem I oad s .Majoror redu i remen t 5 are
shown in the table on Figure 2.3-2 (klvstron re(iuirement.$). 	 Six 11,1sic voltage-,
(40 kV, 32 kV, 24 kV, 12 kV, and R kV) —klvstron bod y voltage (40 W, moll
anode voltalge (20 kV) and low voltages for cathod healer (20 V), solenoid
operation (20 V), computer (20 V) and retl-o-electronic (20 V)—.u-e required
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to operate 135,864 klvstrons. These voltages at the required power level are
provided 11v centralized do/dc converters as shown In Figure 2.3-2. The point
design provides 32 converters, each sized for 271 megawatts (6.73 U). The
optimum numbcr of converters wiII be scIected after addition,] f;rilure mod('
effects analvsis.
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Figure 2.3-3.	 Solar Photovoltaic Nonrotating Sizin>; Modcl
2. 3 . S SW ITCH I NG
SWitell gars are provided at each ('nd of a String ttf solar cells for iso-
lation and maintenance. Voltage regulation of the solar array power output,
as wall as beginning-of-life (BU1.) excess power dissipation will be controlled
by select iv(' Switching of Isolat inn switch gars oil array subtuodul vs.	 (NtlTF:
These switch gears are part of solar array assembl y .) Optimum power output.
will be assured at all times by proper sizing and design of the submodules,
their associated switch gear and IMCScontrol of the switching, in addition to
control of the various loads. Voltages :ind curr('nls being harndl('d by the
switch gars will he monitored by the IMCS to determine their StatuS and to
establish a need for tlr(' opening and closing of these switches.
A simplified computer module, shown in Figure 2,3-4, was formulated to
perform a preliminary fault-isolatlon aura!vsis. Two t ypes of anal y sis wore
invest i^,arIcd:	 (1) short-circuit fault, and (2) loss of a solar array. 	 In the
short- circuit analysis (performed by Westinghouse). it was found than if ont-
U1 H IS' m ;lill I ceders shorted, t he short — c i rt'II ! t current was twice the normal
current arnd the volt;ige at t he hoards dv(-rerrsed b y 40 percent.	 1 I the short
occurred at the load (kl y strorl), the short -circuit current was titre(' times
the normal current. 	 In the loss of an array (Kockwel I analysis), it was found
that the array closest to the faulted arra y wotrid demand a power increase of
11.8 percent, will](' the array Iartlicst from the I all lt('d air ray demanded Only
an incrcarst • of tt.H percent.	 For mor(' unilornr power demand of remaining array
modulcS, regulation and control must. be ntaint a!ned.	 'lilt' point design achieves
this by selectiving switching (byIMCS control) of solar array strings.
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Figure 2.3-4. Preliminary Fault Isolation Analysis
2.3.6 ROTARY .1ol NT
The rotary joint is utilized to transfer energy through slip rings and
brushes from the satellite fixed member to the satellite rotatin} , member upon
which the microwave antenna is lLwaled. The rotary joint assembl y design
characteristics are given in Tahle 2.3-2.
Table 2.3-2. Rotary .Joint Design Characteristics
Total Assembly
Operating voltage (kV) 45.5
Amps per ring assembly 109,000
Total	 mass	 (kg) 173,410
Slip Rings	 (4)
Core Aluminum
Cladding Coin-silver
Care size	 (cm 2 ) 41.3	 (cross section)
Diameter
	 (km) 1.13
Length (km) 3.55
Shoe Brush	 (16/Slip Ring Assembly)
Material 75, Mo	 Sz,	 25 Mo + '1'a
Shoe si •r.a 11.7	 cm	 ..	 12.7	 cm	 •	 3	 m
Currant	 (A/cm`') 7.75
Cot, tact area	 (cm 2) 8.68
Quantity 64 brushes per shoe assy
Uruundln.g
Single point—copper hus (thermal isol.cled from structure)
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. 1. 7 POWER DISTRIBUTION OF ANTENNA
A sch(matic of the power distribution or the rotating :11itt • 111M I.'; shown
Ili Figure 2. 1-^T. Conductors from the hru~hes art , tied to the d( , /d(- centralized{	
converters tl it- (it igIi switch }car p , to allo y, isolat ion %hen per • forming maintenance,
Conductors ark , then tied between the vr.ltage sumrning hoses throtigh ~witch gears
for transmittini; the required power to the kl ystrons. The centralized do /dt•
converters (32 required) provide the necessary voltago-s to the klystrons.
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Figure 2.3-5. Rotating Antenna
Power Uistrihution Se•hem:rtic
_' . 3 .8 POWER I)1 STRI SLIT I ON GROUND FACILITY
The power Clow from the rectenna Lo the utility interface is shown in
Flgtirt _'.1-6.	 A control center !,, rt-qiiirvd to mol)itor and control the required
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Power to the utilit y Arid. The control center also monitors the SPS power status
at desired intervals. The Power is collected b y the rectenna, conv2rte(i to 50 kV
dr. The 50-kV do is then converted to 500 kV do through dr/dc converters, and
then interfaced with the utility grid through switch gears. Switch gears are
provided for isolat ion when performinp, maintenance. Lightning arrester Provi-
sicns will he required. It Is anticipated that standard utilit y design would
be imit I c • men t ed .
The rectenna consists of 813 rows; lllc • maximum Power out Put from a row Is
8.21 MW, Fach row consists of standard nodule "billboards" approximately
14.7 x 12.2 m, Producing 11.76 W. Therc is a maximum of 698 bays in a row.
Power from each row Is cuntrolled and transfcrrcd to it 	 btls, and then
transferred to do /dc converters as shown in Figure 2.3-6. The rectenna is
89 percent ifficicnt (incluclin}, ont , Percent diFtrihutIon loss for diode
interconnections). A total of 5.78 CW Is inPutcd to the diode converters
with 5.14 G11 to the power (list ribution and control elements. 	 A total (if
5.0 GW is deiivcrcd at the utility intcriace.
2.3.9	 ENi .'R(:)'	 STOKAGF.
Batteric • ;	 will	 be	 utilized during	 ee'1!)1'.i(' periods	 to provide	 1.7	 MW/hour
energy.	 The hatleries will be it	 ~odium	 c111,-ride tr i te and have a density of	 at
least
	
200 Wll/kg.
2.3.10	 1'OWGR DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL SUBSYST111 t:HAFU1c:ITRISTICS
A weight breakdown for the P0C subsySt.enl	 is shOW11	 in 'fable	 2.3-3.	 The
PDC accounts	 for	 5. 127-(10' kg, approx ima: ely	 14 percent	 of the	 total	 Sat e I I i t e
mass.
"fable 2.3-3.	 1'UC tiubs y stem Mass S1.1te111e11t
f
I
1 t em
Ma S..'
101.	 k},
Nun-Rotating
Main	 feeders 0.342
Secondar y
 feeders 0.045
Summing bus 0.102
Tic bar 0.162
1115u1at ion 0.043
Switch Rear 0.244
Reg.	 and converter 0.009
Rotary	 joint 0.208
AC	 thruster cabling 0.0053
Battery 0.006
Support	 structure 0.121
Subtotal (1.327)
Mass
I t enI	 10" kg
Rota( ink i
Cable	 front
	 to antenna 0.636
Antenna tie bar 0.696
Antenna cables 0.132
Antennas
	 r...tdule	 cahle 0.031
Switch gear 0.931
Rot. ► ry	 joint 0.139
ht'/dc
	 convert cr 0.704
Insulation 0.20
Support	 structure 0.131
Subtotal (1.800)
i
I	 T^'t.iI	 PIII:	 (1 .327 +	 5.8(30) =	 I_'i
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A tabulation of the ITS subsystem hulTit design characteristics Is given
in 7ahle 2.4-4.	 The lower input frllln The solar array is 9.75 l : h at an array
outlet voltage of 45.5 kV.	 Th1' klystrlms r1'rluirc 8.09 GW input	 ::t the
re(I'iircd kly,ttron operating; voltages.	 This power ix dolivered from the array
at an ovcral I eff it iency of 89.1 perc ent. A breakdown of this elf is ivilc% is
givell in the table along; with oth,.r pert!nvnt inform.1t ion.
Table 2.1-4.	 1', , a',-r Ilistrihut ion and 0-ntrol t'h:lra, tcrist ics
INPUT POWER	 9 75 GW IARRAY VOl tAGE 45 5 KVI
OUT eU T POWER ITO Kl YSTRON$1
	
1 69 GA
OVERAII LII ICILN(Y 1!9. It SATELLITE SYSTEM IM 4t INCLUDING GROUND)
TRANSMISSION NON ROTATING	 94%
ROTATING	 99%
GROUND	 "%
SWITCHINGIPOWIR CONVERSION	 NON ROTATING	 99.9%IEXCLUDING DCIDC FOR ACSKI
Rn1A11NG
	 W, Tt
ICI; 11IND
	
Wt
TOTAL MASS 5 11 K 101 KG
VOLTAGE REG(AATION ON ARRAY SWITCHING IIA'S CUNTROI I REGULATOR ICONVERIER • 1+
TOTAL CURRtNT 215 708 AMPS TAT SI II' RMA)
CONDUCTORS Al EI0I16IIAT CAME. I MM KAPION INSOIA110N
ENERGY STORAGE 200 W11'KG 11, 7 MIV	 HOURS1 SO DIUM CHIORIOE
ROTATING JOINT SI IP RINGS 141-AI CORE COIN SIIVEk CLAD 	 113 KOV DIAM
15S KM LENCIH 41 3 CM 2 CURT CROSS SECTION
SHot BRUSH ASSY 1641 • 75% * SJ .
 25 Nb • 14	 1 75 AICM2;
101 CM 2 CONTACT ARIA 11R SHOE ASSY;
e4 BR11S111% I'LR',UUI A%%Y
a^
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2.4 STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTF31
'Phis subsystem consists of the primary structure for the solar array,
`	 antenna, and rotary joint; secondary structure; and mechanisms. The primary
structure assemblies are made up, basically, of the tribeam girders, tension
cables, and joints. The fabrication and assembly of these structures are
accomplished on orbit by beam machines and supporting auxiliary equipment.
2.4.1 NASTRAN COMPUTER SIMULATION
The characteristics of the structural subsystem are best understood by
reviewing a mathematical simulation that was done using the NASTRAN computer
program. Figure 2.4-1 shows the paint design concept that was used in this
simulation. A substructuring technique was used to develop the model. Three
separate models were built and checked out individually; they were then combined
in the proper quantities and orientations to form a skeleton of the point design
structure.
	
Y	 pg1GIN AL P AG"
	
x^`	 OF pQOR (^L
l:1 t.l'iY
!z
.cL	
\
*
Figure 2.4-1. SPS NASTRAN Substructure Model No. 1
The first model was a module of the solar array wing on the CRT plot
(Figure 2.4-1). The module is 3200 m in length and has a cross-section as
illustrated in Figure 2.4-2. The module consists of a three-trough system
made up of four 800-m hays. The lower troughs are 1250 m wide and the center
or upper trough is 1350 m wide. Each trough bay (i.e., 800'<1250 m or 1350 m)
provides a picture frame construction for two aluminized kapton reflectors on
the 60-degree faces and one solar cell blanket system on the trough base. A
25-m clearance is provided around hoth the reflectors and the solar cell
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Ill,ulkets to Itrovi,Io for attachniont to the structural framework. 	 Each
800-111 f rune is st ill) I I i r.ed bV X-t ens ion t i es wit ii-Ii arc not shown ill F i};ure 2.4- 1
for t hr sake tit ,' 1,lr i tv.	 I'he t rou};hs :Ire .I( t ilk'liod to ,1 hr\ilgonil I eetlt er ",t run-
turt' that. is rant inu,utS for th.' ful l ICil	 II tt1 th,' sit I I iIC	 I' it, t rou };h", are
I t ositioned as Shown h! Fi};u re 2,4-_' bVCIIISC (l) they ItroVide a Silt t'II ite stsue-
t ore delft It 	 ist ent w i t I1 I- CS I t 	 0  t ht' 1 en};t h/driltII ;lsltert t ill it)t r,l.lr tit 11dy,
,Intl (2) they Sultltort dCVelolttlu'nt of ;I satellite m.ISs distribution whirl)
ill) ltruaeheS ma",s ba 1.111,' ins; ,lb,,u1 t he X ,Intl Z axe", l l \X	 l., ;.) .	 DI.1SS b.l I Anr I ilg
is itesir.lble bee au se it ;it iiti Ili i: ,. es hr,tltt'll.lnts required to correct for sinus-
oidill gravit\'-}!r;ldiellt tortllleS wiliell , t i'elll' tWiCO eat'll ol'b1t.
	
/	 ORIGINAL PAW"i IS
OF PWR QUAI,I'I'Y
1_
	
Figure 2.4-2.	 Sat el 1 ite Point. I)es i};n Structural Cross-Section
The first eotnitllter' nnnle1 (Fi};rlt'e 2.1 -1) is relle.Itetl throe tinu • S alld ron-
Ilerte,l end tt t t'll,l bV tht' eellputor to fonii the ilttllll -Ill Ielt tiitlar arra y wlilt;
illu ",trated in the CRT Itlt,t of Fi};u re 2.4-3.	 :\ mirror image Is ,levelkil l ed to
Corm the rIgIII	 in};, F4,11re 2.4-4.
Hit' Sot'01111 1110dCl is the ",atel 1 itr rent"r sect ion which is 2100 u1 Ion}; .111,1
ennxists of the sel ' ir arr,l': inferior tr.nlsvel'.1-e rlosoout ( ►'.Imes, the ,'enter
ht'Xcl},t l ll,ll eal'1'V-011'011f01 st1'lletllre, Ill y null-rotat iI1}; port it'll of	 the rot.11- V joint
,lid regtlil-eti intt'rl.lre st1 - m Iurt'.	 A CRT plot o 	 this mood iS Itrosenled in
(NIYt'I'.:	 Al.Ii11, X- tellsi,ill tie", ;Ire 09litletl Ior clarity.)
The I hi rd model , shown in F i l ',IIre 2.4-11, ln,- l odes l lle t t'nsio11 wch, r,lt m-
are mi t e	 .III,	 collll l re':tiit i ll 	II'.Illle of	 tllt • ;Illtellll.l ,LI'lictlll't',	 llle rittA( 111}; pol-t loll
o f the 1 • , t titr y 	i,Ii11t , . 11111 r,•tItIivt'd iillel'I;1t • e	 t 1'11etUl'e.	 AI I Illotil'IK Wel'e t 1101
('()till) l i l ,',l bV rtt111p11t or tit form the skelet ell l loint dosign hit 1'11,'1 lire, shown ill
I' 1 };lll'I- . . 4-7.
	
TIIv ,' t ill I I 10te till it 	 11:1", bet'I1 t • heeked out	 .Illtl	 is Ilow av,llI.IhI ` for volllllllt 1111;
slreSSrS ;111d tlef lt't l it+ns it I ' the St]'ut'ture due tit torres, lorqui'v, ;Intl tenllu'rcl-
turi , }radients Induced iit tern"II)' (e.};., rellettitr tensl till i11	 ,urtl exter11.1II
(i'.4;. , 5; 1':IV I t \'-};r.1t1 it'llt 	 t U rill leti) 1 1 11 t ho Nat t'I I it t.	'These ettllllillt .It h i ll~ shoo I tl
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Figure 2.4-7. Combined Computer Models
be accomplished in future studies to improve the confid(^nce level in the struc-
ture performance rharaeLeristics and mass properties estimates which are, at
present, based on the results of preliminary sizing analysis.
.4.2 TRIBGAM GIRDER
With the exception of the antenna structure, each line on Figure 2.4-7
represents a tribeam girder which is the basic structural element in the
satellite. The general configuration and detailed breakout of this tribeam
girder are illustrated in Figure 2.4-8.
TRIBEAM GIRDER SECTION
Figure 2.4-8. Photovoltaic Wing Structure Tiering;
The girder is 50 m on a side, and each bay is 50 m in length, stabilized
by X-tension ties. the three vertices, the transverse struts, are funned by
1):1Sie heam elements fabricated or. orbit by a beam machine. The basic beam
element is 2 m on a side with transverse struts ever y 2 m and modified
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triangular rap sections at the vertices. The rap sections, transverse struts,
and \-tension braces are made from three sheets of 0.000254-nT (10-mil) 2000
series aluminum, with appr0Xim,1telN' 88 percent cutouts, which is roll-formed,
flangrd, and welded by the beam machine to form it hash beam element 2 in on
a s ido.
f`'
The worst-rase environment for a tribeam girder within the solar array is
determined by gravity-gradient torques and reflector tensioning, Figure 2.4-9
plots the point design gravity gradient torques as a fulict ion of the satellite
•INIRTIA SLMMARY
GYOAtl TRIC
	
MASS
1 - 3, 7% M R
	1 •9.01%X1011.(: -M7
1 • • 13.'&3M 4 	1 	 • 3.03 X 10 i7 KG-142
I I 10,7]7 M I
	P • R. IR X 101 XG-M7
.	 PP
10	 I	 To'
^	 TRY- • 1.17 X Io°
CT	 6	 I	 - 0.)1 X 106	 e	 1	 1, )0 X 10°
Io	
1°W 6.11 X 106	
10 uR.
u°6
W
s^ 10'	 10	 'I
7R3X 10
10	 low	 I.7R R 105	 I	 III'	 w,
u
IV, 0
	
Io	 fi	 to	 .0	 50	 10 0	 10	 7n	 Sn	 10	 So
MISAL C.N.INT - DYG.	 MISAIIf•NM1V NI - NG.
Figure 2.4-9. SPS Point Design Environmental 'Torques
lull; axis (Y-axis) misalignment for both CI?0 and LEO environments. The maximum
value if Tggx = 6.24 x 10' n-m ((.l•a)) was used to develop the bending moment and,
	
in tIrn, the axial forces (P.) on the triheam depicted oil 	 2.4-10, These
.ASSUMPTION TIP THRUSit11CMCt ISRG
6,71 X 106	
T TH -	 71,300 - 797 N
R MAX Rt NDING MOMI NT OCCURS AT X - ,71151
_^-	
//\J^'	
MMAX - .OPe T GG-MAX - 5°°.000 N-M
-^	 / 7 1 1	 SLIQ	
^[O
L	 1)"	 YI - 177 N
	 VI - 10.150 N
711 	 /t - 80.5N	 P2 20,075 IN
W•RTG(.
	
e ► —^	 11-7°.5N	 11-0.e°IN
t	 \ A	 __! 1
1TII
R THI VAMIS LOR ►X AR( THY LOAM THI TRIM AMS MUST CARRY IN COMPRISSION
nUl TO THY SAYILLITtS INIRTIA IN/LLIINQD RY GRAVITY GRADIINT IORCIS
Figure 2.-+-10,	 S I I S Strul - lural FIvint-nt Sizing Analysis
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compression forces, combined with reflector tensioning loads, can be applied
to the free body of an 800-m Lribeam girder as indicated in Figure 2.4-11, and
a sizing culalysis conducted.
• ASSUMPTIONS
- ADIACINT RAY RIf It CTORS
IAIIID 1	 M%lM
•	 - .517 MPA 05 PSI1 \	 y	 /
 RIO ACTOR
\	
^
- R(ILICTOR MATT
1/7 MIL ALUM. AAPION /
• I.v % 10 - 	M /^ 	 501,41111 A1. KITS/11 ^` ! 50M	
_
\'GRAVITY
GRADI(NT
INfIUf NCI
 
11	
165N
 ^--
(650
''^	 P 1
—• —► ^
I	 f	 I I	 I	 I	
•^	
^	
_
1^^^1^11 1	 I	 1
u -I 	 • 6.560 WM1.035 WIWI
MOAA%•W17	 (SIC I U • 11 (	 1L	 U	 ^-
1
7
S. MC . ► 	 -4 (.577 WI / S(C	 ^'	 L
7 v,l . L 11
Figure 2.4-11. Compression Forces applied Lo fribeam Girder
the pertineriL physical properties of the tribeam girder basic beam element,
C,11) section, and tension tics determined b y this prelimit;:Try sizing analysis
are listed in 'fable 2.4-1. VII Lrihoim girder has a mass of 3.5 kg per meter
of length.
'fable 2.4-1. Solar Arrav and Rotary Joint Tribeam
I; irder Clmrrlct Grist irs
ITEM
NO. PARAMETER
AE,
	 -	 EFFECTIVE	 AREA FOR MASS
CAP	 SECTION
BASIC
	
BEAM
ELEMENT
TRI-BEAM
GIRDER
TENSION
TIE
I 0.035'10-' 0.21 . 10 - ' 0.21 x 10-' 3.17.10-`
CALCULATIONS
	 IN	 M
2 AEI	 =	 EFFECTIVE	 AREA FOR	 MOMENT- 0.064x10-' 0.19 x 10 - ' 0.19 . 10 - ' 3.17.10-5
OF-INERTIA CALCULATIONS 	 IN M-
3 RADIUS	 OF	 GYRATION	 (M) 28.28-10-' 820.78 . 10 - ' 10.236 1.59x10-'
4 I	 G[	 t1[TCI(	 MOMENT	 OF	 INERTIA	 (M') 5.1.10-1 0.128~10-' 217.5 . 10 7.9x10-11
5 E	 -	 MODULUS	 CF	 ELASTICITY	 -	 P a	 (2) 6.895x10'0 6.895 x 10 10 6.895 . 10" 6.895x10 "
6 -	 -	 C ^r F r ICIENT	 OF	 THERMAL 23.4.10' 23.4.10"6 23.4 . 10 -6 23.4x10-K
EXPANSION	 -	 M/M-°C
I it	 .	 POISSON'S	 RATIO 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
8 Fn	 -	 NATURAL FREQUENCY	 (H7) 169.4 5.51. 0.38	 (1) 5.6x10-'
(1)	 TRI-BEAM	 GIRDEP	 LENGTH	 - 800 M
(1)	 MATERIAL
	
IS	 2000	 SERIES	 STRUCTURAL	 ALUMINUM
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2.4.3 ANTENNA STRUCTURE
The tension web compression frame antenna structure concept, shown in
Figure 2.4-12, consists of three major elements (1) the tension web to which
the do-to-RF conversion and transmission hardware is attached, (2) a catenary
30M	 ► IIAMeTENSION
	
rt	 (•	
I 
/
	 COANIIS
0. 173MM DIA GIA►N113 ql y^• 1 1^ 1 7 7 17 i	 Y r 1~CNlt3)
	
• . rt1V
	
` 171	 •ti• -
1,7 KM
•.\1
	
^1\
• 7^
CA T[NAIIV ^^••7
I10Pf	 ^	 M	 •r70,07 MM DIA GRAPIII II
100, )
Figure 2.4-12. Microwave Antenna Structure Selected Design Concept
rope system which is attached to the perimeter of the tension web, and (3) a
hexagonal compression frame. The tension web resists the lateral pressure
loading described in Febure 2.4-13. The loading is transmitted to the vertices
of the fuexagunal compression frame via the catenary rope system. The compres-
sion frame members are loaded in pure compression and can be analyzed as columns.
Three of the six catenary-to-compressi(in-frame vertice attachments are fixed.
The other three attachments at every other intersection have lateral adjustment
jacks. The three fixed attachments describe a plane perpendicular to the desired
CASE (1)
SOLAR PRESSURE FORCE 	 PS	 1 4.78 n
SUN MICROWAVE PRESSURE FORCE 	 PM	 1: 26.69 n
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE
	
PC	 1 51 97 n
GRAVITY GRADIENT FORCE 	 PGG	 ( 90.47 n
O EARTH
1 120,57 NEWTONS
I
o
CASE 12)
SOLAR PRESSURE	 PS	 1 4.78 n
SUN MICROWAVE PRESSURE 	 PM	 ( 26 69 n
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE	 PC	 ( 51 91 n
GRAVITY GRADIENT FORCE	 PGG	 1 101.18 n
^ II8.28 NEWTONS
O EARTH DESIGN CONDITION Q
Figure 2.4-13. Microwave Antenna Struc t - Design Condition
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horesight, and the adjustable attachments maintain the tension web as a flat
surface. All six vatenar y rope/compreSSiun frame attachments have in-plane
tensioning devices which maintain the tension web flat within the design limit~.
Antenna elevation (north-south) adjustments are accumplistied by gimbals in the
trunnion Structure whlrh attaches the antenna to the rotary ,joint. Azimuth
ad_justnlentS are made by the rot.iry joint.
The basic design requirt-ments for the compression frame tension web con-
cept are as follows:
• 1-Lin-d i,imeter surface (or equivalent)
• Web angular misalignment: 4.0.08' under vnvirunmentall y
 and
operationall y induced loads and temperatures
• tlptimize for light weight
• Compatible with on-orbit fahrication and assemhly
• Compatible with operational equipment
• Service life:	 '30 years
The antenna structure was subjected to a sizing analysis based on the
environmentally and internally induced loads and the pressure forces indicated
on Figure 2.4-13, as well as the design requirements listed above. This
resulted in the ph y sical properties for each of tale three structural elements
listed in 'fable 2.4-2. The triheam girder material thickness is 4.W6 10- 4 m'
(0.17 in.) and its side dimension and hay length dimension are 30.57 m. The
catenary cables and tension weh cables are woven graphite, 0.0396 m (1.56 in.)
and 0.0064 m (0.25 in.) in dianu C ter, respectively.
Table 2.4-2. Antenna SLrUclUre Elements I'Iwsical and Mechanical Properties
fC>'^J
ITEM
COMPPESSION	 FRAME
CATENARY TENSION WEBBASIC
	 BEAM TRI-BEAM
NO. PARAMETER CAP SECTION ELEMENT GIRDER, CABLE CABLE
I AFM -	 EFFECTIVE
	
AREA FOR
MASS	 CALC.	 (M') 0.05.10' 0-3-10-1 1.8.10' 1.2x10-' 3.167.10-'
2 AEI	 -	 E r FECTIVE	 AREA	 FOR
MOMENT-OF-INERTIA
CALCULATIONS	 (M l ) 0.09x10-' 0.27`10-' D.81^10-' 1.2x10-' 3.167 x10 -'
3 n	 RADIUS	 OF	 GYRATION	 (M) 23.68 . 10 - ' 0.47 12.48 1.58x10-' 1.53	 10-"
4 1	 GEOMETRY MOMENT	 OF
INERTIA	 (M`) 5.15x10-' 0.6.10-` 0.126 1.2x10'' 7.9x10-"
5 E	 - MODULUS OF	 ELASTICITY
(P a ) 6.895x1010 7.39510" 6.895x10" 13.79x10" 13.79.10"
6 -	 -	 COEFFICIENT	 OF	 THERMAL
EXPANSION	 (M/M-°C) 23.4x!0-' 23.4x10-' 23.4x10-' 0 0
7 u	 -	 POISSON'S	 RATIO 0.3 0.3 11.3 TOD TBD
8 MATERIAL ALUMINUM ALUMINUM ALUMINUM WOVEN GRAPHITE WOVEN	 GRAPHITE
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2.4.4 ROTARY JOINT
'rhe rotary •joint attached to the hexagonal center carry-through structure
is illustrated In Figure 2.4-14, The joint consists of a double set of inner
stationary and out-rotating rings 	 the rings are modified 50-m tribeam girders
faoricated on orbit by beam machines, notary joint dimensions are noted in
Figure 2.4-15. The power transfer slip rings, etc., are discussed in the
Power Distribution section. This concept can be termed "large structure/large
power transfer rotar y .joint" configuration.
Figure 2.4-14. Rotary Joint Structural Concept
Alternate Rotary ,joint - An alternate desi^ , n has been developed by NASA/
M.,rC, which can be termed a "large structure/small power transfer" rotary joint
concept. Although this concept was developed and sized for a different carry-
through structure, it certainly could be adapted to the Rockwell point design
and should be evaluated in future studies. The remaining paragraphs in this
section present details of this alternate rotary joint concept.
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The SPS carry-through structure , Is 1900 m long and includes a 1300 m long
by 500-m-diameter rotating section (Figure 2.4-16) on which is mounted the
microwave transmitting antenna. The rotating section Incorporates two small
eonxiall y
 lecatcd slip ring and brush assemblies which are secured b y tension-
ing cables (not shown) and spieler beams. Ti:e prim:tr\ .structural mt •mbers of the
X1SOl^
XJ 750	 \
l '`
1700n	 _2''0
0 . ".1 7IIIIm.1 niV
St/V►ORT ST11Il^Tllp^
Y
150
t 1,t	 ..
Figure 2.4-16. SPS Carry-Through Structure to Accommtttfate
SI if) kin,, Concept
carry-throu^,h structure are aluminum heams and tensioning cables as in the
solar array support wings. Kotat Ion is provided by mu...iized rotary drive
units which are uniforml y .lttached to the fixed carr y-through structure and
engage the rotating st rut turc through wheel assemblies interfacing; with rotary
drive ring~.	 Loads are transmitted from the rotar y drive assemblies to the
rotary drive ring in the \-dircctkin and in the tangential direction. 	 Shear
loads, or lo.tds in the 'i-% plane, are transmitted from the slation:lr y to the
rotat ing carry -through st ructurc by radish c:lhles which attach to the Station-
ary and rotating p;lrts, respectively. of the small-diameter slip ring and
brush assembly.
A I unct it, naI scIicmatit' of the carr y - through Stru,tare and slip ring is
shown in Figure 2.4-17. This concept accomplishes two ob ,1ectives:	 (1) it
provides a smooth operating rotary ,joint for the -ill tcnna-mounted carry-through
structure, :ind (2) it provides for a small-diameter slip ring and brush
assembly which can be fabricated and checked out on earth .1nd then transported
to orbit by MAN.
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The rotary drive/hearing cont • t • pt i s des i };ncd to t r ansnt i t loads ac roses the
rotating interface while mrlintaining it ItigIi degree of dlmcnsional stability.
The rotary drive is amounted to a drive rant; support truss wI&It, tit 	 Is
mounted to a rotar y drive , primary truss that is backed up by an arrangement of
kirk trusses as shown in Figure 2.4-1h. hick load~ react against spidt•r beam
members and at the ]( l ints typical of the unc illustrated in Ole upper right
corner of the figure. 'p his provides a very still load path for loads transmit-
tcd through the drive• ring. Two sets of radial tensioning cables are attached
to the outer cad of each of the • two slip ring and brush asscmblics. The inner
set supports tale rotating ring ,ind brush assembly radiall" • to the rotating
r arr y -throe>;h st rurturc. The outer set supports the stat ionar y ring of the
assemhl y radially to the stationary carry-through structure. 'These 'ahlcs
tr.tnsmit the shear Toads (or 1'-% plane loads) across the rota[ ink, lolnt. The
s  ip ring :tnd brush support assembl y is :t phroxImateIy 150 nr Iting and is sup-
ported on it r; inner end 1) 1%, tcnsloniiig rahles which also t:kc kick loads through
the intersecting spider beams.
The SPS rotar y drive assemb:	 is shown in more detail fit 	 2.4-19.
F:ac • h of tht• 12 rotar y drive asscmhl Tel+ is attached to the : tat ionary
	
	 rcary-
through Structure- at chic of the bean: Juncture asscmhl ics. Two sets of three
wheels tin each assembl y grip the triangular drive rin} , . The wheels arc prc-
loaded with ;efficient gripping force to assure stifficicnt traction to the
drive wheels under all loading conditi(lns. One or two motorized drive wheels
per drive assembly will be rc(Itilred. It is anticipated that the drive wheels
will have a rubber-type tread; however metal-to-me tl contact Is not ruled out.
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Drive wheels should incorporate an override slip clutch to prevent lockup.
The system should be designed for a fail-operational mode with the slip clutch
turning on one of the drive wheels.
A modification of this rotary drive assembly would incorporate a third set
of three wheels located midway between the two original sets. This additional
set would be for driving purposes only, and would be so mounted as to transmit
no kick loads to the drive ring. The outer two sets, having no drive require-
ments, would need much less preloading against the drive ring and would take
kick loads only. This arrangement would lower the maximum load transmitted to
the drive ring ai,d reduce the ring weight.
The schematic shown in Figure 2.4-20 identifies primary structural elements
for transferring loads across the rotary drive/bearing interface. Radial ten-
sioning cables take the radial (shear) loads. Spider beam members transfer kick
RING SUPPORT STRUCTURE
Figure 2.4-20. SPS Rotary Joint Concept to Accommodate
Small Ring and Brush Assembly
loads from the thrust rink; support structure to the radial tensioning cables
(view B-B). Motorized rotary drive assemblies are attached to beam junctures
of the nonrotating carry-through structure and rotate the drive ring of the
rotating carry-through structure.
Additional details of the slip ring and brush concept are shown in
Figure 2.4-21. '['his slip ring and brush concept has two primar y functions:
(1) to provide a means to electrically connect the rotating carry-through
Structure with the main power distribution huses, and (2) to transmit radial
loads from the stationary carry-throe};li structure to the rotating carry-through
structure by means o; an incorporated radial bearing concept. Radial loads are
transmitted through support cables which rodkilly support the concentric bear-
ing rings. The concentric rings are inLerconnerted b_y a bearing assembl y which
allows them to rotate with respect to one another. The outer rotating ring is
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ends. However, the radial support cables are not shown on the left end. In
this primary concept, the slip ring support structure extends the full length
of the structure to connect with the aft bearing assembly which is radially
supported by cables. An alternate embodiment in which the brush support
structure would be extended to tie in with the aft support radial cables would
eliminate the need for the aft bearing assembly. The power bus support struc-
ture is supported by a four-point support system designed to transmit inertial
loads only.
2.4.5 JOINTS, MECHANISMS AND SECONDARY STRUCTURE
The joint concept for the point design is identical to that developed in
the previous Rockwell/MS!'C study. I Detailed joint design concepts should be
developed in concert with the technology verification activity task titled
it
	 Design Criteria and Verification" outlined in Volume VI of this
report. Mechanisms and secondary structure were defined only to a depth
r,2cessary to develop preliminary mass estimates and are discussed in the end
to end analysis covered in Volume V of this report.
1Satellite Power System (SPS) Feasibility Study, Rockwell International
Contract NAS8-32161, SD 76-SP-0239-2, December 1976
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2.5 ATTITUDE CONTROL AND STAT1ONhEEPING SUBSYS'1'FN (ACSS)
The ACSS functional requirements include the pointing; and stabilization
of the solar collector, the microwave antenna, and geosynchronous orbit sta-
r	 tionkeeping for the overall spacecraft. The trade studies (V0111me III)
resulted in a relatively simple ACSS concept featuring argon ion electric
thrusters for attitude control and stationkeeping;, the Y-POP orientation
(long axis perpendicular to the orbit plane) and partial inertia balancing of
the spacecraft to minimize reaction control system (RCS) propellant consump-
tion. An equatorial geosynchronous orbit (GEO) was selected over other alterna-
tive orbit inclinations to minimize the ground rectenna size (and cost) impact.
:Ile ACSS dedicated subsystem elements are the RCS and the attitude refer-
ence determination system (ARDS). The principal features of these subsystem
elements are summarized in I'i g{ures 2.5-1 and 2.5
	
The information management
and control subsystem (IMCS) provides the interconnecting; data paths for the
ACSS components as well as the mini-processors for computation of the control
algorithms. The mass properties and electrical power requirements of the ACSS
are summarized in Tables 2.5-1 and 2.5-2. Passive figure control has been
determined to be adequate for the CR = 2 collector. Active figure control is
employed for the microwave antenna. This utilizes laser figure sensing; and
three actuation systems at alternate corners of the hexagonal antenna frame
in order to maintain coplanarii.y of the antenna web to the three fixed attach
points.	 ORIGIN
FEATURES:
• ARGON ION BOMBARDMENT THRUSTERS -
100 LOCATED IN 8 MODULES
• CRYOGENIC PROPELLANT STORAGE -
ELECTRIC Q1RIGERATION FOR HEAT
LOSS MAKE UP
• HEMISPHERICAL PLUME CLEARANCE
• SEWICEABLE IN PLACE
THRUSTEP CHARACTERISTICS:
• THRUST - 13N
• SPECIFIC IMPULSE - 13,000 SEC
• POKER - 1275 KW
• APERTURE - IM
• MASS (INCL. SUPPORTS 3 CAB[ING) - 1201.9
• RESTART TIME - 15 SEC
• OPERATING LIFE EGRIDS S CATHODES) `5000 HR
AL P:1I ;
OF POOR QUAL11-a
X
I
17 THRUSTERS/MODULE
8 THRUSTERS/MODULE \
Figure 2.5-1. RCS Thruster Configuration
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ATTOUDE REFERENCE DETERMINATION (5 LOCATIONS)
• CCD SUN SENSOR Q/SYSTEM)
• CCD STAR SENSORS (21SYSTEM)
• ELECTROSTATIC OR LASER GYROS (31SYSTEM)
• DEDICATED MINIPROCESSOR
^1>
i
Figure 2.5-2. Attitude Reference Determination System Locations
Table 2.5-1. ACSS Mass Summary
Mass
Item (,10+3	 kg)
Attitude reference determination systems(5) 0.23
Thrusters - including support	 structure,
100 @ 120 kg/thruster 12.0
Tanks, lines,	 refrigeration 16.43
Power processing equipment 83.02
Argon propellant - annual requirement 93.26
Total	 (dry) 111.68
Total	 (with propellant) 204.94
Table 2.5-2. ACSS Electrical Power
r	 ;,
t^
Power	 (-MW)
lvera} r PinkItem
Attitude reference determination system
Thrusters
Solar/lunar perturbation (N-S) 4.36 8.72
Solar pressure perturbation (E-W) 32.27 32.27
Attitude control 0.26 0.52
'Iota1 36.91 41.51
*Negligible
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2.5.1 R1ACTlON CONTROL SYST131
The RCS thruster configuration and thruster characteristics are shown in
Figure 2.5-1. These thrusters are identical to those employed on the electric
orbit transfer vehicle, except that they are operated in a throttled mode for
ACSS application. The thruster configuration is similar on each corner of the
spacecraft. Tile configuration minimizes contamination of reflectors and solar
blankets due to ion engine sputtering. Eight thrusters (two in each corner)
fire in the X-direction to provide yaw torques when N-S stationkeeping is not
being performed. Twenty-four thrusters (six in each corner) fire in the Y-
direction to provide N-S stationkeeping AV. During the N-S stationkeeping AV, these
thrusters are throttled differentially to obtain yaw control torques. Sixty-
eight thrusters (17 in each corner) fire in the /. direction (directly toward
the sun) to provide the solar pressure stationkeeping correction; this correc-
tion is performed continuously except when in the earth's shadow. Roll and
pitch attitude control torques (about the X and Y axes) are obtained by differ-
entially throttling these thrusters at each of the four corners.
The number of thrusters required to perform the various functions is sum-
mari •r.cd in Table 2.5-3. The number of thrusters which are added as spares to
Table 2.5-3. Summary of 'Thruster Requirements
i
Fx Fy
F
z
Number of Thrusters Required/t:ori.:^r
lx F
1
Function
Attitude Control
Roll	 (Mx)	 and	 Pitch	 (MV) 1.-
Yaw (M z ) 0.2
Stationkeeping
Lunar/solar	 (N-S) 3.7
Solar pressure	 (E-W)
1
1
O.H
Total	 requi red /corner* ., H
9Spares 2
2 h 1	 17Total/corner	 (with	 spares)
Total	 thrusters/spacecraft 100
*Rounded up to even number
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aceonllllUdate the 5000-hour operating life of the thruster grids and random
failures (assuming a 5-year Mrlfl-') are also given. The system results in
approximately 30 thrusters being operated on a time-averaged halts. The
total number of thrusters ineluc(Ing spares in the system is 100. The thruster
configuration (Figure 2.5-1) has been designed with adequate spacing (10 m)
to permit servicing (primaril y grid replacement) of a thruster with a servic-
ing cal) while adja,ent thrusters are operated.
The mass properties and power requirements of the RCS are given in
Tables 2.5-1 and 2.5-2. The argon propellant is stored as a cr yogen to pre-
vent the large tank mass p0nalt y that would result if the argon were stored
as a gas. A smallI electric refrigeration system is located at each tank for
heat loss makeup. Two argon tanks are provided at each of the eight thruster
modules (total of 16 tanks) in order to prevent loss of function for single
point failures. The taulk outer diameters are 2.0 m for the upper (8-thruster)
module a11d 2.6 in for the lower (17-thruster) module. '1 110 tank sizing is based
on .1111111,11 propeIIauit resupply.
'I'h0 annual( propellant requirements for attitude control and stationkeeping
are presented in Tables 2.5-4 and 2.5-5. Attitude control propellant contribu-
tions are itemized for the four sources of gravity-gradient torques depicted in
Figure 2.5-3. This itemization was developed to clearl y identif y the more
dominant factors influencing the propellant consumption in the two-bod y system
(collector and antenna rotary joint bodies). 'The dominant propellant require-
ment arises from the collector bodv inertia unhalanc • e. the mass distribution
obtained from the point design cross section actually results in 66 percent
inertia 1)al1aricing (or 347 unbalanced). Tho data on Table 2.5-4 were developed
using a Rockwell disturbance torque/KC5 propellant consumption atialysts pro-
gratll.	 I t is not cwor- t ll y that the total propel I ant re(lu i rement is not the
arithmetic sLIn1 of the four contributions taken individual Iv. The microwave
'rahle 2.5-4. Attitude Control Propellant Requirements
^—	 RCS PROPELLANT CONSUMPTION'
TORQUE SOURCE
	 — -	 --	 -- -- -------
ANNUAL 'KGIYR)	 OVER 30 YEARS
196 OF S/C MASS(
11. NON-ROTATING SECTION (COLLECTOR)	 4240	 0.44`7
INERTIA UNBALANCE 134% OF MAX.
POSSl lit 
2. PRINCIPAL AXIS MISALIGNMENT
	 1360	 0 14'7
I(p - 0.3°)
3. COLLECTOR MASS CENTFR OFFSET FROM
	 542	 0.057%
ROTARY JOINT t 193M)
,4, M.11'. AN TINNA 011 SET POINTING
	 656	 0.069%
(6	 6°)
I	 NOMINAL CASE TOTAL
	 5540	 0.580`7
(INCLUDES 1..2..& 3. EFFECTS)
i	 NOMINAL PLUS M.W. ANT. OFFSET 	 5561	 0.582%
(INCLUDES 1.,2., 3., & 4. EFFECTS)
- I sp • 13, 000 sec
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'l'liL- le 2.5 - 5.	 Stat ionkeeping RCS Propellant Requirements
&V/YR.
RCS PROPELLANT REVD'
7 OVER 30 YR
FUNCTION I--- M SEC) WG YRI MS IC MASSI
•	 IARTII	 1111AXIAI IIY	 II	 WI 7.I 4111 11.11',
NOIAR II IINAR	 VI N1 111M AI M N's	 IN
	 I
I NN)
• SOLAR P ESSUREI'ERILIRBATION 	 E-W) 344.7 76,500 I	 8.12
• DIURNAL PERTURBATIONS
• M11.1:'. ANTENNA RADIATION PRESSURE 140
• STATION Ci!.ANGE MANEUVERS (E-W)
(6 @, 2 DEG. ! DAY • 34.2 miser ►
TOTAL WITH COMPLETE SOLAR PRESSURE
CORRECTION '•
I
NOT REU'D
NEGLIGIBLE
	
1. 1
	
235	 I	 0.03
	
399. 1	 87,700
	 l	 9.4
IsD . 13,000 sec, PHOTOVOLTAIC CONFIGURATION
ELIMINATED IF + 3.1 0 LONGITUDE PERTURBATION IS ACCEPTABLE
TOTALS ARE NOT ARITHMETIC SUM
V PRINCIPAL AXIS MISALIGNM11"'
H
r P 0.3°
03 	 MASS CENTER
NOT ON ROTARY JOINT
k41 MW ANTENNA OFFSET
POINTING
b^ 6•
r
NEW	 SAN
\Z	 - 93M	 YORK	 FRANCISCO
CM
x	 x
Figure 2.5-3. Gravity-Gradient 'Torque Sources in 'I'Wo-Body System
(Collector and Antenna Rotary Section Bodies)
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offset pointing contribution is negIIgihIc. The nominal total is appreciably
reduced from earlier trade stud y results due to-.
• Increased Specific impulse now estimated for tho argon
thrusters (5100 to 13,000 sec)
• Reduced principal axis misalignment 0.0° to 0.3°)
• Improved thruster moment-arm-to- inertia ratios
The dominant stationkeeping propellant r • equirenlent (Table 2.5-5) Is the
solar pressure correction. This correction can essentially be eliminated If
a 1 3.1° libration in longitude sLationkeeping accuracy were acceptable. •Phis,
in turn, increases the space requirement of the SPS constellation in an already
crowded geusynclrronous orbit. Potential methods of reducing or eliminating
this correction are di;ccussed ill 	 detail ill
	
ACS,; trade stud y section
of Volumc 11.
2.5.2 ATTITUDE REFERENCE D1? •1'FW, 1NAT WN
Tliere are five separate ARDS units on the spacecraft (Figure 2.5-2). The
five units are located on the collector (3) and tLe microwave antenna (2) to
permit accurate control ill
	
presence of Structural bending without the use
of complex autocol I inuation equipment working across large expanses of structure
and across the microwave :antenna rotary joint. Each P.RDS uni , consists of
strapdown sun, star, and gyro sensors operating in conjunction with a dedicated
mini-processor (provided b y the IMCS) to vield three-axis attitude state data
with an accuracy better than i arc-minute. Charge-coupled device (CCD) sensors
are selected for the still 	 star sensors and are representative of the highly
reliable, low-cost, Sensor technology available in the near future. 	 F.lectro-
st;ttit , or laser gyros are representative of the gyro technology that may be
commonplace in the SPS time frame.
2.5.3 CONTRol, ALCORITIDIS
On the basis of the control s y stem/structural dynamic anal y sis presented
ui the ACSS trade stud y (Volume 11), no major problems are anticipated in
sLabilizing structural hendin};.	 Ill 	 to minimize structural d ynamic inter-
action with the control system, the tollowing te:rtures appear to be desirable
for incorporation ill 	 control_ algorithms:
`	 • Weighted averaging of the attitude. data from the three ARD's
located on the solar collector bod y is a powerful means of
decoupling or stabilizing the bending.
• Bending-state kcbservers (or estimators) are a'so a powerful
method of accomplisltitip the same objective.
• The use of a "quasi linear-" thrust command policy can minimize
structural vibration excitation as well as permitting O'le atti-
tude control system to activel y damp modal bending. A means
Of ac'ltivvitlg such a policy is illustrated in Figure 2.5-4.
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• 1HROTTLING PLUS ON-OFF SWITCHING POLICY PRODUCES APPROXIMATE LINEAR TOROJES
*CAN TARE ADVAWAGE OF BEST FEATURf(OF LINEAR CONTROL
TIME
Figure 2.5-4. Quasi-linear 'Thruster Control Policy
A statistical estimation scheme (Kalman filter) should he employed to
provide optimal estimates of the principal axis of inertia orientation error.
This parameter is observable and directly affects the RCS propellant consumption
for roll and yaw control.
A relatively simple ACSS featuring argon ion electric thrusters for
stationkeeping and attitude control torques has been defined. Reasonably
small RCS propellant resupply requirements (and costs) are possible as a
result of the 1• -POP orientation (long axis p,rpendicular to the orbit plane)
and the spacecraft design requirement for two-dimensional inertia balancing.
Future analyses should address the means for reducing or eliminating the
solar pressure stationkeeping correction siEice it ( l aminates the RCS propellant
resupply requirements (8 percent of spacecraft mass over '30 years).
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2.6 MICROWAVE POWER TRANSMISSION SUBSYSTlY POINT DESIGN
The microwave power transmission subsystem (MPTS) for SPS basically con-
sists of two very large antenna array assemblies. An antenna 1 km in diameter
serves as the transmitting array. A large number of power modules with 50 kW
klystrons are mounted on the array structure. The klystrons serve as do-to-
microwave power converters and the microwave energy is beamed to an antenna
array located on the earth's surface.
The receiving array (rectenna) on the earth is 13 km x 10 km and consists
of a large number of receiving subarray elements connected to diodes. This
array is called thu rectenna and converts the microwave power to do for
eventual transmission to the utility company. Table 2.6-1 provides a sum p -Iry
of the IMPTS point design characteristics.
Table 2.6-1. Point Design Microwave Power Transmission
System (MPTS) Characteristics
MPTS SYSTEM (GAUSSIAN BEAM)
• FREQUENCY (GHz)	 2.45
• MAXIMUM SATELLITE ARRAY POWER DENSITY (KW/cm') 	 21
• POWER DENSITY AT IONOSPHERE (mW /cm 2 )	 23
• MPTS EFFICIENCY (INCLUDES IONOSPHERE AND
ATMOSPHERICS) (c)	 53.3
• DC INPUT POWER TO MPTS FROM SOLAR ARRAY (GW)	 6.61
• OC OUTPUT POWEP TO UTILITY (GW) 	 5•c
2.	 SATELLITE MPTS A NTENNA ARRAY
•	 SILL (TRANSMITTING DIAMETER) (km)	 I
- AREA (km 2 )	 102.6
• WEIGHT (kg)	 10.034.10'
• NUMBLR OF MECHANICAL MODULES	 777
• NUMBLR OF SUBARRAYS	 6.993
• NUMBI I+
 O F KLYSTRON POWER MODULES	 135.664
•	 SATLLLITL ANTENNA EFFICIENCY (4)	 69.4
'!k
-	 MPTS
	
RLLTLNNA ARRAY
• SIZE
	
(km) 13110
-	 TOTAL PANEL	 AREA	 (km 3 ) 66.97
- GROUND AREA	 (km 2 ) 54.74
• NUMBER OF BAYS 698
• NUMBER OF PANELS	 (BOW TIE) 355.296
• NUMBER OF DIODES 204,833,800
• RECTENNA EFFICIENCY (4) 88
• DC OUTPUT PER BAY	 (kV dc) 50
• DC OUTPUT TO UTILITY	 INTERFACE	 M dc) 500
2.6.1 MICROWAVE ANTENNA DESIGN' CONFIGURATION
The design data and analytical results for the 1 km diameter microwave
antenna fur the SPS is presented below.
Subarray Description
The 50 kW klystrons, selected as power converters, are mounted in reson-
ant cavity radiators (RCR) with their collectors protruding froia the array
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base as shown in Figures 2.6-1 and 2.6-2. This assembly is a power module.
Its area varies so as to set the radiated power densities required o ver the
array surface. There are ten density steps and corresponding module designs.
re	 These modules are assembled to form ten subarray types.
MrC
Figure 2.x-1. Radiating Face of Power Module
r AhN M
Figure 2.6-2. Back of Power Module
When the klystrons are removed from their wells,	 the subarray power
modules can be stacked in a compact form for transport.	 The ten point-design
subarray configurations and the dimensions of the stacked packages are shown
in Figures 2.6-3, 	 2.6-4 and.'.6 -a. "ihe parameters associated with each sub-
array type are also given. The	 subarray coding is keyed to the
coding of Figure 2.6-6 showing the total array.	 The plariform of 	 the point-
design rectenna for 34° N latitude is given in Figure 2.6-7.
.`. 3rray Configurations
The SPS spacecraft antenna is composed of subarrays. A subarray is de-
fined as a portion of the total antenna array which has the same phase over
its radiating surface. This definition will be modificd in cases where the
subarra , beat; is steered to point in the direction of the pilot beam as was
proposed in the Eclectic-Phase-Control System. In that case, the center of
the subarray has a please, set by a single retroPlectronics assembly. In
addition, there is a phase variation across the array face used to steer the
subarray antenna pattern.
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Figure 2.6-3. Standard Subarray Size
- Block I
I I, 1W 91
Figure 2.6-4. Standard Subarray Size
Block 2
IN
Figure 2.6-5. Standard Subarray Size
- Blink 3
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Figure 2.6-7. AeCLenn3 Array Layout
i 4	 5 GW Gaussian Beam
The subarray size selected is 11.64 x 10.2 m. Sets of nine subarrays ar=
teen supported by a secondary structure to form a 34.92 x 3U.(: m mechanical
module. The module is supported by connections to the catenary tapes of the
compression-frame/tension-web which forme the primary array structure.
In order to keep costs down and make fabrication easy it is desirable
that the subarray radiatcrs be made of metal. However, neither Lilt:
mechanical nodule nor the suuarrayc can be a single metal structure duL• !o
thermal effects. As an example, let the metal be aluminum with expansion
coefficient of 2.5 x 10- /°L with an operating temperature rang y of lUU°L,
2-1U8
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Then the change in dimension for the mechanical module is 7,5 cm and fur a
subarray is 2.5 cm. The resulting deviation from uniform spacing of the
radiating elements in the subarray surfaces is too great.
The subarrays ire made up of power modules, each fed by a single micro-
wave amplifier. '-htsa modules vary from about 1.0 m to 6.0 m on a side. The
corresponding thermal dimension changes are !U. 13 cm to i0. 76 cm or i0. 010 a
to U.062 X around a design configuration. This is felt to be an upper limit
on movement of Lhe radiator elements. Therefore, the secondary support struc-
ture will be graphite-epon. Since the expansion coefficient of graphite-epon
is an order of magniti,	 leas than metals, only very small paps between the
mechanical modules ;:r 	 :!edc.l to lccoimiiL)date thermal expansion. The gap size
required is further dt..Lced ,y the fact that the catenary tapes are Kevlar 49.
This material has an expIasion coefficient very similar to graphite-epon.
Therefore, Lhe center-to-center spacing of the mechanical modules hung from
the catenaries varies with tempera Lure so as to tend to hold the gap size
constant.
The expansion coefficient of the plastic stripline panels proposed as the
power modules when transistors are used as power converters will have expansion
coefficients considerably higher than metals. Such panels therefore pose a
dimension control problem which has not been solved. As mentioned earlier
the primar y- radiating utTit is the power module, A set of these modules are
assembled io form a subarray. Each module leas its own power amplifier or set
of power amplifiers in the transistor case. However, all modules in a sub-
array have amplifiers which are driven from one retroelectronic circuit.
The power lL , vel of all module amplifiers is the same. Thc size of thc
module radiating surface in variL'd to vary thL' I)OWL'r density Wi};hting ever
the total arra y area. For instance, if 50-MV klystrons :ire used and tale
weiglitilig is Gaussian, the number of modu l es lWr 10 . 10-m subarray varies
from 50 at thy • array rrntOr Lo 6 at the al-ra y edge. This is for the case of
a 5-(;W SPS s y stem with a 1-km-di;imeter array. The mo,lule area then varies
from 2.38 m' to 19.79 ri	 HIC layouL of the ten suharrav dOsigns heeded for
a 10-Step ipproxtnim ion to tht , t auS^ian t;ll)( • r is sh„wn in thr Sect ion d('tat i -
ing tht • 	 mirrowavc I,. ,wrr t	 ; VML'm 01PTS) point
Four different radiating structures which could be used in the power
module design will be discussed in the remainder of this section. 'They differ
radically in power level, thermal properties and fabrication techniques.
Table 2.6 -2 lists Lhem along with some of their properties.
A erture Illumination. The index of antenna performance of most interest
is beam efficiency, t1b, which is the fraction of Lne total radiated power
Within the main beam. In the MP'iS case, the rectenna fills the main beam.
The optimum anerture illuminatiun distribution is one which places the most
power within this angle subtended by Lhe recLenna. In the original RayLhcun
design it was noted that a truncated Gaussian amplitude distribution viLh
uniform phase distribution provides a satisfactory approximation to an ideal
distribution function. This truncated distribution is of the form
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In actuality, 95% beam efficiency will not be obtained due to phase
errors over the array surface, quantization of the tape , and outage of power
modules.
A ten-step quantization of the 10 dB taper was chose in agreement with
the selection made in previous studies. A five-step taper would have given
1% less beam efficiency. Combining the effects of phase error, quantization
and outage, Figure 2.6-14 shows the resulting beam efficiency versus radius.
The results shown in Figure 2.6-14 represents the baseline configuration with
a rectenna collection efficiency of 88% for a 5 km radius.
100
v 90
r
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u 80
W
W
W
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r	 70 10' PHASE	 ERROR
W +	 I	 dB AMPLITUDE	 ERRORY% FAILURE RATE
1	 km ARRAY.
	
10 dB TAPER
= 60
zWH
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40
0 1 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
RECTENNA RADIUS (km)
Figure 2.6-14. Rectenna Collection Efficiency
for Baseline Configuration
Waveguide Radiators. The most obvious radiator structure is a waveguide.
This radiator element was selected by Raytheon in the original MPTS concept.
The slots radiating from the guide can be either staggered H-wall or inclined
E-wall slots as shown in Figure 2.6-15. The staggered H-wall slot configura-
tion is formed by placing sections of guide side-by-side in contact. It is
therefore better structurally than the inclined E-wall configuration which
would require auxiliary structure to support the guide.
Figure 2.6-15. Waveguide Radiator Configuration
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In the Raytheon case. one fifth the power fed into a radiator (1 kW) had
to be extracted from the other end of the radiator to feed the next cmpIitroll.
This means that the guide musL be used as traveling wave radiators. Now a
traveling wave radiator cannot emit a beam normal to the radiator face without
use of directional couplers. When the buanl is at broadside (normal), the
residual reflectors from the sluts add ill phase. This causes a high input
VSWR which degrades match buLweell source and load.
Coupling from a fuc,der guide into radiating guile Stubs as shown in
Figure -'.0-lu avoids this by dunlpilig the radiator reflections in loads. How-
ever, this is too complicated a structure for this application.
Figure '.U-lu. Line Source Lsing directional Couplers
'Therefore the array nrr:nal must point at the equator. For rectennas in
northern latitudes, the beam will tilt away from the normal by 5-10°. If the
guide runs are norm.11 to the equatorial plane, the required beam tilt off
broadside is obtained.
At the array .enter, Lilo point-design power density is 21 kWim'. "There-
fore a b kW amplitron must feed an area of 1/4 m`. Let the power module be
onu guide wide. '11li• is 12 cm
	
1/8 ln. The guide must then be -' m long.
'lhe subarray then colisir;Ls of -+UU power modules. Five modules are stacked
end -to-end to obtain the required 10 m subarray size in one direction. Eight
such sets of 5 modules are stacked in the orthogonal direction to obtain the
other lU m subarray dimension. 1'en power densit y levels are then obtained by
increasing Lilt , module length from _ m to lU m in 0.9 m steps.
In the klystron case,	 Clio	 radiating guide sections can be Standing-waVe
^ox
arrays. For a 5U kW klystron,	 the power module must have ten times the area
A of	 she amplitron	 power modulo	 (d.5 m`),	 so	 it	 is ten guides wide or lU/S m
wide. Eight	 such modules side-by-side add up	 )lie	 lU m subarray dimension.
Again lengthening the module size	 in	 the direction of the guide runs
	 from 2 ill
to	 lU nl in lU Steps provides the 10-stup power density variation required.
Pile ten gtiiies are fed by a transverse standing wave feeder attached to the
back of Lilo	 guide as	 shown	 ill	 Figure	 -'.0-17.
Resonant Cavity Radiators (RCh). The resonant cavity radiator is a
modification of the basic Slott d-guide radiator assembl y . It is based on
the observation tll:lt Lhe traverse feeder forces loops in a standing wave field
to appear at positiolls corresponding to the guide cenLurs and nulls at posi-
tions corresponding to the guide walls. 'Therefore, if the guide walls are
removed, we will still have the same field at the radiating slots as before
and the radiated beam will be unperturbed.
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Figure 2.6-17. Klystron Power Module Guide Assembly
However, we have gained several advantages. First, the radiator is now
a shallow box with slots formed in one face. This is an easier structure to
fabricate than the guide assembly. As a matter of fact, if we wish, we can
make the box up out of two nesting trays as shown in Figure 2.6-15. If tray
lips are a quarter-wave high, they ford a choke joint which produces a short
at crack formed by the lips making the RCR electrically continuous.
SHORT	
IFEm 
ST
/	 SHORT
A/!	 —^
8E AM
Figure 2.6-15. RCR Formed From Nested Trays
Next we have eliminated the weight of the guide walls. This is attrac-
tive since we are considering weight which must be transported to GEO.
Finally, we have decreased ohmic losses. The currents on the guide walls
flow in opposite directions on the two sides of a partition. A portion of the
topwa1ls of two adjacent guides are cutaway in Figure 2.6-17 to show these
currenLS. When the walls are removed these currents cancel and the ohmic
loss associated with these currents is eliminated.
The RCR is capable of supporting other modes than the Imo mode. Such
modes will radiate in off-boresight directions, causing null filling and
higher sidelobes. However, Rockwell has developed special feed techniques
which reduce higher order modes. To prove out these techniques a TE7,0
RCR shown in Figure 2.6-19 was fabricated and tests were conducted. The RCR
slots were cut to give uniform excitation, so its first sidelobes should be
-13 dB. Figure 2.6-2U and 2.6-21 giving L e measured pattern shows that Ole
sidelobe level is about as predicted. No evidence of radiation by other
modes in the directions where such radiation would be expected is found.
Losses wore of the order of 50%, rather than 3,.. However, the RCR was
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assembled using conductive cement, which is very lussy. Efficiency verifica-
tion tests are needed where the RCR is assembled by dip brazing or by use of
choke joints in order to eliminate these losses. Verification of the theoret-
ical loss calculations can then be carried gut.
Reflector Arrav Confieuration for SPS
An array of large reflector antennas has not heretofore been considered
seriously for the Microwave Power 'Transmission System (MPTS) that forms the
critical link in the Satellite Power System (SPS). The reason for this is
due to the existence of grating lobes which can carry off power in unwanted
directions. These lobes occur whenever radiating elements are arrayed with
spacings that exceed one wavelength. In the case of an array of in-phase
elements with spacing s, tine main lobe occurs at broadside, i.e., at d - U,
where d is measured from the array normal. Grating lobes will be formed at
other angles for which sin6 - m.1/s is satisfied, where m is any integer.
When s/\ is large, it is clear that there will be many integer values of m
(both positive and negative) for which the equation is satisfied. This problem
does not arise for the slotted waveguide array that is usually considered for
the IMPTS because the spacing between slots is less than \ and the only permis-
sible value of m is zero, corresponding to the main lobe.
An array of reflectors has certain potential advantages for use in Lhe
MPTS that are sufficient to warrant an investigation of the problem of grating
lobe suppression. The two chief advantages are (i), considerably reduced
weight and cost as compared t the slotted waveguide array, and (ii) the com-
patibility of a single reflector with a high gain klystron generator having
high power Output in the order of hundreds of kilowatts. The objective, then,
is to suppress grating lobes in an array of reflectors to relatively low levels,
and to confine them to a very few discrete directors in space.
The use of a hexagonal array of reflector elements (Figure 2.6-22) has
been investigated as one means of controlling grating lobes because such array-
ing results in denser packing and therefore effectively closer spacing than
can be had from a square array. This can be expected to result in a wider
separation between adjacent grating lobes. The basic approach is thus to com-
bine hexagonal arraying with the use of a reflector element that creates a
sharp, narrow radiation pattern that will ensure that the grating lobes fall
in locations where the reflector radiation is at a low level. Because the
resultant radiation pattern, F(d,y), is the product of the array factor,
A(d,w), and the element factor, E(d,,;), it is clear that if it were possible
to cause the grating lobes due to M e ,w) to fall in the nulls Of the reflector
pattern, E(d,y), then the grating: lobes would be entirely suppressed. This is
not possible when reflectors with circular apertures are used, but a reasonable
level of suppression car, be attained.
To obtain a narrow element pattern from a reflector antenna requires that
the aperture illumination created by the feed be nearly uniform, or even in-
versely tapered. The usual case, in which the illumination tapers from the
center to a low level at the reflector rim, is inadmissible because it causes
broadening of the pattern and wide separation between nulls. The approach
therefore has includ.d an investigation of an unfamiliar technique LhaL is
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Figure 2.6-22. Geometry of a Hexagonal Array of Reflectors
(L Axis Normal to Array Plane)
known to create narrow radiation patterns in reflector antennas. It is based
upon thu use of a conical main reflector with a line source feed; it has been
shown theoretically that an inverse illumination taper is possible by this
means, with a concomitantly narrow pattern.
Analysis has shown that it is possible to design a waveguide-fed conical
reflector with either a uniform or a highly inverse-tapered aperture distribu-
tion, the design of intermediate cases presents no problem. It is therefore
concluded that a design can be found which will result in grating lobe sup-
pression considerably better than the above two limiting cases. Suppression
of all grating Tubes to at least -28 to -30 dB levels appears possible.
In Figure 2.6-23, the line source is a rectangular waveguide with closely
spaced (0.2 to 0.4 X) transverse slots in each broadwall. It acts as an array
of magnetic dipoles lying on the optical axis of the conical reflector and
constitutes a reari,i ideal linearly polarized feed. The guide must be fed at
the end remote from the cone apex. One way to do this is shown in Figure 2.6-23
where the line source is flanked by a pair of feeder guides which carry power
from one or a pair of high power klystrons located behind the reflector. The
plot of attenuation constant in Figure 2.6-24 is based on an aperture diameter
D = 50 X and half-cone angle of b7.5° which results in a line source of
length L = 35 X.
If used in the ;1PTS at a wavelength of 12 cm, the above reflector would
have an aperture 6 meters in diameter; lb9 of thuse dishes arrayed as in
Figure 2.6-22 would form a single module in the SPS array, while a total of
169 modules, again arrayed hexagonally in n - 8 rings, would constitute the
complete array. By tapering the power in the 8 modular rings in stepwise
fashion, a good approximation to a Gaussian distribution can be achieved
over the whole array. The total number of reflectors would be somewhat less
than 169 2 due to overlap along the todular edges; say 25,000. To transmit a
total power equal to 6 gigawatts then gives 240 kilowatts average power per
reflector. The central module in the array might thus use two 5UU kW klystrons
per reflector while the outer modules, due to the Gaussian taper, might need
only a single lUU kW klystron per reflector. An obvious problem area which
has been ignored here is that of disposing of the waste heat fi.;iu the high
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(Uniform Aperture Distribution)
power klystrons. Conversely, the conical reflector has t-he very attractive
potential for ez.sy
 stowage and deployment because it -:s a developable surface.
It may also lent: itself to more precise figure control than would a conven-
tional paraboloid.
It cannot be claimed that this approach is the ultimate answer to the
SPS transmitting antenna problem. Nevertheless, it has been shown that grat-
ing lobes need not constitute an insurmountable objection to the use of a
large array of reflectors as an alternative to the slotted waveguide array.
The use of conical reflectors has some unique and attractive features that
might lead to significant savings in weight and cost. For these reasons it
may be that further study, with emphasis on the peculiar requirements of the
SPS, is warranted.
Klystron Amplifiers
Klystrons have been proposed by Varian for the MPTS converters I ' 2 ' 3 . A
total efficiency of 86% is predicted. 3 This is based on the performance of
the VKS-7773, 50 kW, 2.45 GHz klystron previously built which obtained an
efficiency of 74.4% without a depressed collector. Addition of a depressed
coJ'uctor with 55o beam power recovery efficiency plus other minor changes
High Efficiency Klystron CW Amplifier for Space Applications, A. D. LaRue,
February 19i6, Company Report
2 Personal Communication, A. LaRue to C. Tomita (11-24-76)
3 A. LaRue, High Efficiency Klystron CW Amplifier for Space Power Applications,
1976 IEDM Tech, Digest
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leads to an 80% efficiency. Taking into account cathode heater and solenoid
power, a final efficiency of 85% is used in the point design calculations.
The mayor drawback to the ust of klystrons is the large number of elec-
trode voltages which are required. T'h- depreased collector design selected
by LaRue requires five unregulated voltages. In addition, two regulated
power supplies are required to supply body current and establish the poten-
tial of the mod anode, which controls beam current. The present point design
generates all these voltages from a single 40 kV bus by means of switching
converters. It may be that the enormous number of switching regulators re-
quired by that design could be reduced by breaking the solar panels up into
sections, ewch of which supplies a tune voltage. The present slip rings
would have to be split up into several smaller slip rings in order to transfer
the voltages from the solar panel to the array.
Power distribution losses would increase due to the lower voltages pre-
sent on all but one of the multiple busses. `:owever, this is probably more
than balanced by elimination of losses in the switching converters currently
estimated as 5%.
The VKS-7773 has both its bodv and collector liquid cooled. This is not
an acceptable design for space applications. Mechanical pumps for moving
coolant would not be reliable enough. The collector can be run very hot and
radiate directly to space, if it is made of a refractory material.
Figure 2.6-25 shows such a collector assembly made of pyrolytic graphite.
The body cannot radiate directly to space as the collector can. The body
cooling method most like the present tube design is the replacement of the
glycol coolant loop which uses a mechanical pump with a NaK loop using an
electromagnetic pump.
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Figure 2.6-25. Collector Radiator
NaK is an acronym for a eutectic mixture of sodium and potassium. It
melts at a temperature only slightly higher than the melting temperature of
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ice. Since it is a good conductor, it can be pumped by pasting a current
through a pipe carrying the NaK in the presence of a magnetic field crossed
With the current vector. Figure 2.6-26 shows that the NaK loop passes through
the focusing solenoid in order to enter and leave the tube. Therefore current
forced through the loop at those points is all that is needed to provide a
pump with no moving parts except the fluid. The tube can be kept hot during
eclipses by shutting off the pump.
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Figure	 hlystron Output Cavity and
Body Cooled by hat: Loop
An approach more in keeping with current space practict: is the use of
heat pipes embedded in the klystrun body walls and output drift tube. The
selected point design is based on this approach. In either case, thv huaC-
carrying pipes leave the klystrun and carry heat to a set of pipes lying
between the microwave slut radiators of the RCR face. This permits the
disposal of klystrun body waste heat downward toward earth and away from
the satellite. A thermal blanket on top of the R(CR prevents heat from
traveling upwards. This Tnakes it possible to keep elaCtrunics on the array
back at 6U°C. It also prevents radiated body heat from heating the satellite
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structure, slip rings and personnel working in this region.
It is especially important that the trunnion slip rings not be heated,
since their performance drops drastically with tsrlperatvre increase. This
makes it necessary to radiate collector heat downward. This is done by
inserting the klystron into a well as shown in Figure 2.6-27 in the center
of the RCR. Its collector protrudes from the working face of the RCR so
that it can radiate downward in the same direction the body heat is radiated.
Figure 2.6-27. RCR Radiator Configuration
The klystron collectors block about 3% of the array surface. This
causes the scattering of an additional 3% of :`.e power out of the main beam,
reducing estimated beam efficiency from 68% to 85%. However, it is neces-
sary to accept this blockage in order to solve the thermal control problems.
In the array center there are 42 klystrons per 100 m 2 subarray. The
radiator area per tube is then 2.38 m 2 , if the microwave array structure is
also used to radiate heat. The radiator temperature according to
Figure 2.6-26 is then about 160-17U°C, if a NaK loop is used. This is an
allowable temprature for aluminum. If the tube body temperature is allowed
to increase to its maximum permissiblw value of 30U*C, the radiator area
needed to radiate the 3.264 kW of waste heat is about 1.2 m 2 . The actual
area available (2.38 m 2 ) is twice as large. 'therefore the power density in
the center of the array could be doubled from 21 kW/m 2 to 42 kW/m 2 , it
desired. At these higher temperatures titanium would have to be used instead
of aluminum in order to control creep.
When heat pipes are used, the array face temperature is somewhat higher,
about 200°C for a power density of 21 kW/m 2 . The maximum possible power
density is also lower than wit:i the NaK loop, about 30 kW/m 2 versus 42 kW/m2
with the NaK loop. However, heat pipes are selected for the point design,
shown in Figure 2.6-2b because there is more design experience available
concerning their use in space. In Figure 2.6-29, the alternate configuration
the klysti-n inverted with its cathode down and collector radiating up-
ward toward the satellite is shown.
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Figure 2.6-29.
	 Heat Radiators on Array Face
Klystrun component masses and total mass are tabulated below:
COMPONENTS 1V SS (KG)
PPM Magnet 2.0
Magnetic Poles 6.5
Electromagnet 13.0
Collector Assemblv 5.5
Collector Heat Shield 0.1
Body heat Shield 0.5
Copper Cavities 0.4
Heat Pipes in Tube 2.1
Electron Gun 0.6
TOTAL 31.0 kG
Specific Mass 0.62 kG/kW
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2.b.2 RECT ENNA DESIGN
'file analysis and performance data for the recteuna for a 5 GW SPS is
presented below:
Rectenna/Array Sizing
The first task in designing the recteuna is the determination of its
Optimum size. This process will also yield the Optimum si:!e of the satellite
array working with the recteuna, since there is a reciprocal relationship
between thew two arrays. Let R i; be the radius of thr micrOwave beam enter-
ing the earth's atmosphere and R A be the array radius. Then
RB - k/KA
	[k) - [ RARBI - [ 1- 2 )	 (1)
where k is determined by the array weighting function, PA(R). The power
transmitted by the array is
RA .TT
PA 	 PA(R)dA - 2n	 PA(R)(RdR)
	 (2)
u	 u	 o
	
Let dA ` K	 d K	 - 2nR	 rdr,	 K)- 2n R A
	 K	 k	 A	 PA(K)	 PAW A (r), where r is a nurmal-A	 A
ized radial coordinate, h'A(r) a normalized weighting function, and P A the
permissable power density at the array reat.^r, so
i
PA - 2nPARA2 S WA (r)rdr - 27FAPARA 	 (3)
u
In a similar manner integrating uvur tine circular beam ensuring Lille earth's
atmosphere we obtain the bean power received by the recteuna
1
PR - 27P BRB `
	
	W13(r)rdr - 2ffFBpBRb:
	 (4)
u
where WB(r) is the normalized beam power density versus normalized radial
distance from beam center, r, :nnd P }1 is permissable power density at beam
center.
For a Gaussian be.nm with lU dB taper
RA = U.^U km
K ly - 5 km
P R = 5.4Ux1U 6 kW
P A =	 6.14x1U''	 kW
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For a shaped beam with -25 dB sidelobes and 1 dB ripple across the beam the
pertinent parameters must be obtained by graphic means from Figures 2.6-30,
2.b-31 and 2.b-3^. We have
RA = 1.12 km
RB = 4.02 km
P h = 7.U3xlU 6 kW
PA = 7.73x1U' kW
Microwave to do Conversion Efficienc
In order to estimate the efficiency of such a rectenna let us assume that
the arrays are approximated by circular discs of radius R. Assume that the
feeders to the array elements run radiall y inward to a collection point at the
disc center. For the time being, assume that the feeders are matched at each
end so that they support a traveling wave and introduce an attenuation of
Lt bels per unit length. l'he case of a resonant feeder system will be consid-
ered latter.
R	 R	 R
Po =	 10-ardP =	 10 -tAr (PdA) = 2-7p f r1U -,rdr	 (5)
U	 U	 U
where p = incident power density, r = radial coordinate, dA = incremental
area where the quantization of a. due to the discrete power collection points
at the array elements is neglected.
The pove:r incident oil Llic Jisc is
R	 R
r
P.1 = 2nP	 rd
	
2rp r	 = rpR`	 (b)
r
0	 0
So that the power out of the array becomes 71pR 2 = PT , if the feeder attenua-
tion is zero or the disc is of incremental size.
Now Browni states that	 the percentage loss in the diode rectifier circuit
i' is very accurately given by the expression
!4
(1-L)	 B +
A (7)
Y Pin
where A - 1U.04 and B =	 =4.211 for the GaAs diodes mentioned earlier and Pin =
power	 into the diode circuit	 = P o	(power out	 of array),	 1. = percentage diode
loss.
The DC power out is then
PDC	 P 0 EU
 = PO (1-L)
	
(S)
1 W. Brown, Electronic and 4%1e,.haniLa1 Improvement of tht , Receiving Terminal of
a Fret,-Spact, Pu.3uz- Transmission System, NASA Report NASA- 135194/'PT-y964
(1 August 1977)
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Figure 2.6-32. Ream Efficiency
as the array radius increases the efficiency aL first rises due Lo the in-
creased power applied to the diode. Huwever, eventually Po decreases due
to the increasing attenuation introduced by Lhe array feeders and the
efficiency falls. 'there is therefore an optimum array radius giving max-
imum efficiency. This maximum depends on both a and P.
Ubviously the rectenna will have considerable fewer diodes then the
rectenna consisting; of dipoles, each with its own diode rectifier. The
reduction in number will be (d\) Z /A, where d is the spacing of the dipoles
and A is the array area. The above parameters were calculated for an atten-
uation varying from U.U05 to U.03 dB/cm. 'lliese values were selected because
they correspond to the attenuations of stripline panels of varying quality.
All calculations were done for a Gaussian beam with peak intensity of
23 mW/cm` and diameter of lU km (normal incidence beam from a 1 km transmit-
ting array). TliT values of p at the recLenna are then well approximated by
_ Z'
" - P  Ux C; b
	
(9)
where Z is the rectenna radial courdinate in km.
Figure 2.6-33 is a Lvpical plot of array efficiency versus radius at a
distance of 4.2^ km from the :ellLer of the rectIL-1111A. The plus is only carried
out to a radius where the max is obtained.
Figure .6-34 is a typical plot of power applied to the rectifier versus
rectenna radius. IL is to be noted Lhat Lhe range of power is about 6 to 1
(tit to 7 W). 'this is somewhat smaller than the dU to 1 range in the diode
case. This helps in maintaining a consL;uit generator impvdancc throughout
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the array. Use of push-pull rectifier circuits in the array center call reduce
Lhe pow r range by a factor of 2 to 21 W to N. Push-pull rectifiers will also
reduce reradiated second harmonic power.
Figure 2.6-35 is a plot of array radius versus rectenna radius. It will
be seen that at the edge of the rectenna the array beamwidth is about 10,
since the array diameter is about six wavelengths. Since the arra y is uniform-
ly weighted its pattern is sin Y/X. Let the pointing loss be Lp. Then for a
deviation of the satellite from beam center of
X3
1	 L - G(\) = sin\ _	 6	 1 - ^	 (lU)p	 G(U)	 \	 \	 b
and X _ bl.p. For I.p	 lU - ' x = vU.Uu - U.245 radians. Since \_3dB
= 1.9 rad, Lhe poiuLiub error producing a pointing loss of U.01 is U.-'45/
=
	
	 1.9 - U.13 b• eamwidth. Figure 2.6-36 is a plot of the efficiency of the total
rectenna versus attenuatiou. 1L will be noted that the target efficiency of
9U: is reached at U.01 dB/,:iii. Figure -'.b-37 shows the cumber of diodes requir-
ed as a function of attenuation. In some ways Figure _'.0-36 is more meaniubfui.
1L shows the number of diodes required where there is one diode per dipole.
1'his number is 1.57x1U 10 diodes. For a - 0.01 dB/cm only 2% as many diodes
are required when the array technique is used. The savings is 15.4 billion
diodes.
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Rectenna Rectifier Desi5zn
The rectenna consists of a set of antennas, each with its own diode
rectifier, which absorb the power beans from the satellite array. The do
power from the diodes are Lhen added ill collection network to form the
output power delivered tr the power grid.
The most recent analysis of the efficiency of the rectelina is by Brown.
Here the efficiency of Schottky barrier gallium arsenide diodes are analy::ed
by a computer prograrl and compar:d with experimental resulLS obtaine,l with a
Raytheon 40593-CFXl ; diode developed for the SPS program. The results are
shown in Figure 2.o-39. The computer orientation of this report makes it hard
Lo sec tilt' factors that control Cho efficienc y of the diode rectifier. Tlicrc-
fore Brown's program is useful ill the rectifier, but hard to USe in
synLhesizing the best configuration. l'hcrefore an approximate analysis will
be carried out ili order to understand the rectifier better. 'llle basic cilcuit
is shown ill
	
u -•'+U.
}	 ae ant
by tii^ powt•r
voltage, and
impedance by
Llle load.
enna is reprusented by RA and an ac voltage, \'A, ill 	 induced
beam. The diode is represented by \' j , the built-in jun,:Lion
RD , tilt diode resistance. RA is transformed to .i new generator
tilt' netwo rk, so Lhat. k' - RL and maximum power is transferred to
l:Brown, Electronic and Mechanical Improvement of the Receiving 1'ermin:ll
of a Free-Space Power Transmission Sys Lem, NASA Report NASA-135194/P'1'-49 u4
(1 August 1977)
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Figure 1.b-39. Microwave Performance
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Figure 2.b-40. ReCLenna Rectifier Circuit
in Forward Conduction
'F There are also two other sources of loss besides mismatch loss. First,
the voltage V is reduced by V U . The power associated e.ith this voltage re-
duction is reflected back to the generator and radiated. In addition with
1
	
	
V`Vd power is dissipated in the diode resistance RD- We must set the diode
parameters to minimize these losses. Past prop„sals have assumed that each
diode is fed by a single dipole in the rectenna array. For the Gaussian 5 GW
beam, the power densities of thl: illcidenL beam vary from about -U mW/cm' at
i
	
	
the beam edge. Since a dipole receiving cross section is close to 50 cm`, the
corresponding collected powers vary from 1 watt to 50 milliwatts. Reference
to Figure 2.6-39 shows that the efficiency of a rectifier using this diode
vary from about 502 to 8.',. at these power levels. it is obvious that this
diode has too low an impedance to be used at these power levels.
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The analysis of diode performance just given indicates how diodes for
lower power levels can be designed. However, it is also apparent that an
optimum rectenna design should group the dipoles into small arrays so that the
power levels applied to the diodes are raised. This will greatly decrease
the number of rectifier circuits and diodes required and the amount of bus
wiring .equired to collect the rectifier outputs. More rugged, higher power
diode:, also result from this move.
The use of subarrays can cause problems if they are too large and become
too directional. MotiDn of the satellite due to imperfect station keeping
can produce unacceptable losses due to movement of the satellite off the
peak of the subarray beams. However, if the rectenna is operated in conjunc-
tion with a single satellite, the directions of arrival oC the power beam
will be restricted to a small solid angle. The solid angle dimensions are
set by the satellite orbit and the stationkeeping scenario. The subarray can
then be sized so that only a small budget loss results due to pointing error,
say 1%. By tilting the subarrays to various directions this loss can be made
constant over the solid angle. Diodes can then be designed to have optimum
efficiency at the power levels produced by the subarray at each location with-
in the rectenna. Lven a very moderate amount of subarraying can dramatically
decrease the number of rectifiers. For instance, subarrays three wavelengths
on a side will reduce the number of rectifiers by an order of magnitude.
The total rectenna efficiency budgL:L is given in Table 2.6-3.
Table 2.6-3. Rectenna Loss Budget
LOSS
TYPICAL
VALUE	 "
POINTING,	 Lp 1.0
SUBARRAY,	 LSA 0.5
DIODE,	 LD 3.5
JUNCTION,	 LJ 3.5
CIRCUIT,	 LC 1.5
MISMATCH,	 LR 1.0
COLLECTION	 BUS	 LOSS,	 LB 1.0
TOTAL
	 LOSS,	 L)- 12.6
RECTENNA
	
EFFICIENCY 88
Rectenna Panel Configuration
The rectenna can be made up of such panels having a width equal to the
array diameters calculated and as lung as possible. 'these panels are then
mounted in frames which cross the rectenna area in an east-west lireLtiOn.
These frames are inclined so as to be normal to Lhu incident radiation. The
rectifier circuits are cL'upieO into the back of panels. For a latitude of
30, the High edge of the panel is about fifty feet above the ground. The
overall arrangement is shown in Figures 2.6-41 and 2.b-42. Figure 2.6-43
shows the structure of stripline array with its bow tie receiving dipoles.
Figure 2.6-44 shows an exploded view of the layers making up the stripline
assembly. Figure 2.6-45 is a detail sihuwing the tensionur for drawing tight
the metal mesh on which the stripline assembly lies.
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Figure 2.6-45. Rectenna Web Suppure
1les11 Tensioner Detail
The panels being tilted and nun-wetting should not have all
water film during rain. Snow and ice can be removed by blowing air over the
panels and/or by vibrating them with vibrators attar.led to the back side of
the panel. In case of sleet or rain which freezes on impact, the air blown
on the panels can be heated in furnaces before being bluwn on the panels.
the panel faces aru not interrupted vertically to prevent trapping water at
frame members.
Rectenna PuwEr Collection
The individual rectifier outputs of a 30 x 30 m rectenna panel module must be
connected to form the panel output. Such an arrangument is shuwn in Brown's
report as Figure .6-4U. Each rectifier circuit will be matched to its input
from its stripline array for only one combination of input power and load
resistance. 'lhis results because input power level affects the generator
impedance of Elie rectifier.
By varying the number of diodes in parallel in each section, we can
always produce a total panel load resistance which is constant. By varying
the pane! sizes the amuuut of power collected by a panel can be made the
same from canter to e.lge of the rectenna by varying the panel size. There-
fore, the panel output voltages are Lhe same and can be added in parallel.
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Figure -.6-46. Series/Parallel Connection of Diode Rectifier
Outputs to Form a Rectenna Panel Output
The bus connecting rectifiers can be sized tc produce a given design
loss between rectifiers and the panel board. Again following previous calcul-
ations we can set this loss at 1. 'lhe overall rectenna efficiency is then
conversion efficiency times aperture efficiency times bus efficiency times
pointing efficiency. For a stripline loss of U.U1 dB/cm we have,
Ez - O.90 x 0.99 x U.99 x 0.99 - 0.87
Computer Control of the MPTS Array
The total SPS computer control and information distribution system is
reported in another portion of this study. Tilis section will concentrate on
a listing of the data from the subarrays which must be collected, coded and
Put on a data bus for transmission to a central computer. Likewise a list
will be given of commands which come from the central computer. These :om-
mands are taken off a data bus, d eLUded and applied to Lire device indicated
in the conunand list.
It is assumed that the subarray is an "intelligent terminal." A local
microprocessor will first receive local data. Much of this data will not
chungu by very much as long as the subarray is operating correctly. The
microprocessor will periodically read this data on a short time scale. If
it stays within a preset tolerance range and a preset rate-of-change tolerance,
no data is put on the bus. If tolerances are exceeded, an immediate report
is made to the central data processing station via the bus. In the case of
data deviations vhich may indicate that equipment may be damaged the micro-
processor may be programmed to take immediate action and then report. Indeed
in the: case of some critical events with short time constants, shutdown will
be initiated by hard-wired paths and data reporting carried out after shutdown.
Data which stays within tolerance well be reported at „.uch more infrequent
intervals after averaging over this longer interval. Such data can be used to
find Secular changes in performanc-. which indicate incipient failure. Such
indications may be used to decide that unscheduled maintenance is needed.
With proper array design, the subarray system will be accessible while Lilo
MPTS system is in operation. 'llic maintenance is then carried Out whl^e the
SPS is operating. this maintenance philosophy is the samer as that used by
the airlines. Airliners do not go out of commission for periodic maintenance.
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Instead performance data is fed to a central computer at each airfield where
the aircraft lands. On the basis of this data parts are sent to other air-
fields where the plane will appear at a later time and corresponding mainten-
ance orders are issued. The airliner is thus being continuously maintained
and repaired. It continues to fly indefinitely, unless there is a catastro-
phic failure. It is felt that study of these airline comput-erized maintenance
systems would be of great help in setting up a similar sysLem for SPS. The
performance data list for the subarray and power module is presented in
Table 2.6-4.
'fable 2.6-4. Performance Data list
PARAMETER
SUBARRAY
PILOT BEAM SIG
REFERENCE SIC
PLL LOCK-IN
RETRO/COMMAND MODE
MONOPULSE Ay
iONOPULSE A^
BEAM PROGRAMMER ^-GRADIENT
TRANSISTOR PREAMP OUTPUT
PROGRAM MODULE
KLYSTRON DRIVE
OUTPUT GUIDE ARC
SOLENOID CURRENT
PHASE ERROR SIG
BEAM CURRENT
COLLECTOR CURRENTS, 1-5
MOD ANODE CURRENT
BODY VOLTAGE
COLLECTOR VOLTAGES
BODY REGULATOR INPUT VOLTAGE
CATHODE HEATER VOLTAGE
CATHODE HEATER CURRENT
MOD ANODE VOLTAGE
SOLENOID TEMP
ARRAY FACE TEMP
REGULATOR TEMP
ARRAY BACK TEMP
COLLECTOR TEMP
OUTPUT DRIFT TUBE TEMP
HEAT PIPE TEMP
KLYSTRON PRESSURE
RCR PRESSURE
KLYSTRON POWER LFVEL
PPM MAGNET TEMP
SOLENOID VOLTAGE
RPT PERIOD LOCAL
	
AfTICN
I	 DAY SHUTDOWN
I	 DAY SHUTDOWN
I	 DAY SHUTDOWN
I	 MIN SHUTDOWN
I	 MIN SHUTDOWN
I	 DAY SHUTDOWN
I	 DAY SHUTDOWN
I	 DAY HARD WIRED SHUTDOWN
- HARD WIRED SHUTDOWN
- HARD WIRED SHUTDOWN
I	 DAY SHUTDOWN
1	 DAY
I	 DAY
I	 DAY
I	 DAY
COMMAND PARAMETERS
KLYSTRON POWER LEVEL
COMMAND OR RETRO SUBARRAY PHASE
COMMAND OR SERVO SUBARRAY PHASE GRADIENT
P H ASE COMMAND
PHASE GRADIENT COMMAND
BODY REGULATOR VOLTAGE
CATHODE HEATER ON-OFF
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b.3 ECLECTIC C:UNJUGA'rL•
 - P1LASF AMkY SYSTEM
A conlposiLe phase -t011jut;.lting SVSL Ill is propo:;e,t which eillbOdies must of
the good teaLUrt'S of the systems .111`uady proposed. An o y urall black diagr.Un
N{
	 is given as FigUru J.0-4i.
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Figure	 Phase Control (l:leCtic)
lntroduct.ion
i'l1e reference phase distribution system is a nlodificatioll of the sysLelll
proposed by Scvl and Luopold of JSFC. 1t uses a group of traveling wave fet'd-
ers which distribULC the referen, • ,: sourie to a set. of array regions. These
feeders are ser\'Jell Lo produce LIIC Sallie p11.1se It all outputs by meads of
siguals fed back to the teeder inputs. The amplifiers ill
	 given region are
excited by a lucal feeder disLributit'u systelll using resoilallt feeder elenit'llts.
The pilot. phase reguneration system is based Oil the JP1. desi l;n. However,
Lill- transmitter signal is U:-ed as the local oscillator. This signal is of
very high amplitude. 	 1L is feel"WI that if it is llot. incorporated into the
phase regeneration loop, iL will produce so a1,1nv spurious Signals the design
may tail.	 1.1 iulitlat ion of tr.ul Sill it fur phase noise forces us ti t a multiplier
arrangement such as JPL used.
A pair of reference sil;nals are Use.l sytlnnetricall\ • placed around the
operat in k; frequency iii order Lo eiitllillat.e i,til,tr:pheric phase errors .111_- errors
due to filter deu:ninF. The refurence signal ;lntl the regenerated pilot lire
fed into the phase conjugating circuit Shawn in Figure ^.0 -vJ, whit . h Was pro-
posed ill 	 Rockwell stll,lies.
Note that the output is (:f t• - fp).	 Mi.; is of the rorret_t fol'm to
produce phase cunju,;ation. 	 If 1'r - f „ 1.1• . t-ll; this is Lilt' 11a0st desirable
colldILiLill. 1'lle onl y drawback is poss^ble 1r.lka t;e of the high power trans-
mitted Signal into the phase reference aistribution system.
	 fills is con-
Lrl l lled b y distribution of a reference 1L .1 freyuellry of fr/: whi,h is
converLed Lo f t• by doubling it the poinL of Usage.
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figure 2.a--+5.	 FhaSe L;onjng.lLillg Electronics
The phase-COnjugal.ed signal. f- 1 , which is what we Wish Lo transmit) is
fcd Lo a transistor preamp alld then to a power divider where Lhe Signal is
LiisLribuLed to Life klystron amplifiers. Thu divider ouLputS are fud LllrOUgh
ulalOg phase shifters Lo the klySCrous, where power generation OCCurs. l'hr
k1\'SLr, , L1 IULpUL-S arc • used to drivu Lhe st;lnding wave arrays which comprise
Lile subarray.
The same subarray is receiving the pilot signals Coming up from Lhe
earth SLaLioll. 1)iplexurs allot: Liu: klystron signals to flow into Lhe sLand-
ing wave radiaLL>rs, While diverLiug thu piloL signal Coming front Lhe Cavity
into a power C0111billillg 11uL.;Ork which fOCL1S a 11101lopulse bridge.	 Since the
piloL signals are equally displaCCII from the LransmiLLCd Signal, the lSJ'
Changu in phaSL • needed in the diplexer Occurs for both pilots.	 11LerllaLely
Lile sLalldiub waveguide assembl y or .cavity call be fed from a SOparate feeder.
The klyStron signal aL the bridge input is r-,ciuCed by abouL 30 LIB. The pilot
signals „re about. 1 ml: at this point. The pilot sif,nals are Lhetl fell to a
monopulsu bri.igu. The Sum signal iS fed Lo Lhe piloL phase regeneration
Circuitry. This sum signal and also Lhe differellCe signals arc fed to a
monopulse receiver as showli ill F igul r c -'.b- y J.	 .Just as ill Lile pilot please
rugulict - aL ioll Circuits, Lile Lrallr' ^ i LLed siglldl is used as Ole local Oscillator.
file nlolwpniSC receiver outlalLS L e and-, are a measure of Life angular
devi,ltion of the directi011 of rucuptiurl of Lhe subarray from the: LliruCLion
of arrivil of Lhe pilot. be.lm. 	 Tilt , Same siglial f'i WhiCh was feel to LhO
kl\'SLro!ls is fed Lo a SCCOUd pot;e: divider. The OuLputs of this dividur
.iru fuLl through a SeL of ph.Lse shifters to an array of phase bridges.
'file otller Set of inputs Lu Lhvse bridges is from Laps which S,lmple
L:,1,'h klystron ouLp1LL ill the SL.111dilig l,'avc	 fed by Lilt' kl%,SLrons
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Figure 2.b-49. Monopulse Receiver
which comprise the subarray. These signals would be fT, except that they
have suffered phase shifts in the klystruns. They will be called f' T . The
first input to the phase bridges is fT at the center bridge corresponding
to the center of the subarray. The other members of this set are FT shifted
by the phase shifters so as to point the subarray pattern in the direction of
arrival of the pilot beam. The please shifters are set by a beam programmer
which uses t:y and L: from the monopulse receiver to make the correction. The
phase bridge Outputs are amplified and used to control the analog phase
shifters at the klystrun inputs. These servo loops then remove phase shift
errors caused by the klystrons and introduce a phase gradient across the
subarray face which corrects for subarray tilt.
At the edge of the array, suharrays will have only about six klystrons.
As a result the subarray beam call be steered about one beamwidLh before
the. rms phase error of the subarray becomes too great. However, even angular
control of one beamwidtll greatly reduces the angular tolerances in mechanical
{
orientation of the subarrays .
1	
Reference Frequency Distribution
The basic organization of this distribution system is shown in
Figure 2.6-50, taken from Seyl and Leopold in the JSFC SPS report. Since
each region supplied by a primary feeder is fed directly from the phase
reference system, there is no buildup of phase errur due to repeated proces-
sing at the primary feeder output points. A feedback servo is used to hold
the phase of the feeder outputs with respect to the source to a fixed value.
This servo is shouii in Figure 2.6-51.
The reference source is at half the actual reference frequency. Phis
signal enters the feeder through a diode phase shifter and a circulator. :After
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Figure -'. 0 -50. .Array Reference Signal Distribution System
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Figure :.0-)1. Reterence Please Distribution Scrvu
refluction from the short at the OLher end of the feeder, it arrives back at
the input and directed by the circulatur into Lhe output port. It then
passes through a second phase shifter to a phase bridge. The other input
LO the bridge is the original reference signal.
The phase bridge Output is all
	
signal which Changes the phase
shifter settings until the input to the feeder and the reflected signal from
the feeder are in phase. The path delay through the shifters and feeder is
then all 	 number of wavelengths, since the forward and backward path
delays are of equal length. Since the forward and return paths are of equal
length, the forward patio is an integral number of halfwaves long. Tllis
forward-path signal is sampled by the directional coupler/circulator arrange-
me lit . At port -' of the circuiator part of the signal is reflected back to
the central station and part is fed to the doubler. When the signal is
doubled to form fr in the harmonic multiplier driven by the probe the doubler
output phase delay wiLh respect to f l- aL the source .:ill be twig the ph'Ise
delay Of fr/-' or an integral number of full t::lV1-1L:ngL1ls. Therefore, the
phase of the doubler OULpuL iS the same as the phase of the source.
Each coax feeder serves an array region which is small enough to use
a phase distribution System based on resonant feeders. Such regions are
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shown in Figure 2.6-50, designated as local subarray groups. The resonant
feeder distribution concept depends on the fact that the phase at all points
in a resonant cavity is approximately the same. The phase variation from
point to point depends on the aLLenuation a wave experiences in traveling
across the cavity. If the resonant feeder cavity is not too long, the cavity
can be tapped along its length at the standing wave loops to obtain the refer-
ence phase. The- accuracy with which the signals tapped from the feeder re-
produce the reference phase depends on the total loss in the feeder.
If the resonant feeders are made of graphite-epox coated with metal or
thin-wall invar, their thermal expansiunn coefficient can be of the order of
JU- 6
 per °C or 1U- 4
 for a 100% change. The elongation is 2.4 x 1U- 3
 m for a
25 m feeder. The corresponding change in electrical length at 2.14'5 GHz or
0.122 m wavelength is 7°. This small change will not destroy resonance, so
it is felt that a servo to hold resonance is not required.
A servo to maintain resonance is required, if guide materials with larger
expansion coefficients are used. An error signal for such a servo can be
obtained by use of a loop and a dipole probe in the guide. At resonance, the
electric and magnetic fields are in exact phase quadrature. These fields are
sampled with a probe and a loop respectively and compared in a phase bridge
to generate an off-resonance error signal. This signal can then be used to
change the effective length of the line till it is exactly in resonance.
Figure 2.6-52 shows such an arrangement.
Figure 2.6-52. Electronic Servo Loop to Hold
Feeder at Resonance
Since the signal is removed from the feeder and then reinserted, it can
be amplified to make up for losses in the phase shift loop and some of the
guide losses.
Pilot Si gnal Regeneration
The pilot signal required should be at the same frequency as the trans-
mitted signal. However, it could not be detected in the presence of the very
high power transmitted signal, if it were at the same frequency. Therefore,
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it must be offset in frequency. I: turns out that in order to control phase
errors due to filtering and the ionosphere: it is best to have two pilot
signals displaced by equal amounts upward and downward from the transmitter
frequency. Also since the transmitted signal is at such a high power level,
transmitter phases noise can be the dominant noise in pilot signal reception,
if the pilot regeneration system is not planned with this in mind. The
transmitter signal can also cause spurious frequencies by beating with other
signals which can cause trouble.
The solution appears to be to include the transmitter signal in the
regeneration process in such a way it cannot cause harm, rather than suffer
its presence as an extraneous signal. This is done in the regeneration cir-
cuit shown in Figure 2.b-53. Since the output of the frequency quadruples is
the basic quantity, any change in phase in the multiplier will be aivided by
four. The multiplier should be two halfwave rectifier frequency doublers,
ratifier than high efficiency multipliers using snap-back diodes. This will
reduce prase errors due to the multiplier.
I' 1 	
-	 - —
	
f^
— —	 BANDPASS
FILTER
Fll ERROR
Cos	 X4	 SIGNAL	
BAND PASS
GENERATOR	 EILTER
BANDPASS
4f	 4!	 ! IlJlR
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Figure 2.b-53. Pilot Signal Regeneration Circuit
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2.7 '11117 RNAL CONTROL. SUBSYS'I'F1'I
The solar poWer satellite design is sign ificantIv influenced b y thermal
control considerations. The importance of this subs y stem m;l y extend well
beyond the designation of specific thermal control components inasmuch as it
is a major contributing element III
	
selection of structural configuration,
power distributi o n network orientation, antenna power levels/lavout, number of
rotor\' jolil[ dill rill>;S, ;lntl recCelllla deslgll/IocaCloll.
This description includes those aspects of the SPS point design for which
the thermal control subs y stem elonu'nts tend to stand alone. 	 III 	 areas
supported b y thermal control, thermal response effects are incorporated into
the individual stud y summary.
The thUrnl.tl. trades/def illit ion documented here is presented 1-01M ive to
specific SPS s y stem elements. It is sequenced according; to power conversion,
microwave antenna, rotar y joint, and rectennn.
2.7.1 POWER CONVPRSIt1N - 1'lioToVoI.TA1C
A modal of the photovoltaic baseline design was constructed to determine
the adequac y of the design to meet blanket operating; temperature specifications,
and to ident ify tale effect of coating; Optical properties on thermal gradients
for incorporation in structural response anal y ses.	 I'he cross-sectional model
of the basil ine array is shown in Fi;ure 2.7-1 . 	 PreI i III inar y romlult It ions were
REFLECTOR
BLANKET
REFLECTOR	 REFLECTOR
BLANKET
	 BLANKET
Figt ► re 2.7-1.	 Pliotovolt.lic Struct1110 Modcl
based oil 	 assumption that tho basic aluminum m.lterial is :ulodized wiL11
tl = 0.4 :llld . = 0.8 for abst , rl , t ivlty and vinlssivit y vaill0s.	 Anodiznt It'll c.111
also be used to provide a hi,;hcr a /t. rat it, ( I.tl) if desired.	 Conlputctl t11t•r11l.l1
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profiles are shown in Figure 2.7 T10 Lemperatures shown for the structure,
blanket, and reflectors are based upon a solar constant of 1355 h/m 2 . Opt icaI
properties for the solar cells and conrentraLors were based upon nominal inher-
ent values for the materials of construction, i.e., selective coatings ware not
assllllletl. also shoran (Figure 2.7-2) are the temperature distributions for the
original baser int' conf igurat ion. Temper:ltures were also calculated for an
uncoated aluminum structure. For this condition, Ir/I can he as high as 10 to
15, although polishing would reduce this ratio to about 5. The temperatures
FOR UNCOATtD ALUMINUM
COAIED ALUMINUM TEMP. WOULD EXCILD 3MC (NOT ALLOWABLE)
OPTICAL PROPERTIES 4800M
il _ 0 4 I	 43°C 	 31°C	 43°C 
e = 0.8 -74°C-57°C -
	 -74°C
8°C
	 13°C
	
13°C
	 8°C
I I2°C
	
I I2°C
44°C -61°C
	 -61°C90°C 1157M
-72°C
	
126°C	
-72°C
-52`: -52°C 10°C	 10°C
112°C
1753.7M
-76° C
-76° C
44° C 44° C
\3'C
-48° C
	
-48° C
16° C -4A 73° C
I 10° C
—
-40-C 11 l)° C
45°C a,°C
-- ---- --	
- 3850M -- —	 —^I
FigUrc	 -2.	 Photovoltclic tit ructnral Conl i guraLion 'I'enlperatures
produced in the structure would exceed 300%, Which i5 we'll above al towable
.;truclural temperature; and 1 ilus the use of uncoated aluminum is unacceptahlc.
There ma y be s0111e colleel'll o ver the IISC' of anodization to provide desired opt 1-
cal properties dut' to p,,sr:lble degradat it'll which might. oc,'tlr ,hiring rt'101-I11IIlg
or joining operas ions in s1 1 ace.	 It al pears th.1L bending operations, such as'
brake 1 orm i ng. W,,II I d aI f et t Lho surf at't' 1 )1_01)ert leti i l t lit' I t'Ilgt11 ehalIgL' Were
sii ni If Want .	 11egradat loll would restli L I rom cracking or crazing wh it'll would
expose the underl y ingh:lsc material. The extent of emissivit y reduction would
alsodel)end on Lhe original thickness of the anodized	 ilm.	 allhuugh some
local hot spots could occur, it is not eXpecLed th:lt the degree of" additional
heating wouldd be excessive. iti,' l d i ng op—rations l I1 rough in anod 1 ULI I A y er arc
l ,ossihlc, but would I ikel y rtslllt in pc•..r attak'11111cnt. 	 h'eldint; side to side
would rcquire all iilit i:ll grinding or cutting operlt loll. 11 [lie joilling iti
end to end, a prcl i ill iiiar^ shearing step to remove t lie edges and expose th,
bare nleLai con ld bt' used.
'1'ho Lemperatur,' of the solar blanket:: is I10"l' to Il'_' C.	 as it is desired
operate at A Lelllperatllre about 125 0 th to promote the CaAlas Nell-:Ilncal Ing
11.1raeterlst 1,'. ^ollle Ill otlil it'a( io11 to Ill y 1)1:inket desi gn is 1'e (it iire,I-	 liecaiISt
of	 Lhe t elllper:lLure un i I orllli! t ,it t ht	 (hret' bknik e t se,'t ion::, :ill y ch.1n),,cs
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introduced would be common to the array. This is an advantage over the pre-
vious baseline concept which would require selective alteration. The simplest
approach is to reduce the rear surface emissivity from the design value of 0.68
to 0.36; this can be achieved at a negligible weight impact by the somewhat
complex approach of vapor depositing a mosaic grid of several hundred angstroms
of aluminum, or more simply by adding approximately 1/4 mil of Kapton (or Mylar)
rear-surface-coated aluminum to the blanket. The required emissivity reduction
would be moderated if self-annealing could be satisfied by periodic shutdown
of individual bays to increase thermal loads through elimination of electrical
conversion. Although not evaluated from a comprehensive system standpoint,
the temperature could also be increased by raising tiie system geometric concen-
tration ratio to 2.3 from 2.0; this would result if the concentrator angle
was opened to 65 degrees. For the point design, the selected approach was to
add the thin aluminized plastic layer.
ORIGINAL 1
2. 7. 2 POWE..R CONVERSION - SOLAR TH1:RMAL
	 OF P00k GJU:^ I.. 1
The baseline solar thermal Rankine cycle (cesium/steam) dissipates 9.35 GW
of waste heat. An active radiator system was designed to reject this thermal
load, following a series of analyses to identify optimal thermal control con-
cepts.
Waste heat to be rejected and baseline system operating conditions, fin
and heat pipe requirements are summarized in fable 2.7-1. It was assumed that
the radiator call 	 continuousl y main-
Table 2.7-1. Rankine System
	 twined edgewise to the still
	 a coat-
Radiator Requirements ing of black anodize was selected for
the aluminum fin material. The emis-
sivity value of 0.9 was slightly above
the current maximum obtained levels of
0.88, but It is expected that improved
processing could increase the emmisiv-
itv. Alternately, a black paint with
a higher emissivity could be substi-
tuted.	 The fill
	 of 0.8
is higher than the optimum value of
0.56 for tube/fin systems and results
when plumbing weights are factored into the an.ilysis. Radiator temperature was
computed from the gradients occurring due to the interface requirements. The
additional data presented were computed from the above values with subpancl size
determined from volume constraints.
The most competitive forms of thermal control for this application are
fully condensing .Ind condensing /heat
 pipe systems. I'or the temperature regime
and cycle design proposed, the obvious condensing fluid selection is writer.
Currently, the only heat pipe system which is off the shelf and reliable at
200% is water/copper. The condensing tuba alternative would use titanium tubes.
It has been shown that the primary factors affecting selection are (1) substan-
tial weight penalties for heat pipes to provide meteoroid protection (factor of
two, compared to titanium) due to copper strength problems, and (2) the Iarge
number of valves (over 1 million) required for condensing tubes to provide
30-year life. Inasmuch as both alternatives are undesirable, heat pipe experts
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MEAT
	 REJECTION 9.35	 GI+
RADIATOR	 EMISSIVITY 0.9
fIN
	 EFFECTIVENESS 0.8
RADIATOR	 TEMP	 (EFF.) 196-C
REQUIRED
	
AREA	 (I	 SIDE) 2.37.10'	 M' (2.55 . 10'	 FT')
SUBPANEL
	 SIZE 20-20 M
NO	 SUBPANELS REQUIRED 59.180
SUBPANELS/MODULE 29.590
FIN
	 THICKNESS 0.254
	
CM	 (0.010 IN.)
TUBE	 SPACING 5.98	 CM	 (2,35 IN.)
FIN	 LENGTH 2.99	 CM	 (1,176 IN.)
HEAT	 PIPES	 REQUIRED 39.890.000
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aL Koekwel I, Hughts, and TRW were Con" art t'd to det ernlint I+t ' SSillI e al terrlat wt's
to t'opper acs it material. 1wo prinary IWS8ihi I it it'-, kat'rt' idt'nt II led.
One was to IISe a copper I iner encased 1n another Ill; ILvrial (whIcII could he
plated on the copper), Seth as Stainless steel or ;IImninunl. 	 The other rho ire
would be suhst i t tit ion I or topper by allot ht'r malt er i;l I. 	 It l:,ls determined t hat
Obis iS probahl\ • I united to Ptonel (copper-nickel alloy), hilt 111.11 ronlpat Hill itV
Lv.,A in }; with Walter indicates Lhat L itanitim is a feasible material.
1 1 11 ,  of tllt' 1)1- 1nlalrC Iat'tors fill ltlencIng radiator desi},n is met coroid pro-
Lettioll.	 Accepted NASA d;IIIM)',0 Col - l - t'lationS h;islcaIIv relate armor t11it' kilt , ss
to CNI)CCLed part it le size, which is tlelt'ITIilletl ;15 .1 IllnCt.I'l L i t	 tilt' prthllltt tiI
vulnt'rahle area and e%po:;tiro tin g e. The extr;lpnlat ion of this 1"el,lt ionslli1) to
Cad l;llor sizes and (+chit:l l I 1 1 t'1 InleF I- t'p1'ent'I1L!t lVt' (,1 tiPS Ny11t'111N is ( +I Nt+Plt'
concern because no expermient.iI data exitit Lo substant ialt e the models in this
1'.1111,1'.	 To	 i l I i-,t rat c	 tilt' 111,1',111 t Ildt' of 	 5111t'ld illy.,	 1- t'(It111-t'ti ,	 tilt' VOr i,lt loll tll
armor thitknesti with pa rt. it'le Ina SS is pl - twill ed lor- tltallillll) al loy is Shown
in 1`i};art ,
 .'.7-3.	 For particle sizes ahout. I grain, tilt' I, rot eft ion re fill i rtnit'nts
Intl'e; + rle it ;ill e\trelllt' r aitt'.	 I.alrgl' area tompontniti that must he prolt'tti-d,
sllclt os radiator s y stems, All require armor ,lilt] himiper sillelding a1 ;,ainsl
iInpaetS of t Ili S map,n it uJe if strict enfortt'nl,t'nt of 311-year-I ife capabIl it\•
Witht,ut 111ai11tt'n.111ee is re(luirt'tl.
Figure _'.1-1.	 3'i tani'till Tithe Armor Keyllirtnu'ntS
MvLeoroid protect On analyses Wert perl orllleti I or prtI imit1ary dt'sigils Ill
hoL11 radiatt I r SySLeI11N.	 For the ItlIIV telldt'llNing SV 1te111, t+pt 1 Ill 1 zat It`ll 1'etllllres
a tradt'(11 I of armor, redillltlalle_\ • . ; g ild \';11 \'111};.	 From I'1 };lire 2'./-4, It	 iti
alppalrellL that sotnt' thing t i ll the Order of I Ot t 2 mill it'll Valves is re(luirt'd it,
minimize "'.stem wt'i;.',Ilt htn,iIt\ • .	 It should also ht' 110ted that redundant eal\'t's
would als	 he re (It iired to s;ltISf\' ion;. •,-life V;IIVC I—C i,lhiI iI V t MIS iderat ionc..
An add it it III. g factor wIIitII Inn:;t he eV.11n.1te(I is the I'IAtement .Ind opt'rat ion;ll
tapahil it\ • of associ.ILCd t' lettronit • S whit h nligllt he exposed to the hi };h-teniper-
;lturtr radiator en\ • ironmwit .
A sImIIlr anaIytieaI trade l;a.; per iormed to determine the desired redund-
Incy level Il+l" file heat pipe rradiatol" ti\'titelll (1'1},11."t' .'.7-0. 	 Kedlllldall"V W;1s
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Fi gu re 2.7-4. Armor Protection Requirements for Condensing
Radiator System
factored simply by the addition of extra area, althouy,h some weigilt Saving
would result if the heat pipe spacing were reduced. In determining the affect
of losing heat pipes through particle damage, it Is important to note that even
If the heat pipe is pinu • tured the fin area remains and, consequently, the effect
of a loss is really only some rt-duct ion in fin L-11 i-'ie•ncy. 	 "1'hus if, for instance,
10 percent of the heat pipes can be dammed, less than 5-percent rcdundanev is
required in actuality.
I
	
1- 10.R%
a	 I-5YIS
3 
.07
o•
D
	
so
"DUNDANT MAI "PIS %
Figure 2.7-5. Heat Pipe Meteoroid Protection Requirenu-nts
The final radiator sizing was based Upon the use of bumper/armor combina-
tions where feasible, rather than sol e use of Armor; this results in substantial
mass penalty reductions. At the conclusion of the an.Ilyses, it was determined
th.It the weight of the compet int; SYStems was verb- similar and the heat pipe
system was selected because of uncertainties related to valve performance/
reliabillty/weight. The baseline pllint for the heat pipe design is also
e>:hibited in Figure 2.7-5.
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Specification of the heat pi pe's selected for the radiator is shown i n
Tahlo 2.7-2. The use of an outer lasing of alriminum is indicated to simpliiy
attachment to aluminum I - in and also for cost rt•asons.
	 if startup i1fter ot•lipse
presents pro hlcnu;, an inert g:is could b,, added It , rcl Ieve this tlil fit ttlty.
'Fhis modiflration would be introduced it the initial low vapor pressure and
interlat-ial th,,rmal resistance at the conlenser causes sonic. or sup,,rsonic
vapor- veIot • it i,,s r,, sult ilig in choked I low and lark•
 tIivrmal gradit-nts.
	 '111v
list•
 of an inert., noncondensihle gas would al lcvirtte this problem because it
has a higher prossur,, than the hoot pipe fluid and, thus, oniv the vaporator
heats i ll , uniformly.
,able 2.7-2.	 Heat I'ipe Specif iE • at ion
► ,RRING ItU1D
	
VATIA
NAT IIt IAt
	
TITANIUM LINEN 10.0177 CPWAC..M OUTE R 701 (0.0754 CM)
WI(R	 iltRlett SCREEN
DIAMETER (I.D.1	 0.9575 CM 1 01IS IN.)
OIAMITIR IO.D.1
	
1 0541 CM 10.415 IN.)
EVAPORATOR SECTION	 17.165 CM
ADIABATIC SECTION	 3.0 CM
(04DINSER SECTION	 98.S CM
GLOW	 160 WATTS
QtMAR
	
160 W -M )6)00 W - IN.)
TuBI SPA[ INC.
	
.51 DIAMETERS (BASED ON 0 0 )
v 4^^1
O^
The radiator outline and r,,present:ltive dt•t.tils art pros,,nted in the•
Solar 'fht-rmal Power Convi-rsion 1^uhsyst,,m ::oct ion.	 'stem mass is comprised
Lit th,, sum of tht• f in, heat pilto, I laid (watt • r),	 valveS, and pump
mass,, .	 1'11,, licit pipe totals ill, lud,, Ilit • ('ont.1in,,d f laid; t h,, 1) ill i i l , Is th,,
t I I:iI	 for Stor;igI	 I)i:iIiis,	 it • t • tlt'i - s, ht'aders, iti:IIitlt t ldti, - fli(I Hirt111 ,;II-1))pt's.
'I II amass summarN• is 1)rt • st•ntt • :I in T;11)1 - 2.7-3.	 Mttt-oroid protect ion i lic Imics
.lrmor alit, t•iI ht•r tirot,lt• or douhi,, hunipt•r (ttsvtl let 1 , 4 1 dut t • mass pt-11.1l t its oll I ht•
stv;IM lint•s).	 'i'he tot:II s y stt-m mass is 8.78 . 10' kl;
1'able 2.7-3. Mass Summary
MASS	 (KG)
FIN 1,804,000
HEAT	 PIPE	 (PLUS	 BUMPER) 5.0b9.100
FLUID	 INVENTORY 890.100
PIPING	 (PLUS	 BUMPER) 855,800
PUMPS 151,000
VALVES 16,200
F-	
T01AL 8,786.200
Ilic above mass reprt • st • nts modif icat ion of tilt- earl for sumnlar y dne tit (,oi1-tinut,d 
dtrsign rt • I inement and the- results of external studles which impacted
h,,at pipe deSIgII.	 Vou);11t Corporation conducted an in-hour,, 11W) ev.titiatiott of
the merits of rond,,tTsing :tad h,,at pipe radiator , ;temS, usiiig hasul itiv data
Itrovidod by Rockwvll that is almost Identical tit 	 I Emil r,,quirent,,nts kill,,
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waste heat level was 9.56 CW). Although the Vought stud y only considered (fie
radiator itself (mains, feeders, headers, and humps were excluded), it provided
some very complementary data for Hit ,
 final point design.
The:
 results of the Vought condensing radiator trades are shown in `Table
2.7-4. Two ver y
 interesting factors in this table a r e (1) the number of valves
required is 1,690. •288, and is :lose to that computed b y Rockwell; and ( 2 ) the
panel size optimizes at 11.8 feet (3.6 m) x 3.68 feet (1.12 m).
	
The latter Is
different from the Rockwell sub pan el slzc of 20 1(10 m, based ulion transportatioil
system capacity. Tliv primar y
 conclusions of tills condensing; tubeoptimization
are (1) the selected configuration is very dcpendcnt on v; ► l y c wcfght , whic!3 was
assumed to be 2.727 kg/palr; and (2) the radiator mass is 15.69 , 10' lb
(7.13210'' kg).
T.ible 2.7-4.	 Condensing; 'tube Near -Opt imum R.111iatoi Characterist i(-s*
S • STIM	 Wt IGMT	 t M I L L ION	 LBI 0.07
NUMBER OF	 TUBES/WAIVE
IS	 69	 1,1:1	 DIME TIll	 (IN.)
13	 ",,	 SPA(ING	 IIN.) ).A
1
TUBt
	 TIM
	 CRN[SS	 IIN	 ) 0.074	 FLO- RAII	
Pill
	 TUB[	 (lB/MR) 4.14
PIRCENT	 TUBE	 WEIGHT 17.4	 I'ROB	 01	 NO MICROMM OR01D
PIA([N1	 FIN	 WEIGHT 31.0	 PINETAATION 0.87
PER(INT	 MANIFOLD WEIGH, 7.1	 WE1 ;-T	 OF	 P ANII	 VALVES.	 7	 IL B) 6 0
PERCINI	 FLUID WEIGHT 0.1	 (M ISSIVI TY 0.9
PERCENT	 VALVE	 WEIGHT 37	 )	 PAN11	 FIN	 ifFIC11VINISI O.,J
PR(S$UK(	 DROP	 (PSII .0.0	 TIN	 i%IIAM).	 'F 399 2
MUMBLR OF	 PANELS 945.'4.4	 PIN	 'STI M).	 PSt 115.0
NUMBER OF	 VALVES I.69U. ,RA	 TOUT	 IL IpUID).	 .F 363.0
P ANEL
	
LINGTM	 EFT) 1I	 A	 r'lllt	 'IIQUIDI,	 ►SI 195.0
PANEL	 WIOTM	
IF 
71 1	 NB	 APO 	 . r.NIFOID	 DIA.	 IIM.) 0	 197
PADIATOR	 ARIA (MILLION ION ft'I 36.7	 LIQUID	 •ANIFOID	 DIA	 IIN.1 0 075
SOURCE
	
VOUGMT CORPORATION
The results of the Vought beat pipe radiator trade are presented in
'Kahle 2.7-5. The Vought analyses contradict the e.irl ier assumpt is t that I he
System should lit i I ife idvanced, high-capacit y he;it pipl•s to minfinize weig"Ilt .
They sh(lw that sm.il l-diameter, short heat pipes arc most -iesir ihlc. 	 Using
the Vought resul ts, Rockl rl l has modit it'd its earlier baseline design and,
as shown In T:lble 2.7-2. the current water heat pipe is 0.9525 cm (1/8 in.)
I.U., with a 1-m condenser sett ion. 	 The Vou);ht s y stem also opt imir.es :Et a
suhp:inel size of 20 1 0.43 m and reullires 720,000 valves. This conclusion is
again based upon a valve weight of 2.727 kg/pair.
The Vought analyses Conclude that the minimum heat 1)11)4- radiator weight
Is 8.2-10 b
 kg (18.11 10" lb).	 Althou„h this is greater thin the summar y for
the fully condensing system, it still requires a very large nunlhtr of valves
which Rockwell feels is undesirable. 'Thu Rockwell design selected involves
wrapping tht• heat pipes arountl the througli-pipe:; to promote hcat tr.insier .rnd
eliminate the extrt-me through-pipe armor require-mint, which rt'presents ;1 sub-
stantial savings and leads to ft•wer valves.
In summary, the contrihllttons of fought corporation to the SPS radiator
point design are appreciated; two prim.(r y areas of investigat ion art , recom-
mended Hutt could lead to further radiator reduction~- (1) better Iharacteri-
zatiotl of micrometeuroid effects for very large, extended Ifie systems, and
(2) improved prediction techafques of valve pt-rft)rman,t- and mass for SE'S system
flow regimes.
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'1 •  it) I e 2.7-5,	 heat Pipe Radiator Trades*
t
NEAT	 PIPE
	
DIA	 (IN.) 0.625 0.500 0.375
Tt,eE
	
SPACING
	 (IN.) 3.00 3.0 3.0
FIN	 THICKNESS
	
(IN-) 0.01 0.01 0.01
SEAT	 PIPE	 LENGTH	 (FT) 1.41 1.41 1.41
HEAT	 F.PE	 TUBE	 THICKNESS	 (IN.) 0.028 0.027 0.026
T H ROUGH-PIPE	 DIA.	 (IN.) 0.344 0.344 0.344
TnROUGH-PIPE
	 TUBE	 THICKNESS
	
(IN.) 0.110 0.110 0.110
M-%NIFOID LENGTH	 (FT) "^.5 65.5 65.5
PA!iEL
	 PRESSURE	 DROP	 (PSIA) 20.0 20.0 20.0
PANEL
	 FLOW RATE	 (LB/HR) 121.6 121.6 121.6
PANEL
	
LENGTH	 (FT) 65.5 65.5 65.5
PANEL
	
WIDTH	 (FT) 1.41 1.41 1.41
NO.	 HEAT	 PIPES
	
PER PANEL 262 262 262
AVG
	
FIN	 EFFECTIVENESS 0.75 0.75 0.75
AVG
	 RADIATING
	
TEMP	 ('F) 379 -3 379.3 379.3
EMISSIVITY 0.9 0.9 0.9
NO.	 SIDES
	
RADIATING 2 2 2
NO.	 PANELS/VALVE I I I
HEAT	 PIPE
	 MICROMETEuROID PROB. 0.80 0.82 0.85
MANIFOLD MICROMETEOROID
	 PROS. 0.95 0.95 0.95
WEI,HT	 (LB	 -	 10 6 ) 23.15 20.57 18.10
" D EA	 +ONE	 SIDE)	 Y	 10 6 	FT' 34.37 33.85 33.10
N'., .	 PANEL S
	 x	 10' 0. 313 -. 368 0.360
N').	 VALVES	 x	 10 6 0.746 0.736 0.720
NO.	 HEAT PIPFS	 x	 10° 97.73 96.42 94.32
T IN ,	 °F	 ('C) 399-2	 (204)
TOUT,	
of	
( °C 363.2	 (184)
P IN	 (PSIA) 215
'.P	 (PSIA) 20.0
SJURCE:	 VOUGHT	 CORPORATION
_' . 7 .3 MICROWAVE  ANTENNA
':hernial control of the microwave antenna 	 protection of the klv-
st^ons and associated electronics, the antenna structure, and consideration
of '-he impact of antenna thermal response oil 	 rotary joint.
The antenna structure configuration can experience Tninimal dist0:7ti0ns/
deflections due to imposed thermal gradients/stresses. A thermal model of
the hexagonal frame/web structure was developed for variable solar orienta-
tions to determine peak operating temperatures and th4 rnril gradients, ind to
support dy mic structural response computations. The model, shown in
Figure 2.7-6, assumed that the earth side of the web could be treated as an
isothermal section at T = 200'C, and the space side of the web could he fixed
at an isothermal temperature of 60°C. This represents a simplification because
the hot side of the web will wiry with time due to solar loading rind will vary
th distance from the center due to RCN density and size variation. T]icre
may also be some influence .TV the higher temperature collector radiators
(-700'(:) on structural temperature. The space side of the antonn.i L•hanges
temperatl:re with sun loading also, rind will probably operate hetiocen 0°(* and
60"C. (effec-tive temperature).
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Notl.11 points wi'l't , SeI Oct ed .1s shown (Figtiro 2.7 - E)), and ;I 	 alalvsis
Wit-; COMItICLed .1 SS11111 i I Ig t11,1t C; It'll SL`t't it)Il Tall Ile reI)rosentCtl a^ .l tlllllorm liodt'
at a ti II11,I e t eulperat it. e.	 V iew factors to Sp:1Ce and from el t'IIR-III t o of t•lut'lit
were (It • termiited from an exac t r ell resentittion of ,he st`rt ion 1)v usin); tIIt . CON FAC.
Con1{ 1 ut Cr Co.Jt'.
Ill 10 to Variation in SOI;II- inridenrt` during earh orbit, lhr Sortit)n^ of the
f r,1111 t , W  I I ex pt , r it nre t imo-varvIIll , L< -Ill ot`ratII re .	 TCUlporaturC I)1-of iIt', are Shown
in Fit-, 	 2.7-7 for .1 t VI) it'a1 orbit rt {,rt`St nt int' t ht • rt'Spl'n.t` of n l ow A/t
SUN
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Figure	 Fram•w Tt`upcl • :1ttlre , Variation 1;;tll tiol.lr l l rient,lt it I (Hill.)
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anod izt' structural coat ing; and, in Fi gure 2. 7-8, for a degraded coat ing; cond i-
t ioil.	 (It could also represenL a "dark" or high n/t: anodir.o Structural coating.)
For an 0el illse condition, tilt ,
 minimum temperature levels and thermal profiles
would m;lrkedly cll,nlge.
	 Tempel;ltur0 g,r;ldit'nts during; Construction would also
illl I11e11CC the structural des ign.
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Figure 2 .7 -8.	 Frame 1'0111p0rature Variation with Solar Orientat it:n (l:Ui.)
:1 t lie rnull control design was develop0(1 for tilt` kIvstron tubes is dissi1);Itt'
Lilt' waste heat levels and minimize interactions with the antenna structure and
roL.iry joint .	 The 01cr111A rt'ject ion requirt'ment includ0': a t • .1%'ity ht`;It load of
3.267 kW and a COIIVcLot , I t • ;IL to;ld of 7.454 k14.	 It was dett'rmined th;It a he.-it
pipe radiator fur the cavity tube would provide a high-confident"'/low-mass
syst0111. The relative orienlat ion of the slots and the he;1L pip0s in 1110 base-
1 ine KCR is shown in Figure 2.7-9, along with the rt'i;lt ive i0CA ion tit the
insulation and lICCLI- 011iCS.	 All ;11Lerll.lte tout ► gtlraLion ill which the collect„r
radiates heat toward space is iI III:t r,lt ed alongsid0 the 1),1SCI i 1e desi± • II.	 •this
latter concept was proposed to elimin ate the necessit y of passing tilt • Id*VStron
through the RCR , wh it'll reduces beam efficiency     b y 3 p0 rcen t .	 Ilot.^eve r, t It i s
design ll.ls the dis;ldvantages of (1) retluiring; a thernl;ll shit'ld to isolatt• tilt`
t'1et'tt'ollis's 1 relTl [ht' till leelol , (^) titlbtit: ► I1L 1:11 ht`;lt llll, of	 the rotar y _joint
structure b; the COI IeCtOr WASte heat (above 370%), and (1) det'reaS ed ;IC C.• 51-
b i l l t y of the antenna for ma illt en:nlce oherat ions. 	 Recausr of I 11 OS n0g;lt i t
:l tipCCLs, tilt' in it ial cont i_;uration was retaint-d for the hasel ine design.
'ihe RCK design as shown (Figur0 _'.7-9), i5 representative of 1 Unit hoar
Lh0 c0ntt`r of tilt , ant01111.1.	 `1odui0s will varY in size and heat pipe spacing:/
ITtlill)er throtlghollt the .11ILeI11M.	 A tol) View e\hlhit im,, rel.lt l y e orlent;lL iml of
the kl^r:tron 1)i11t • s i^ Irrsenlcd in Figure 2.7 -Ill.	 Th0 h0at pipo: .111 use water
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EARTH SIDE HEAT RI DICTION CONCtPT
	
INSULATION	
(
	
-ELECTRONIC,
	
1	 III AT PIPE S
DISTRIBLITIO EARTH AND SPACE IIIAT REJECTION CONCEPT
SPAN
SI III LD
I LI C7RONICS
INSULATION
	 ^^ COLLECTOR
SLOTS RADIATE	 4 I	 HEAT PIPESMICROWAVES
FROM RCR
RCR
HEAT PIPE GRID —
DISTRIBUTES
HEAT TO RCR EARTH
ARRAY FACE
Figure 2.i-9. Klyst ron /RCR COnf iguration
ARTERIAL WICK HEAT PIPE
	 AXIAL GROOVE HEAT PIPE
28" LENGTH, 1/21N. O.D.	 251N. LENGTH, 3/8 IN. O.D.
♦ REO'D
	 28 RI O'D
`` ` r	 I I	 3' %`	 A T
^'_ 'I
	
4113
LJ
A T2
Figure 2.7-10.	 Klvstrt)n R;uliator Configuratimi
as .I working I luid en,'ased in I copper I incr.	 I'IIr ouEOr Lube is aluminum to
eliminatc Lliv singlt-point Contact Of dissimilar metals. 	 The spacinI; of the
axialrOOVe heat pipes is 11.4 gym. 	 Inv 011C Of t he arterial w ic ked pipes can
f;1 i 1 ;utd t he SySlem wi I I St 11 1 reJOL't the ink' idOnt heat load tnd ma intain
;11 Iow,ihie temlperaturO I imits, :Ilt	 the struc turaI response fur this mode
must be evaluated. 	 'I •herO M-0 four OI these ;IrtOrial wick pipes, each 1/2 inch
L1, 11. ; and 28 -Ix i.I l groove p illes, eaelt 1/8 inch O. D. 	 ThO l avout Of the pipes
is dik • L;Ited b y t he mit • rowave slOts which wi I I not permit a more Optimal rail i.Il
distrihut ion.	 Vot: • I mass Of this subsystem is h. 18 kg.
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Thermal distortions may occur as a result of various temperature gradients
occurring; in the RCR as shown in Figure 2.7-11. The temperature drop across
the fin length will be about 40%. Thermal gradients from one face of the RCR
to the other face are shown as a function of internal emissivity. 'The value
of 0.9 corresponds to the use of a high emissivity coating; (e.g., black anodize)
and the lower limit of 0.1 is representative of bare aluminum. Gradients at
the end of the RCR depend upon the fraction of the surface that is used for
radiator, and the view factor variation to the collector radiator. The value
shown (63°C) is an average value for the high-density portion of the antenna.
AT 1
	• TEMP DROP BETWEEN HEAT PIPES
20ec	 160°C
	
200°C
HA CM
,%T 2
	• TEMP DROP FROM TOP OF RADIATOR TO BOTTOM OF RADIATOR
EMISSIVITY OF UPPOSITE SURFACE
	
<	 AT
oC
	
0.9	 30
	
0. 5	 50
	
0.1	 210
AT3
	• TEMP DROP FROM END OF HEAT PIPES TO END OF KLYSTRON RCR • 200°C----1370C
Fi,;ure 2.7-11. Related Design Cont ig{urations
Distortions/stresses in the power module must be analyzed to determine if
the transmission efficiency losses can be restricted to an allowable level for
the current design. If this is not possible, several alternatives are avail-
able. These include substitution 0f Lockalloy R (a beryllium-aluminum alloy
which is currently rather expensive, but could conceivably come down substan-
tially in cost, or mild steel which is relatively heavy) . Some form of
advanced composit,'s could also prove applicable.
The collector radiator (Figure 2.;-12) is required to dissipate the 7.5 kh
Of waste heat dissipated due to beam inefficiencies. The pyrolytic graphite
structure must have a relatively high fin efficiency to maintain local L('mper-
atUrU below 700'C. If required, radiation shields can he used to isolate the
collector from the cavit y radiator. This would reduce the effective rejection
capability and require higher temperature operation on thicker firs. The
effect of fin efficiency on radiator temperature is shown in Fissure 2.7-13.
It can be seen th.it the minimum lossible operating; temperature is 0111\1 sl ig:ht k'
below 700°C.	 This assumes that the waste heat distribut itin c;ul he c(introlICLI
and is rejected equally from the radiator segments.
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RADIATING
	
(•1^ ^CATHODE POTENTIAL
AREAS All
EQUAL
SPIKE
	
•	 r,
SURFACES
33° TO F
	
^^
700°C	 ^^^	 r.- ^'	
IALL SICTIONS
SHIELDS
BODY POTENTIAL BE
Figure 2.7-12.	 CoIIecLur Radi.ltor
• ASSUME RAO FIN IS PYROII'TIC GRAPHITE
• COLLECTOR AREA IS 0. 173 M2
18 IN. HIGH CONE, r1 _ 7 IN. , r 2 • 1.75 IN. 1
ASSUME All SECTIONS EQUAL
ASSUME a _ e = 0.9
ASSUME SOLAR FLUX LEFFI - 35 WATTS
FIN EFFICIENCY
	
TEMP
OC.
	
1.0	 bR7
	0 0 	 712 _--BASELINE DESIGN
	
0.9	 742
	
0. 7	 776
	
0.6	 918
	
0.5	 869
	
0.4	 134
	
I' igure 2 .7- 1 1.	 COI 1 Ck't 01" I\ad tat or Ann I ti j V
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111S111at1O11 Is required for the back surface of the cavity radiator t0
restrict waste heat leaks which c0111d increase temperature of the elct—ronics
to unacceptable levels. This insulation must be Coaled externally with iow
ab materialE to limit the absorbed solar flux to which the surface is exposed
during part of the orbit. Although many materials with low absorptivity/
emissivity ratios are available. they typical l y experience substantial degrada-
tion ;15 it funt • tion Of solar exposure tim
	
To limit the rear surface to 60'C
(maximum allowable temperature of electronics), it is seen in Figure 2.7-14
that the maximum 11; /t ratio is about 0.5, Which is below values typically
Obtained for extended-life inexpensive insulations. if refurbishment of
degraded bl;^nket Is not poSSibie, the electronics Could be protected b y isol;]-
ti011 in Iill11ed Containers or by use of active cooling. Alternativel y , advanced
hl;lnkets using more expensive external surfaces (e.g., qu;lrtz nlicrnsheet) could
be app I i ed at some cost pen;l 1 ty.
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Figure 2.1-14. Rear surface Cavity 'radiator 'Thermal Response
-1 .7.4 ROTARY JOINT
The orientation of the rotar y joint relative to the photovoltaic struC-
`	 tore and the ,lntenn;I I:: ;.,^uwn in Figure 2.7-15.	 Proximit y t0 the space-t a  ins;
side of the antenna substantiall y influences hoth the antenna design and the
rotary joint thermal environment.	 •1'e1111)eratnre levels for the slit, rings and
bl- US11 b0Xt'S WCI- t' t'k 1 Illj,llt t`d for the del igll cont igurat ion.	 The S I ip ring s were
assumed t o he a l um i nom-coo: /r0 in -S i 1 y t`r cladding  of I. I km d iamet cr, and 1-he;ull
S11.111C Wi Lh a current/wing design y ,l l ur of 1 12, 500 A.
The Lemperatures shown in Figure 2.7-16 represent average values for the
inner Slip ring based on n voltage 1001, Of 20 V across the slip tins-hrur;ll
interface.	 For aluminum, the maximum allowable operating temper;Utter is about
150°C. TO provide assurance of struclul-al inte};rity, it is neeessary t0
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2.8 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
2.8.1 INTRUDUCTION
Initial and preliminary analyses and trades (Reference 1,2) have been
performed to establish a basis for the selection of a baseline design for the
SPS Information Management and Control Subsystem (IMCS). These analyses and
trades have been performed by IBM under a subcontract from Rockwell and have
pointed to a distributed data processing system as the favored approach. In
the distributed system a hierarchy of remote micro-, mini-, supervisory and
master computers is combined into an integrated processing system. Concurrent
data bus analyses have favored an inter-computer communications network which
utilizes a fiber optics technology. As stated in the opening sentence, these
conclusions are very prelimi:,ary because much work remains to be performed
in: 1) projecting technoiogy and related technology characteristics to the
late 1980's and early 1990's and 2) defining requirement• for the IMCS.
However, the projections and data available today are ad.._at to warrant
the selected approaches for baseline configuration and study.
2.8.2 DESIGN APPROACH
The IMCS design selected for the baseline study is shown in top level
block diagram in Figure 2.8-1. This diagram illustrates a simplex (non-
redundant) system. A candidate spatial distribution for the distributed
system for a two trough photovoltaic configuration is shown in Figure 2.8-2.
Local computer centers are envisioned to be located at stations about 1/3 and
2/3 along each wing and at the wing end sections. Section 6 left and 6 right.
(each sing is divided into 600 meter sections and numbered 1 to 21) would
house processing centers for thermal and power controls. The wing end sections
would house attitude control support centers. Processing support. to strucLure
alignment, microwave antenna beam pointing control, and additional attitude
control functions would be housed in the center section.
Three levels of data processing -ire illustrated in Figure 2.8-1: Master,
Supervisory, and Remote. Subtiered to this hierarchy are microprocessors,
Remote Acquisition and Control knits (RAC), and Submultiplexors ( SIM). Micro-
p rocessors as stand-alone processors have only been identified for the micro-
wave antenna beam pointing iuncLiou. Tl:e processing approach for this
function is illustrated in Figure 2.8-3. A typical processing system to
support other subsystems is shown in Figure 2.8-4 for the power distribution
subsystem.
The distributed system was selected because of its strong e.aluation in
the area of software complexity, performance (lower MIPs), reliability, and
safety. These are further discussed in Reference 1 and will not bu repeated
1. Satellite Power System, Satellite Information Management and Control
Subsystem (IMCS), Central versus Di°tributed Processing Trades,
1 August 1977, IB;f Federal Systems Division
2. Satellite Powe r System, Satellite Inforr-ition Management aria Control
Subsystem (IMCS), Uata bus Tra,?es, 26 July 1977, IBM Federal Systems
Division.
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Figure 2.8 . 2.	 Distributed Computer Concept
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here. Inherent in the low MIPs requirement is the spreading of computational
loads so that any given computer cap probably be quite law in performance,
e.g., <1.0 to 2.5 MIPS. This concept begins with the lowest system element,
the submultiplexor, which services many sensors and incorporates a small
microprocessor for limit checking, local thresholding, alarming, ai,d control.
The SM sends its outputs to RACs which might service 10 to 30 SMs. The RAC
may also incorporate a microprocessor sized to its computational load. The
baseline system utilizes 684 RACs and 17.180 SMs.
By concentrating computational capability at the "User" location, constant
and immediate attention can be given to anomalies and other discrepancies
which may arise. Out of tolerance or other unusual situations can be flagged
for attention of the remote, supervisory or master control computers. These
upper level computers function primarily to maintain control of the multiplicity
of lower level processors and also to analyze out of tolerance situations for
corrective action or reporting to ground and/or satellite master display and
control stations.
Assumed characteristics of the processing elements used in the baseline
system are given in Table 2.8-1. A summary of the equipment components to-
gether with the baseline system weight, power and volume characteristics are
given in Table 2.8-2 and 2.8-3 respectively.
A fiber optics data bus concept has been selected for the data intercon-
nection paths between the various system computers and between computers and
their RACs. It is now anticipated that wire interconnections will be adequate
at the lower levels where shorter run distances prevail and locations are
remote with respect to high EM1 levels.
Fiber optics technology was chosen for the data bus because of its low
susceptibility to electromagnetic interference, low weight, low losses, and
projected low cost. Typical projected characteristics of 1 channel/l fiber
optics (Corning Glass) are as follows:
• 2UU to 13OU um outside diameter (01)) depending on sheathing thickness,
such as ethylene vinyl acetate, and core fiber diameter, which is
typically less than 62 to 85 Um.
• 6.14 kg/km
• <3 to 6 dB/km line loss.
Table 2.8-1. Assumed Flgiiinment Characteristics
COMPUTERS WT PWR VOy SPEED
(KG) (KW) (M	 ) (BIPS)
• MASTER CE14TROL COMPUTER 500 2 0.4 1-5
FOR SATELLITE
• GENERAL PU7POSE FOR 14 0.07 0.01 0.025
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM
• ANTENNA MICROPROCESSORS 5 0.02 0.003 0.05
• DATA BUS CONTROL UNIT (SCU) 5 0.02 0.005 0.001
• RAC W/MICROPROCESSOR 5 0.02 0.005 0.001
SM W/MICROPROCESSOR	 3	 0.01	 0.003	 0.001
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Table 2.8-2. IMCS Hardware Summary
FUNCTION
R ENO TE
MASTER DISPLAY SUPER- BUS ACQU1S.
HARDWARE CONTROL ANO VISORY A'-OTE MICRO- CONTROL AND
ELEMEN T COMP+JTER C34TROL COMPUTE- CC-PUTfR P^;C UNIT CONTROL Sue ALIT
SATELLITE
CONTROL 2 1 - 2 - -
THERMAL
-
: s _ 7 es 1,352CONTROL
STRUCT.
ALIGN. - 7
ATTITUDE
- 1 10 - 11 28 108CONTROL
POWCA 2 S _ 7 e5 -DISTRIe.
MICROWAVE
ANTENNA - 1 10 777 792 787' 29,500
CONTROL
TOTAL 2 1 6 217 777 822 985 31,000
Table 2.6-3. IMCS Weight, Power, Volume Summary
rnr n nT.T:un
HARDWARE ELEMENT QUANTITY
UNIT
MASS
IKpI
TOTAL
MASS
(Kgi
UNIT
POWER
(KW)
TOTAL
POWER
IKW)
UNIT
VOLUME
IM31
TOTAL
VOLUME
(m3)
MASTER CONTROL COMPUTER 2 S00 1.000 2 A OA as
DISPLAY& CONTROL SET 1 200 200 09 09 0.72 072
SUPERVISORY COM P UTER
1
14 70 007 075 001 005
REMOTE COMPUTER n 14 322 007 161 001 0.27
MICROPROCESSOR - S - 002 - 000:1 -
BUSCONTROLUNIT 30 S 150 002 06 0005 0 i
REMOTE ACQUISITION BCONTROL 198 5 990 002 796 0005 099
SUR MULTIPLEX DR 1570 7 1500 1001 1	 ISO 0003 1	 45
SUBTOTAL /	 1777
	
I	 :642 744
ROTATING
MASTER CONTROL COMPUTER - 500 - 2 - OA -
DISPLAYBCONTROLSET - 2DO - as - 072
SUPERVISORY COMPUTER 1 14 16 007 007 001 001
REMOTE COM P UTER 14 14 796 001 091 001 014
MICRO PROCESSOR 777 5 ].1e5 0 02 1S 54 0003 2 771
BUSCONTROL UNIT 192 S 3960 002 I514 0005 796
REMOTE ACOUISITION 9 CONTROL 787 5 7975 002 1574 0005 ]935
SueA1 ULTIPtETOR 29SOO ] 18500 001 7_950 0001
	
_ 8115
I 34317
_
y8876SU_BTOUI ---_ ^_ 100&;0
TOTAL IOa Pao 369 6
f. a
WON ROTATING-WIRE 122GA) 1.200 KM 170 KM 14 000 2.10 S;KM
FIBER OPTICS 90 KM 014 KM 12 2KIO6,KM
ROTATING
	
WIRE 27000 KM 0482190,10
FIBER OPTICS
-
7SO KM
__—
50
TOTAL '— 797000-- a 4
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3.0 MASS PROPERTIES
The detailed mass properties of two selected point design concepts, the
GaAlAs solar cell concept and the cesium steam Rankine solar thermal concept
are presented in this section. Tabular data indicating mass changes in the
design configuration from the mid-term design to the final point design con-
figuration are presented. The results of a computer program tabulation for
determining the center of gravity and the moments of inertia for the photo-
voltaic configuration is included in the data.
3.1 GaAlAs PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER CONVERSION SUBSYSTEM
3.1.1 MASS PROPERTIES STATUS
The mass of the current SPS versus mid-term mass are shown in Table 3.1-1.
Current SPS point design configuration mass estimates, based on Figure 2.1-1,
have resulted in a gross weight increase of 8.56% over the mid-term configura-
tion. It will be noted that there was a reduction in the collector array mass
which helped to reduce the overall SPS mass increase which was caused by sizable
increases in the antenna subsystem (primarily in the power distribution and
control). Table 3.1-2 explains the reasons for these mass changes.
3.1.2 BASIS FOR CURRENT MASS ESTIMATES
The design of the primary structure is based on the utilization of a
10-mil aluminum material for use in the fabrication of the tribeams. The
structural beams consists of 50-meters-on-a-side triangular sections and has
specific mass of 4.766 kg/m of length. Secondary structure consists essen-
tially of equipment supports, tensioning devices, standoffs and catenary
membranes for attachment of solar blankets and reflectors. The antenna
design is based on tension webs of 14-mil graphite epoxy supported by an
0.0805-m-diameter (3.17 in.) Kevlar catenary rope which, in turn, is support-
ed by the compression frame which is constructed of the standard 50-m beams.
Mechanism mass include rotary joint actuation plus antenna array actuation
system.
Attitude control system mass includes thiz, mass of 720 ion thrusters,
power processors, and associated argon and tankage plus plumbing for the SPS.
The required solar cell blanket area for the SPS is 30.6 km 2 and has a
specific mass of 0.2525 kg/m 2 . The solar reflector area for the point design
is 61.2 km 2 of 1/2-mil kapton and has a specific mass of 0.018 kg/m 2 . The
solar cell blankets and refulctors are mounted on the basic structure.
:uwer conditioning equipment mass includes the masses of the switch gear,
regulators, converters and batteries it the collector array section, and
switch gear and do/dc converters in the antenna section. The aluminum con-
ductors and insulation ( electrical) mass was based oil 	 environmental
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Table 3.1-1. Mass Statement - Photovoltaic Power Conversion
MIA-Term and Current
MASS,	 KG•10 -1'
HID-IERM CURRENT
SUBSYSTEM CONFIG	 2F-3 MASS 77016-16
COLLFCIOR ARRAY
STRUL111RE
	 AND MTCHANISMS )3.'1')3) -0.716 (11.711)
PRIMARY	 ',IRULIIIRL 3.640 -0.194 I.Htib
SILONI)i,RY	 STRUCTURI 0.343 +0.345 0.688
MFCHANISM 0.010 +0.223 0.:33
ATTITUDE
	
CONTROL (0.212) -0.117 (0.095)
POWER SOURCE (8.042) +0.789 (8.831)
SOLAR	 BLANKETS 5.9?0 +1.132 7.722
SOLAR	 REFLECTORS 2.052 -0.944 1.108
POWFR	 DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL (3.218) -2.052 (1.166)
POWER	 CONDITIONING
	 EQUIPMENT I	 (0.387) -0.128 (0.259)
POWER	 DISTRIBUTION (2.811) -1.924 (0.907)
CONDUCTORS AND
	
INSULATION 2.670 -1.971 0.699
SLIP	 RINGS 0.161
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL (	 -	 ) +0,050 I	 1 0 . 2 00)
DATA PROCESSING O.C21
INSTRIIIII NIATION 0.079
---	 -- - TOTAL ARRAY, DRY	 _ _-- 15.465 -1.546 13.91`1
AN 11 NNA	 ',I I	 I ION
STRUCTURL
	 AND MECHANISM (0.268) +1.417 f1.6n5)
PRIMARY STRUCTURE 0.091 +0.317 0.408
SECONDARY	 STRUCiURC
ANTENNA (	 0.16i +0-913
0.890
0.190
MECHANISM, 0.010 +0.187 0.197
THERMAL CONTROL (0.200) +1.208 (1.408)
KLYSTRON COOLING 0.851
INSULATION 0.557
MICROWAVE POWCR (9.230) -2.218 (7.012)
KLYSTRONS 5.690 -1.44o 4.250
ATT.	 SEN.,	 ELECTRONICS	 t.	 PHASE	 CONT. - +0.142 0.142
WAVEGUIDES 3.540 -0.920 2.620
POWER DISTRIBUTION AND CONTRO! (0.096) +3.373 (3.469)
POWER	 CONDITIONING	 EQUIPMENF +1.635 (1.635)
POWCR	 DISTRIBUTION (0.096) +1.738 (1.834)
CONDUCTOR	 AND	 INSULATION 0.084	 I .1.611 1.695
SLIP	 RING	 HROSHIS 0.1.12 +0.I27 x.139
INFORMATION MANA(,IMENT	 AND
	
CONTROL (0.240) +0.390 (0.630)
DATA PROCESSING 0.240 +0.140 0.380
INSTRUMENTATION - +0.250 11.250
10_.034 +4.110 14.204TOTAL_ ANTENNA SECTION _
TOTAL
	 -	 SPS,	 DRY 25.499 +2.614 28.123_
GROWTH	 (30 , 1 8.115 +0.322 8.431
TOTAL
	
SPS,	 DRY,	 WITH GROWTH 33.614 +2.946 36.560
PROPELLANT PER YEAR 0.100 -0.U60 0.040
TOTAL
	 SPS,	 GROSS WITH	 GROWTH 33.714 +7.886 36.600
of Kflh.'1
	 ' - -
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Table 3.1-2. Reasons for Changes - Mid-Term to Current
CHANGE
----	 — --
REASON
1MA55
KG•10-
COLLECTOR ARRAY
I PRIMARY STRUCTURE	 -	 COMPLETE	 NEW CALCULATION OF 	 PRESENT	 CONFIGURATION -0.784
WITH A	 L/W OF	 5.53	 VS.	 9.52	 FOR	 THE	 2F-3	 CONFIGURATION	 RESULTED	 IN
THIS	 WEIGHT	 REDUCTION.
SECONDARY	 STRUCTURE -A REASSESSMENT OF 	 IDENTIFIABLE	 EQUIPMENT	 SUPPORTS 40.345
RI'41ET[D
	
IN	 THIS	 WEIGHI	 INCRFASF.
i MLIHANISMS	 -	 MI('HANISM WEIGHT	 HAS	 BIEN	 TAKEN AS	 A FUNCTION	 OF	 THE +0.223
ROTATING ANTENNA SLC110N MASS. 	 SINCE
	
ROTATING
	
ANTENNA MASS
	
HAS
INCREASED.	 MECHANISM	 ALSO	 IN(k1A',fS.
4 ATI11UOI
	
CONTROL
	 -	 THIS	 WEIGHI	 REDUCTION	 REFLECTS	 N1 	 ESTIMATES. -0.111
SOLAk	 BLANKETS	 -	 INCREASE	 RLSOL15	 FROM	 1 HANG INC,	 REQUIKED	 IFLI	 AREA +1,732
FROM	 2(. /I ,	KM	 10	 3n,6	 KM	 ,	 PHIS	 IARHYING	 (III	 IINIT	 WEIGHT	 TO	 FOUR
PL A(I S.
6 SOLAR	 REFLECTORS	 -	 REDUCTION RESULTS	 FROM CHANGING	 THE	 AREA FROM -0.944I
IIE.766	 m	 TO	 61. 	 KM	 .2
I POWER
	 CONDITIONING
	 EQUIP	 -	 REDUCTION	 IS	 PRIMARILY	 THE	 RESULT	 OF -0.128
THi,NSFER OF	 EQUIPMENT	 TO	 THE	 ANTENNA	 SECTION.
8 CONDUCTOR AND	 INSULATION	 -	 REDUCTION WAS	 DU 	 TO SOME	 SHORTER	 RUNS, -1.971
Bill	 PRINCIPALLY	 DUE
	
TO	 TEMPERATURE
	
REDUCTION	 FROM	 50-70'C
	
TO	 -18"G..
9 SLIP	 RINGS	 -	 INCREASE
	 DUE	 TO	 COMPLETE	 NEW WEIGHI	 CALCULATION. +0.047
10 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 	 AND
	
CONTROL	 -	 INCREASE	 (ADDITION)	 REFLECTS +0.050
INADVERTENT	 OMISSIONS	 IN	 THE	 MID-TERM	 DATA.
ANTINNA	 SECTION
11 PRIMARY	 STRUCTURE	 -	 INCREASE	 REFLECTS	 A COMPLETE	 NEW ESTIMATE. +0.317
I, SECONDARY	 STRUCTIIkE	 AND	 ANTENNA	 STRUII I RE	 -	 INCREASE	 IS	 IN	 EQUIPMENT +0.913
SUPPORTS	 WHICH Ak1
	 CONSIDFRID	 TO	 HAVE	 BEEN OPTIMISTIC	 IN	 THE	 ORIGINAL
ESTIMATES.
13 MF(HANISMS
	 -	 INCREASE	 FOR ANTINNA ACTUAII nN MECHANISM WAS ALSO BASED •0.181
ON	 WHAT	 IS	 (ON',11)1RID	 AN	 0I'1IMISTII	 ISTIMATL	 PRLVIO(ISLY.
14 THIRMAI	 (ON1111	 -	 INIRIA',I	 1 1 .	 10'.1111	 Ill	 A	 It[ITik	 HII	 INI110N	 Of	 THE II.7Ub
E.1
	
r 1 .11tUN	 AND	 1011II'MINI	 (001	 INI.	 ',Y'•IIM.
I'^ KlY',IRON',	 -	 II11'.	 11001	 ZION	 1',	 PIK	 A/N	 :)AIA -1.440
It, MISC.	 LQUIP.	 (ELECTRONICS,	 PHASE	 (ONT.	 '.	 ATT.	 SENSORS)	 -	 THIS +0.142
INCREASE	 (ADDITION)	 IS ALSO DUL	 TU A/N DATA.
IJ WAVEGUIDES	 -	 REDUCTION	 DUE	 TO A/N	 REVISED DATA. -0.92n
18 POWER	 CONDITIUNING	 EQUIPMENT	 -	 INCREASE	 REFLECTS	 INADVERTENT +1.635
OM I SSIONS	 IN	 THE	 PREVIOUS	 ESTIMATE.
I'') CONOUCTOR	 ,,	 INSULATION	 -	 INCREASE	 DUE	 TO MORE	 REFINED	 ANALYSIS	 OF 41.611
REQUIREMENTS	 ON	 THE	 ANTENNA	 SECTION.
20 SLIP	 RING,	 BRUSHES	 -	 INCREASE	 DUE	 TO	 RE-ESTIMATE. +0.127
21 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 	 AND	 CONTROL	 -	 INCREASE	 DUE	 TO MORE	 DETAIEFD +0.390
ACCOUNTING	 OF	 REQUIREMENTS OF	 DATA MANAGEMENT	 EQUIPMENT,	 CABLE,	 AND
INSTRUME14TATION	 SENSORS.
GROWTH	 -	 INCREASE
	
RESULTS	 FROM	 THE	 HIGHER CURRINI	 WLIGHI	 WITH A	 30 +0.322
GROWTH	 IN	 EIFU
	 OF	 III[	 31.1	 GROWTH	 IN	 THE	 ORIGINAL	 LSIIMATIS.
I • ROPIELANT	 ['Ili	 YIAR	 -	 REDUCTION	 DOE	 TO	 BLTTFk	 111	 INLLI	 RIQUIRIMINI', -0.060
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operating temperature of -18% on the collector array and 70° to 85° on the
antenna section. Th,, mass of the four slip rings includes the mass of the
plated aluminum slip rings and the pickuff brushes.
Microwave power consists of klystrons, waveguides, phase control, and
associated electronics. The mass of the microwave Subsystem was calculated
by tho Autonetics Division of Rockwell.
T-ie:mal control mass is based on the mass of the heat pipes for cooling
the klystrons plus insulating panels for the associated equipment.
The information management and contrul subsystem is divided into data
processing and instrumentation. The subsystem mass includes the mass of com-
puters, microprocessors, sub-multiplexer, cable, fiber optics, etc., in the
data subsystem, and 4.9 x 10 6 sensors and associated cables in the instrumenta-
tion subsystem.
Mass growth is based on 30% of the SPS dry weight, all detail weight,
c.g., and inertia computations were determined utilizing the Rockwell
260 computer program. A summary printout of the total SPS computer data
is presented in Table 3.1-3, which shows the weight; X, Y, and L centers of
gravity; mass moment; and products of inertia. The numL,Crs directly below
the mo:.ents of inertia are the products of inertia Ixy, I hz, and Iyz,
respectively. Figure 3.1-1 illustrates the axis system used for t ye center-
of-gravity and inertia computations.
A summary of the SPS photovoltaic mass properties is presented in
Table 3.1-4.
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3.2 CESIUM-STEAM RANKINE SOLAR THEF:MAL POWER CONVERSION SUBSYSTEM
3.2.1 MASS PROPERTIES STATUS
The mass of th y
 solar thermal power conversion subsystem point design SPS
versus the mid-term and third-quarter masses is shown in 'cable 3.2-1. Current
masses are based on Figures 2.2-3 and 2.2-10 and have resulted in a 4.53% re-
duction over the third-quarter mass, and an increase of 21.16~ over the mid-
term status. The major reasons for the cl.anges from the mid-term to the current
masses are presented in Table 3.2
3.2.2 BASIS FOR CURRENT MASS ESTDIATES
Th= design of the primary structure is based on the utilization of a
!U-mil aluminum material for use in the fabrication of the tribeams. '1he
structur&1 beams consists of 50-meters-on-a-side triangular sections and has
specific mass of 4.776 kg/m of length. Secondar y structure consisLs essen-
t'ally of equipment supports, tensioning devicei, standoffs and catenary
membranes fur attachment of the solar blankets and reflectors. The antenna
design is based on t_nsion webs of 14-mil graphite epoxy supported by an
U.U8U5-m-diameter (3 17 in.) Kevlar catenary rup= which, in turn, is support-
ed by the compression frame which is constructed of the standard :0-meter
beams. MMLhanism mass include rotary joint actuation plus antenna array
actuation system.
Attitude control system mass includes the mass of 720 ion thrusters,
power processors, and associated argon and tankage plus plumbing for the
SPS.
The solar collector mass includes the mass of the 1/2-mil Kapton for
both top and bottom pa:' :,^luid surfaces laving a 5000-m-diameter, and also
includes the mass of th e_ supporting rang and cables. Solar absorber and
thermal power conditioning equipment (turbomachines, condenser, generators,
etc.) masses are base6 in in-house estimates from layout drawings and vendor
data. the mass of the electr...r.l power conditioning equipment has been taken
as identical to the photovoltai,. power conversion subsystem. the aluminum
conductors and insulation (ele(Arical) mass was based on an environmental
operating temperature of -lei% on the collector array and 79° to 55° on the
antenna section. The mass of the four slip rings includes the mass cf the
plated aluminum slip rings and the pickoff brushes.
Radiator mass is based on a total radiative surface area of 9.48 km2
(four surfaces).
The mass of the information management and cuncrul subsystem was assumed
identical to that of the photovoltaic C ­1cept and the mass of the antenna
section is identical to the photuvultai 	 onfiguratiun and reference is made
to that section for the mass.
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Table 3.2-2. Reasons for Changes - Mid-Term to Current
,
i1#
CHANGE REA SON
COILECTOF. ARRAY
iMASS
KC-10-
I PRIMARY	 STRUCTURE
	 -	 COMPLEII	 NEW DESIGN	 ANALYSIS	 RESULTED	 IN WEIGHT -0.047
REDUCTION.
SECONDARY	 STRUCTURE
	 -	 A REASSESSMENT	 OF	 IDIN1111ABLE	 EOL11PMlN1	 SUPPORTS -0.144,
RESULTED	 IN	 THE	 WEIGHT	 REDUCTION.
0 MECHANISMS	 -	 RIDUCTION	 I',	 RESULT	 OF	 RE-FSIIMATE	 nF	 THIS	 IIIM	 ON	 111E -0.083
PIIOTOVOI
	
I All
	 I,-NI	 I I ,IIRAI I(IN.
4 AIIIIUUI
	
IONIHill
	
Id11111II(IN	 14111111',	 NIW	 1', 11 MAI1',. 0.To',
', SrLAR
	 Cot IICIOR	 -	 INL Fit AS[	 BEIIILIS	 A	 SI11	 INIRIA',I	 IIiOM	 01 1#8-M +0.350
0!4ME1(9	 t„	 SOOO-M	 DIAMETER.
I, SOLAR	 ABSORBER	 - MOST	 Or
	 INCRIASE_
	 CAUSED BY	 ADDITION Of	 MIIEOROID +1.150
ARMOR	 PROJECTION	 (+1.4T01;	 REMAINDER (1F	 (NCRIASI	 RESULTED FROM
ADDED	 INSULATION.
IURDOMACHINES
	 -	 IN(RLASE WAS NECESSARY	 FOR ADDED PLUMBING,	 AND Pt1Ml'S. +0.360
H PIUMBING,
	
INSULATION	 (FORM.	 REGENERATOR)	 -	 INCREASE	 ALSO	 DIIE	 TO +0.065
ADDED	 RfQl)1RFMENIS.
PUMPS AND
	
COMPRICSORS
	 -	 INCREASE	 ALSO DUE	 TO ADDED RIQUIREMENTS. +0.14',
10 (ONDENSER	 -	 REOIICTION	 DUE	 TO	 REFINED	 RFQUIREMENTS	 DEF TNT IION. -0.161
II POWER	 LOOP	 FL910	 -	 IN(REASE
	
DUE	 10	 REIINIU	 REQUIREMENTS	 DEFINITION. +0.035
I: GENLRATORS,	 WITH	 COOING	 -	 INCREASE	 DUE
	
TO	 GfNLRATOR	 SIIE	 INCREASE. +0.700
I; 1LLCTRICAL	 POWER	 CONDITIONING	 -	 REDUCTION	 DUI	 PRINCII`AILY	 10	 TRANSFER -1.58(1
01	 ITEMS	 FROM	 THE
	
COLLEITOR	 ARRAY	 10	 THE	 ANTENNA	 SECTION.
14 CONOUCTnR	 AND	 INSULATION	 -	 REUUCTION DLE	 TO	 TEMPERATURE	 REI1111.II( I N	 FROM -0.40:
50%	 TO 70%	 TO -18"C.
1 r) ,LIP	 PINGS	 -	 THIS	 INCREASE	 WAS	 DUE	 1O	 COMPIET1	 NEW WEIGHT	 CAICULATION. +0.04]
16 RAP IAIOR,	 W 111 PI IMP	 -	 MOST Of
	
THI'., WEIGHI	 IN(REAS[
	
(+1.000) WAS	 DO 	 10 +1.786
ADDED	 METEOROID	 ARMOR	 PROTECTION,	 lilt	 REMAINING	 INCREASE	 (0.786)	 WAS
DUE
	
1P	 IIEAT
	
PIPE	 LENGTH	 INCRIASE.
ANTENNA %F(IloN 44.170
111E
	
CHANGE `,	 MAKING,	 TIP	 THIS	 INIRFASF	 ,IRE	 I III NTII	 TAT	 10	 TIIE
PHOIOVolTAH	 CONLI I I I	 ANT)	 ART	 L1S11D	 IN	 III TAIt	 IN	 1111
S(.CTION	 ON	 THE.	 PHO10VOLIAIC	 MASS.
GROWTH	 (TOTAL
	
SPS) 41.441
TMI.i	 INCREASE,	 BASED
	
ON	 30	 GROWTH	 IN	 T111	 DRY WFIGOI,
RE W1IS	 FROM	 TIIE	 CURRENT	 INCREASED	 SPS	 MASS.
PROPEIIANI	 PER
	
YEAR -O.ObO
THIS	 REDACTION	 IS	 DUE	 TO	 BITTER	 DEFINED	 REQUIRFMENTS.
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4.0 GROUND RECEIVING
The siting analysis for the ground receiving rectenna has been performed
in detail by the NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center and is documented
in Lhe report, "Candidate locations for the SPS Rectifying Anteru,as", NASA
Technical Memorandum, NASA TM-78146, November 1977. The rectenna subsystems
performance has previously been described and documented in Section 2.6 of
this volume. The support subsystems for the rectenna are briefly described
and presented in Section 5.0 of this volume.
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5.0 SUPPORT SYSTEMS
The support systems are comprised of those elements required to con-
struct, operate, and maintain the SPS system. They include ground facilities
(material handling and launch operations), 1.EO and GEO bases, and the ground
and space transportation systems required for satellite and rectenna construc-
tion and maintenance. The HLLV's are utilized to carry material and personnel
to LEO. COTV's and POTV's carry material and crews respectively from LEO to
GEO, while small, transport vehicles are utilized at both LEO and GEO for
local cargo transfer and inter-facility movement. The characteristics of
these elements are summarized here and detailed descriptions are given in
Volume V.
5.1 ORBITAL SUPPORT SYSTEMS
The major elements of the orbital support systems are orbital transpor-
tation, satellite and construction base, operations and maintenance base, and
LEO base. A description and listing of the characteristics of the orbital
support system elements are presented in the following subsections.
5.1.1 SATELLITE CONSTRUCTION BASE
Construction of the satellites takes place in GEO at its designated oper-
ational longitude. Construction is accomplished almost entirely from the
single assembly and fabrication fixture shown in the upper left of Figure 5.1-1.
A crew size requirement of 680 has been estimated for accomplishing the con-
struction in the scheduled time. The crew and their facilities are d;_vided
equally and are located on each side of the hex ;portion of the fixture as
shown. One of these 320 men facilities, shown in the upper center of the
figure, consists of 7 three-module crew habitability complexes plus 2 base
management modules, 2 pressurized storage modules and solar array ,.power
modules.
The modules of the crew habitability complex are described in more detail
in the lower right of Figure 5.1-1. Each complex is composed of two of the
crew hab modules, each of which provide staterooms, personal hygiene facili-
ties and support subsystems for 24 crew members; and one crew support module
which provides galley, recreational and medical facilities and subsystems for
the 48 crew members of the two crew hab modules. The base management modules
house the communications and control systems for the base and the construction
facility. The pressurized storage modules include work-shops for maintenance
of construction facility elements and satellite hardware as required.
Seven of the modules (indicated by the dashed lines) are hardened against
solar flare radiation and serve as temporary quarters for the entire crew when
the base is subjected to that environment.
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Figure 5.1-1. Orbital Base Concepts
5.1.2 OPEKATI')N'S A.ND MAINTENANCE BASE
Shown in the center panel of Figure 5.1-1 is the permanent operations
and maintenance basa which is installed on each satellite prior to completion
of construction. It is located rear the center of the satellite for best
access to all parts of the satellite and is installed subsequent to comple-
tion of the center structure as described in the discussion of the construc-
tion schedule. A maintenance crew requirement of 20 has been estimated. The
functions of the five modules which comprise the base are identified in the
figure. The crew hab module internal configuration is the same as for the
construction base. The crew support module also has the same internal func-
tion as for the construction base but occupies only 1/2 of the module, the
other 1/2 being an integrated multi-crew member EVA preparation and airlock
station.
All base modules are of the dimensions shown for the crew support module
at the lower left of Figure 5.1-1. Module size and mass are designed for
compatibility with HLLV cargo carrying capability.
5.1.3 LEO BASE
The LEO base personnel provide supervisory activities for transfer of up
and down payloads between the HLLV and the OTVs, and perform the scheduled
maintenance required by the C0TV (cliangcout of thruster screens and argun
propellant tanks). It has one crew hab and one crew support module of the
same configurations as the GEO construction base except that six of the 30
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staterooms required are located in the crew support module. Direct transfer
of crew and equipment between the HLLV and the OTV's are planned; however,
multiple docking ports and excess subsystems capacity and power are provided
	
for emergency staging support.	 I
5.1.4 ORBITAL TRANSPORTATION
The orbital transportation system concept for support of satellite con-
struction and operational maintenance consists of:
• A horizontal take-off and landing winged, single stage to orbit heavy
lift launch vehicle (SSTO-HLLV), which transports materials and person-
nel from earth to a 3UU nmi equatorial LEO (Figure 5.1-2). It has
cargo bay dimensions of b x 6 x 30 m and carries a 91,000 kg payload.
• An electric powered, ion propelled, cargo orbital transfer vehicle
(COTV), Figure 5.1-3, which carries a payload of approximately
3.9 x 10 6 kg between LEO and GEO. The COTV is constructed in space
with maintenance being accomplished in LEO.
• A chemically powered personnel orbital transfer vehicle (POTV),
Figure 5.1-4, which transports personnel between LEO and GEO. It
has two (common/chemical) stages each of which has a mass of
91,000 kg and carries a payload of 91,000 kg. The operation of
the HLLV in conjunction with the COTV is illustrated in Figure 5.1-5.
• A small intra-orbit transfer vehicle (IOT'V) which transfers cargo
between the HLLV and COTV, and between the CCTV and the GEO construc-
tion base.
• The space operations scenario is more fully described in Section 9.2
of Volume V.
WLT WING
• WHITCOMB AIRFOIL
	
• LOCKHEED TRI DELTA 	 j
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5.2 GROUND OPERATIONS
The major elements of ground operations consists of launch site require-
ments and operations - facilities and the rectenna construction and logistics.
A brief description of those ground operations are presented in the following
subsections.
5.2.1 LAUNCH SITE RLQUIRL,iLNTS AND OPEKATIONS - FACILITIES
Launch base facilities must provide for (1) receiving, storage, and
processing of material and propellants, (2) storage of LLV's sufficient for
initial operations, (3) refurbishment and checkout of returning ELV's, and
(4) personnel handling and administration. Figure 5.2-1 depicts the facili-
ties which must be provided and indicates the inlerfacility relationship for
material and personnel processing.
Incoming material (rail, air, etc.) is offloaded, subjected to receiving
inspection, taken up on the computerized inventory control system, and then
scared in the appropriate warehouse facility as shown in Figure 5.2-1. Some
of the material will be processed through a subassembly buildup facility
prig
 to storage. This material includes the basic metal stuck required to
fabricate and assemble microwave waveguide subarrays, totaling U993 per SPS.
It is estimated that 15,000 square meters of floor space will be required
for subarray fabrication. Section 9.6 of Volume V defines transpertation
and storage requirements in more detail.
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Figure 5.2-1. Launch Site Logistics
Bonded warehousing must be provided for SPS construction material and
spares and for COTV construction material. An initial requirement of about
145,000 square meters of floor space, ultimately increasing to 17U,000 square
meters, has been established.
When scheduled by the Payload Scheduling Control Center, ma t erial (con-
struction material, consumables and spares as required) is transferred to the
payload preparation facility for packaging and arranging into payload units
on 6 % 30 meter pallets. Electronic modules and other selected components will
be functionally tested prior to packaging. The packaged payloads are then
transported to and loaded on the 11LLV prior to propellant loading and final
HLLV checkout. Personnel comprising part of	 payload will enter their crew
module in the payload bay shortly before launch.
The propellant storage facilities must provide for cryogenic storage of
HLLV propellants and for argon which will be shipped to low earth orbit for
COTV utilization. See Volume V, Section 9.5 for additional details regarding
propellant requirements.
Since initial HLLV flight requirements are substantial (approximately
550 flights during the first year), a fleet build-up will be required prior
to initiation of the orbital phase of the program. A facility to store
"mothballed" HLLV's during the build-up period must be provided, either at
the launch site or elsewhere. it is probable that this facility could also
serve as a refurbishment area for HLLV's returning from orbit.
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Personnel administration and planning is a vital element in the overall
base function. incoming personnel must be trained and assigned to either
flight or ground crews. Personnel returning from 90 days in orbit must under-
go medical processing and then be reassigned to ground activities for a TBD
period before returning to orbit. The continuous growth in number of both
base personnel and space crews throughout tale 30 year program precipitates
the requirement for extensive facilities for medical, housing, training,
and administration.
Finally, provision must be made for processing and disposing of large
amounts of packaging materials, and failed and damaged hardware which will
be returned from orbit by the HLLV's.
5.2.1 RECTENNA CONSTRUCTION AND LOGISTICS
A rectenna will be required for each operational satellite. Approximate-
ly 15 months is required to prepare the site and construct the recteuua. Since
this exceeds the time allocated fur satellite construction, a number of recten-
nas must be in the construction please at any one time.
The support systems required for construction of the rectenna are antici-
pated to be much greater magnitude than those required for operational mainten-
ance and are therefore of primary concern because of the large mass of construc-
tion materials required. (Each rectenna requires approximately 18UU x 1U 6 kg of
concrete, y UU'<lU 6
 kg of galvanized steel, and 350 x 10' kg of miscellaneous
material; this equates to about 42U truck trips per day which must be processed
at the site and which requires some 20 unloading docks.) On-site assembly of
the 4:36,518 rectenna panels presents the major construction time challenge.
The large number dictates the need for multiple, semi-automated assembly equip-
ments. Thu concept shown in Figure 5.2
	 fulfills that requirement. It is
essuntially a mobile construction jig which is assembled on-site and can be
disassembled for transport to another rectenna site. The concept shown is
itliLiallV loaded with materials fur assembly of lU rectenna panels. Since
each rectenna panel weighs 2080 kilograms (4576 lbs), then a single flat-bed
truck trip can deliver the lU sits of recLenna panel materials. As each recten-
na panel is completed, it is lifted from the construction jig by a truck crane
(see insert on Figure) and set on concrete piers.
Operational maintenance will require special designed equipment for
removal, repair and replacement of faulty panels; however, unique logistics
problems associated with transport of uperaLional spares to the individual
rectenna sites is foreseen. For additional detail see Volume V, Section 9.9.
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